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Abstract
Isoprene emissions are the single largest source of non-methane reduced carbon to the atmosphere. Proper
simulation of the effect of its photooxidation on regional air quality and secondary organic aerosol forma-
tion requires detailed multi-generation and multi-phase photochemical mechanisms. In this work, I first
demonstrate that CF3O− chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) is a powerful method to probe iso-
prene photochemical oxidation. Under high NOx, isoprene nitrates and their photochemical products are
directly observed and quantified. As isoprene nitrates are critical to the impact of isoprene photochemistry
on ozone, these observations provide an important constraint on the effect of isoprene emissions on air qual-
ity in regions with large biogenic and anthropogenic emissions (e.g., Southeastern United States). The use
of tandem CIMS in association with isotopically labelled hydroxy radicals is used to identify dihydroxye-
poxides as major products of isoprene photooxidation in low NOx conditions. This class of compounds
may provide an important precursor for secondary organic aerosols under acidic conditions. The chemical
mechanism derived from these laboratory observations is then incorporated in a chemical transport model
to assess the impact of isoprene photooxidation on atmospheric chemistry. I examine how the photooxida-
tion of isoprene impacts the budget of formic and acetic acids, two ubiquitous trace gases whose sources
are poorly constrained. Comparison with observations from satellite, ground and aircraft platforms reveal
a major missing source that may originate from the aging of secondary organic aerosols. Finally, the con-
sequences of the multi-scale interplay between NOx and isoprene photochemistry on the tropical budget of
ozone are examined using forward and adjoint sensitivity simulations.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
2More than 99.9% of Earth’s atmosphere is comprised of only four gases: nitrogen, oxygen, argon and
water. In contrast, the remaining 0.1% exhibit an incredible diversity that is critical to Earth’s habitability.
For instance, the ozone layer, which provides an essential shield against UV radiation, would not be more
than a few millimeters thick if it were brought to the surface. Carbon dioxide and methane are present in
parts per million in the atmosphere yet their strong correlation with large climate variations on geological
timescales, illustrate the importance of trace greenhouse gases for Earth’s climate. Particulate matter also
plays a large role on Earth’s energy budget, either directly (scattering and absorption of solar radiation) or
indirectly (e.g., cloud formation and lifetime), and constitutes a great source of uncertainty in the assessment
of the extent and consequences of climate change.
The importance of trace atmospheric compounds is not limited to the global scale. In fact, it is the
study of urban smog in Los Angeles and London, pioneered by Haagen-Smit (1952), that helped atmo-
spheric chemistry develop into an independent science. Research on anthropogenic air pollution can be
credited with important regulations that have dramatically improved air quality (e.g., reduced acid depo-
sition (National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program), ozone and particulate matter exposure (World
Health Organization, 2005) and stratospheric ozone depletion (Montreal protocol)).
In the last twenty years, improvements in measurement and modeling capabilities have revealed the
importance of emissions of trace gases by the biosphere. Chameides et al. (1988) demonstrated that the
failure of ozone abatement strategies in the Southeast of the United States could be traced to the interaction
between large biogenic and anthropogenic emissions. More recently, Goldstein et al. (2009) showed that
such interactions also promote aerosol formation in the same region, as Went (1960) had envisioned.
The biosphere emits more than∼ 1000 TgC of non-methane hydrocarbons to the atmosphere every year,
much more than human activities (Guenther et al., 1995). Once in the atmosphere, these biogenic volatile
organic compounds (BVOC) undergo a complex suite of oxidative and phase transformations, fueled by
light and moisture, until oxidation products are deposited or fully oxidized to carbon dioxide (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998). Through these photochemical processes, the biosphere exerts an important control over the
composition and chemical state of the atmosphere.
There are probably tens of thousands of BVOCs emitted to the atmosphere. However fewer than one
hundred are thought to be emitted with sufficient rates to affect atmospheric chemistry (Guenther et al.,
2000). Isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene) emissions alone are estimated to range from 440 to 660 TgC
(Guenther et al., 2006). Isoprene is primarily emitted by broad-leaf trees (∼ 15% of vascular plants). It
is thought to increase the tolerance of leaves against high temperature episodes (heat flecks) (Sharkey and
3Singsaas, 1995; Sharkey et al., 2001), consistent with the temperature dependence of isoprene biosynthesis
(Harley et al., 1999; Sharkey et al., 2008) and its large emissions in the wet tropics (Guenther et al., 2006).
The mechanism by which isoprene provides such thermal tolerance is not well understood but it appears to
stabilize the lipid membrane of leaf cells. Isoprene also provides some protection against ozone damages
(Loreto and Velikova, 2001), which is beneficial in polluted urban settings. As isoprene emissions promote
ozone formation in a urban setting, Lerdau (2007) suggested that isoprene-emitting plants may outcompete
non-isoprene emitting plants, raising concerns for biodiversity and air quality.
The magnitude of isoprene emissions makes it an ideal compound to investigate biosphere-atmosphere
interactions as well as their sensitivities to changes induced by anthropogenic activities. As such, it has been
a focus of atmospheric chemistry since its discovery in the mid 1950s by Givi Sanadze (Sanadze, 2004, and
references therein). It took more than 20 years for the first isoprene degradation scheme to be proposed
by Zimmerman et al. (1978). Though the proposed mechanism was not derived from experimental obser-
vations, Zimmerman et al. correctly hypothesized the formation of methylvinylketone, methacrolein and
formaldehyde from the photooxidation of isoprene by OH under relatively large NO concentrations (NO >
50 pptv). Dimitriades (1981), Altshuller (1983) and Chameides et al. (1988) rapidly recognized that isoprene
could contribute to ozone production under these conditions, and air pollution concerns would help fuel re-
search on the fate of isoprene under “high NOx” condition for the next twenty years
1. The identifications of
many additional photochemical products such as 3-methylfuran (Gu et al., 1985; Atkinson et al., 1989), hy-
droxyacetone, methylglyoxal, peroxymethacyloyl nitrate, organic nitrates (Tuazon and Atkinson, 1990) has
shed light on the complexity of the isoprene photochemical cascade. In the 1990s, explicit and condensed
mechanisms of isoprene photooxidation were developed (Carter, 1996; Carter and Atkinson, 1996; Paulson
and Seinfeld, 1992) and rapidly incorporated in the recently developed chemical transport models (Crutzen
and Zimmermann, 1991; Roelofs and Lelieveld, 1995). The large differences between models that incorpo-
rate non-methane hydrocarbon chemistry and those limited to CO and methane chemistry highlighted the
importance of understanding the fate of biogenic emissions for past (Mickley et al., 2001), present (Müller
and Brasseur, 1995; Wang et al., 1998; Horowitz et al., 1998; Poisson et al., 2000; Roelofs and Lelieveld,
2000) and future air quality (Shallcross and Monks, 2000).
In the past decade, dramatic advances in observation capabilities have uncovered important gaps in our
understanding of the isoprene photochemical cascade. The first major breakthrough was made in 2004, when
Claeys et al. reported observations of methyltetrols in organic aerosols over Amazonia, suggesting that the
1“Trees cause more pollution than automobiles do.”–Ronald Reagan (1981)
4photooxidation of isoprene could yield secondary organic aerosol formation (SOA), contrary to widespread
assumptions (Altshuller, 1983). Henze and Seinfeld (2006), using laboratory observations from Kroll et al.
(2005, 2006), predicted that the formation of SOA from isoprene could significantly increase the modeled
global SOA burden. Surratt et al. (2006, 2007, 2008) and Ng et al. (2008) showed that oligomerization and
organosulfate formation are essential processes for SOA formation from isoprene. An additional channel
was proposed by Volkamer et al. (2007), who suggested that glyoxal, an important photochemical product
of isoprene, may be a major SOA precursor (Fu et al., 2008). The second breakthrough came from several
measurement campaigns (PROPHET, GABRIEL, SOS 99) that probed isoprene photochemistry under low-
NOx, conditions that had not been achieved in laboratory experiments, even though most isoprene is thought
to be oxidized in this chemical regime. These campaigns identified important compounds, including isoprene
hydroperoxides (Crutzen et al., 2000; Warneke et al., 2001). They also revealed large discrepancies between
simulated (Houweling et al., 1998; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003b) and observed HOx (Creasey et al., 2001;
Thornton et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2001; Sillman et al., 2002; Karl et al., 2006; Ren et al., 2008; Lelieveld
et al., 2008; Butler et al., 2008) in regions of high biogenic loadings. Finally, in a series of theoretical
studies, Dibble (2002, 2004a,b, 2005) challenged the common belief that isoprene photochemical cascade
was well-understood under high NOx by proposing that a significant fraction of the alkoxy radicals formed
under these conditions could undergo isomerizations.
This thesis is organized around the interpretation of isoprene photooxidation experiments through models
of various complexities. The experiments were carried out in the Caltech atmospheric chambers and the
isoprene photooxidation was monitored over several photochemical generations by chemical ionization mass
spectrometry (CIMS) (Crounse et al., 2006). This soft ionization technique is sensitive to a wide spectrum
of oxygenated volatile organic compounds, which offers a unique opportunity to probe new parts of the
isoprene photochemical cascade. Chapter 2 focuses on the high-NOx regime, with special emphasis on the
yield and fate of isoprene nitrates. This class of compounds modulates the lifetime of NOx in the atmosphere
and consequently the formation of ozone (Horowitz et al., 1998). In particular, very long-lived organic
nitrates originating from the photooxidation of isoprene nitrates are identified. This class of organic nitrates
is important as it could contribute to the transport of reactive nitrogen to unpolluted regions (Perring et al.,
2009; Horowitz et al., 1998; Wu et al., 2007; Duce et al., 2008). I also present evidence for alkoxy radicals
isomerization that are qualitatively consistent with the conclusions of Dibble (2004a,b).
Chapter 3 focuses on the oxidation of isoprene under low-NOx conditions. Using isotopically-labelled
reagents, I show that isoprene hydroperoxides are efficiently converted into epoxides after reacting with OH.
5This suggests that isoprene is not a catalytic sink of HOx, as was commonly assumed in major mechanisms
(Horowitz et al., 1998), and may provide an important route for SOA formation under pristine conditions
(Surratt et al., 2010; Froyd et al., 2010).
Under both high and low NOx conditions, the oxidation of isoprene yields large amounts of formic and
acetic acids. Formic and acetic acids are ubiquitous in the atmosphere but their budget is poorly understood
(Chebbi and Carlier, 1996). Isoprene ozonolysis is thought to be a major source of both carboxylic acids
(Ito et al., 2007; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003b) but cannot account for the large yield of carboxylic acids
measured in the Caltech chamber experiments. This suggests the oxidation of isoprene or its photochemical
products by OH may also yield carboxylic acids. In Chapter 4, I derive a detailed budget of formic and acetic
acids primary and secondary sources using the chemical transport model GEOS-Chem (Bey et al., 2001).
The model performances are tested using a broad suite of measurements from ground, air and space-based
platforms. The model is found to perform well in regions with very large biogenic influences, consistent
with the modern isotopic signature of carboxylic acids (Glasius et al., 2000; Glasius et al., 2001), but greatly
underestimates formic and acetic acids in regions impacted by anthropogenic pollution and biomass burning.
As concurrent measurements of carboxylic acids and organic aerosol exhibit a strong correlation, I suggest
missing sources of carboxylic acids may be related to aerosol aging.
Because of the short atmospheric liftetime of isoprene (∼ hours), most research has been devoted to
unravelling the impact of its photooxidation on the local photochemistry. However, isoprene photooxidation
is also known to contribute to the formation of long-lived compounds (e.g, propanone nitrate, ozone) that
can impact the chemical regime of the atmosphere far from isorpene source region (Stevenson et al., 2006).
In Chapter 5, forward and adjoint sensitivity simulations are used to characterize several mechanisms by
which the isoprene photochemical cascade impacts photochemistry on different scales. I focus this analysis
on the importance of isoprene photooxidation for the poorly understood budget of tropical ozone (Bowman
et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010).
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Isoprene photooxidation: new insights
into the production of acids and organic
nitrates1
1Adapted with permission from Paulot, F.; Crounse, J. D.; Kjaergaard, H. G.; Kroll, J. H.; Seinfeld, J. H. & Wennberg, P. O. Isoprene
photooxidation: new insights into the production of acids and organic nitrates Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics, 2009, 9, 1479-1501
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72.1 Abstract
We describe a nearly explicit chemical mechanism for isoprene photooxidation guided by chamber studies
that include time-resolved observation of an extensive suite of volatile compounds. We provide new con-
straints on the chemistry of the poorly-understood isoprene δ -hydroxy channels, which account for more
than one third of the total isoprene carbon flux and a larger fraction of the nitrate yields. We show that the
cis branch dominates the chemistry of the δ -hydroxy channel with less than 5% of the carbon following the
trans branch. The modelled yield of isoprene nitrates is 12± 3% with a large difference between the δ and
β branches. The oxidation of these nitrates releases about 50% of the NOx. Methacrolein nitrates (modelled
yield ' 15±3% from methacrolein) and methylvinylketone nitrates (modelled yield ' 11±3% yield from
methylvinylketone) are also observed. Propanone nitrate, produced with a yield of 1% from isoprene, ap-
pears to be the longest-lived nitrate formed in the total oxidation of isoprene. We find a large molar yield of
formic acid and suggest a novel mechanism leading to its formation from the organic nitrates. Finally, the
most important features of this mechanism are summarized in a condensed scheme appropriate for use in
global chemical transport models.
2.2 Introduction
Isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene, C5H8) is a short-lived compound (τ1/2 = 1–2 hours) emitted by many
deciduous trees during daylight hours. Between 0.5% and 2% of the carbon fixed by isoprene emitting
plants is released to the atmosphere as isoprene (Harley et al., 1999), a flux accounting for about one third
of the total anthropogenic and natural volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions (Guenther et al., 2006).
Isoprene plays a crucial role in determining the oxidative chemistry of the troposphere. Ozone levels in
urban as well as in rural sites are impacted by the sequestration and transport of NOx via formation of
isoprene nitrates (Horowitz et al., 1998) and various isoprene-derived peroxyacylnitrates. Moreover, field
(Claeys et al., 2004) and chamber studies (Kroll et al., 2006; Surratt et al., 2006) have recently shown
that compounds formed in isoprene photooxidation, such as methylglyceric acid or methylerythritol, are
ubiquitous in aerosol particles and may contribute significantly to the aerosol global burden (Henze and
Seinfeld, 2006; van Donkelaar et al., 2007).
In the light of the potential for significant change in isoprene emissions due to climate and land use
changes (Shallcross and Monks, 2000), studies have been made to predict the impact of altered isoprene
8emissions on tropospheric ozone (Sanderson et al., 2003; Wiedinmyer et al., 2006). Von Kuhlmann (2004)
and Fiore et al. (2005) note, however, that quantifying this impact is difficult due to uncertainties regard-
ing: 1) the dependence of isoprene emissions on temperature (Harley et al., 2004) and CO2 concentration
(Rosenstiel et al., 2003); and 2) the isoprene photooxidation scheme, especially the yields and fates of iso-
prene nitrates.
In this study, we use negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) to monitor the photooxi-
dation of isoprene. This technique greatly expands the range of compounds that can be observed during the
photooxidation of isoprene and other hydrocarbons (Ng et al., 2008). Quantitative interpretation is challeng-
ing, however, because 1) calibration standards are not available for many of the compounds identified, and 2)
mass analogs (compounds having the same mass) are not differentiated. Therefore the iterative development
of a detailed mechanism is used to analyze the different signals and derive branching ratios and yields for
the compounds identified.
First, we briefly describe the experiment emphasizing the calibration of CIMS measurements. Next, we
report and identify the largest signals monitored by CIMS. We then discuss how these signals help constrain
the development of the model emphasizing the δ -hydroxy channels, the organic nitrate yield and fate, as well
as some routes to organic acids. Finally we discuss the potential implications of our findings for tropospheric
chemistry and present a reduced mechanism suitable for inclusion in chemical transport model.
2.3 Experiments
2.3.1 Experimental setting
The data of the present study were collected in the 28 m3 Caltech atmospheric chamber, in an experiment
similar to those described by Kroll et al. (2006). Initial concentrations of isoprene, NO and H2O2 were
94 ppbv, 500 ppbv and 2.1 ppmv. The photolysis of H2O2 constitutes the primary source of OH in the
experiment. NO was added prior to isoprene so that the chamber was initially ozone free. The initial relative
humidity was less than 6% and is assumed to be constant in this study. The temperature increased by about 5
degrees in the first one hundred minutes and remained constant thereafter at 296.5K. To simplify modelling,
we consider this temperature to hold during the whole experiment.
Isoprene decay was monitored using GC-FID. Ozone was measured by UV absorption (Horiba) and NO
and NO2 (after conversion to NO) by chemiluminescence. The size distribution and the volume concentra-
9tion of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) were measured using a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI
3760). Further details are available in Kroll et al. (2006).
2.3.2 Chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS)
Gas-phase products were monitored using a novel CIMS technique (Crounse et al., 2006) with CF3O− as
the reagent anion. Non-reactive with ozone, carbon dioxide and dioxygen (Huey et al., 1996), CF3O− is
a versatile reagent ion suitable for the study of many oxygenated compounds. In general, two primary
ionization pathways are observed:
VOC+CF3O
− −−→ VOC−H•HF+CF2O [R 2.1]
VOC+CF3O
− −−→ VOC•CF3O− [R 2.2]
A minor ionization pathway is observed for certain compounds:
CF3O
−+HOOX(O)R−−→ HF+CF2O•OOX(O)R− [R 2.3]
In [R 2.3], CF2O is incorporated into the original neutral molecule. Reaction has been observed for perox-
ynitric acid (PNA) and for peroxy acetic acid (PAA). While [R 2.3] is not the major ionization pathway, in
several cases it is useful for distinguishing certain mass analogs.
The dominant ionization pathway for an analyte depends mostly on the acidity (or fluoride affinity) of the
neutral species (Amelynck et al., 2000; Crounse et al., 2006). Highly acidic compounds, such as nitric acid,
only form the transfer product ion through reaction [R 2.1], while hydrogen peroxide and methylhydrogen
peroxide (MHP) form only the cluster product ions through reaction [R 2.2]. Species with intermediate
acidity (e.g., formic and acetic acids) form both the transfer and cluster products. Most of the VOC measured
in this study follow reaction [R 2.2].
In this study, air was drawn from the chamber through a perfluoroalkoxy Teflon line of 1.2 m length
and 0.635 cm outer diameter (OD), at a rate of 10 standard liters per minute (slm), and then sub-sampled
into the CIMS flow tube using a critical orifice made of glass. The orifice constrained the flow from the
chamber into the CIMS to be 145 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). Upon introduction to the
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CIMS flow tube, the chamber gas was diluted with 1760 sccm of UHP N2 (99.999%) to a total pressure of
35 hPa, primarily to reduce the concentration of H2O2 to manageable levels. The gas is expanded in a flow
tube (17.8 cm, 2.54 cm OD Pyrex glass coated with a thin layer of Teflon (Fluoropel 801A, from Cytonix
Corp.)) before being reacted with a transverse ion beam of the reagent anion (Fig. 1, Crounse et al., 2006).
Mass scans were conducted using a quadrupole mass spectrometer from m/z=18 to m/z=275 dwelling
on each mass for 1s (giving a scan cycle of about 4
1
2 min). The mass scans were repeated throughout the
duration of the experiment (17 h). Zero scans were conducted periodically throughout the experiment by
overfilling the critical orifice on the high pressure (chamber) side with UHP N2. In addition to providing
instrumental backgrounds, the temporal response of the zero scans give insight into the strength of the
interaction of the measured compounds with the equipment walls.
The instrumental background signals for most of the large molecular weight products produced in iso-
prene oxidation are very small (after the instrument has been sampling clean zero air for an extended period
of time), which suggests that variations in instrumental background over the course of the experiment are
not important for these signals. Compounds with a smaller molecular weight (e.g., formic and acetic acids)
do have instrumental backgrounds, but the level of the instrumental background is small relative to the sig-
nal generated in the isoprene oxidation experiment (more than 10 times smaller), so ignoring instrumental
background changes over the course of the experiment for these species does not introduce a substantial
error.
2.3.3 Calibration
The concentration of a compound X, whose product ion is detected at m/z = p, is calculated through:
[X ]ppbv =
̂Signal(m/z = p)
cX
(2.1)
where ̂Signal(m/z=p) is the normalized signal associated with X (see Appendix A.2.1) and cX is the calibra-
tion constant for the compound X in ppbv−1.
In many cases, no standard is readily available and no experimental determination of cX can be made.
In such cases, we assume that cX is related to the thermal capture rate (kX ) and the binding energy of the
cluster. kX is estimated from the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson-based collision rate. We use the empirical
approach developed by Su and Chesnavich (1982) to calculate kX from the dipole moment (µX ) and the
polarizability (αX ) of X.
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In the absence of experimental determinations of µX and αX , we use quantum chemical calculations
to estimate them. The lowest energy conformers of the molecules are found with the conformer searches
method within the Spartan06 quantum package (Wavefunction Inc., 2006) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of
theory. The dipole moments and static polarizabilities are then calculated for the optimized geometries at the
same level of theory. When a molecule has several low energy conformers, a thermally-weighted average of
their reaction rate coefficients is used for kX (see Appendix A.2.2 for details).
The sensitivity of the instrument to X also depends on the binding energy between X and the reagent
anion as well as the nature of the reagent anion. In the presence of abundant ligands (L) such as water or
hydrogen peroxide, the sensitivity of the CIMS to some VOC is modified through two different processes:
1) CF3O−•L may react faster with X than the bare CF3O− anion because ligand exchange reactions can
stabilize the product ion to a greater extent; 2) the cluster CF3O−•L may be sufficiently stable leading to a
lower sensitivity at higher L mixing ratio due to ligand exchange:
VOC•CF3O
−↔ VOC+L•CF3O− L = H2O,H2O2 [R 2.4]
For example, Crounse et al. (2006) reported that the sensitivity to methylhydroperoxide (MHP) decreases
with the water vapor mixing ratio due to [R 2.4].
In general large molecules featuring several functional groups (peroxide, nitrooxy, alcohol, carbonyl)
exhibit only a weak dependence on the amount of water. Therefore, we neglect the binding energy effect in
this study and take:
cX =
kX
kHNO3
cHNO3 (2.2)
where kHNO3 = 1.93×10−9 cm3 molec−1 s−1 is calculated using the experimental dipole and polarizability of
nitric acid, and cHNO3 is the sensitivity to nitric acid for typical conditions where the flow tube was operated
(water vapor mixing ratio = 150 ppmv). HNO3 is used as the calibration reference because of the weak
dependence of the sensitivity with water and its thorough laboratory study (Huey et al., 1996; Amelynck
et al., 2000; Crounse et al., 2006).
When several compounds are observed at the same m/z, we report the signal calibrated with a reference
calibration cref and the modeled concentrations of each compound Xi multiplied by sXi = cXi/cref, so that
one can compare measured signal with the prediction of the mechanism. The predicted concentration of a
specific compound is therefore [Xi]calibrated model/sXi .
Finally, molecules such as isoprene, methacrolein (MACR), methylvinylketone (MVK) or peroxyacylni-
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trate (PAN) are not observed with our measurement technique despite their relatively large dipole moment.
More generally, the method is not sensitive to simple aldehydes, alcohols, and ketones, presumably due to
the low binding energy of these compounds with CF3O
−.
2.4 Results
After the photolysis lights are turned on, isoprene decays with a half life of ∼ 20 min (Fig. A.3). Several
inorganic markers of the chemical evolution of the system can be monitored by CIMS (Table 2.1 and Fig.
A.4). Nitrous acid (transfer at m/z = 66, cluster at m/z = 132, Fig. A.4), peaks after 50 min and has mostly
disappeared after 150 min. HONO is associated with a very large concentration of NO which defines our first
chemical regime (0≤ t ≤ 150 min). Given the high concentration of NO, little ozone is formed and isoprene
photooxidation proceeds almost entirely through OH addition. Pernitric acid (PNA, transfer at m/z = 98,
cluster at m/z = 164, Fig. A.4) grows steadily, peaking at ∼ 600 minutes. Given the sensitivity of PNA to
the ratio HO2:NO2, the time when PNA reaches its maximum indicates the transition from a NOx (Regime
2: 150 ≤ t ≤ 600 min) to a HOx-dominated chemistry (Regime 3: t ≥ 600 min). In this study, we focus
on the NOx-dominated chemistry, limiting our discussion to the first and second regimes. Studies of low
NOx chemistry will follow in a separate manuscript. Nitric acid (transfer at m/z= 82) grows steadily during
the experiment to reach ∼ 430 ppbv at the end of the experiment. We estimate dinitrogen pentoxide profile
by removing the nitric acid contribution to the NO−3 (m/z = 62) temporal signal (Huey et al., 1996). The
corrected signal exhibits a shape similar to PNA, peaking after ∼ 500 min at ∼3 ppbv.
In Table 2.1 and Figs. 2.2 to 2.15, we report the main signals measured by CIMS, the chemical formula
of the associated compounds, as well as their most likely identification using mechanistic considerations.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that the temporal evolutions of isoprene nitrates (cluster at m/z =
232, Fig. 2.9) and methacrolein/methylvinylketone nitrates (cluster at m/z = 234, Fig. 2.13) have been
monitored. We also observe the formation of small carboxilic acids such as formic and acetic acid, which
can be clearly identified given that they undergo both [R 2.1] and [R 2.2]. This specificity helps identify
larger acidic compounds such as (Z)-2/3-methyl-4-oxobut-2-enoic acid (MOBA): the signal recorded at
m/z= 199 (cluster) correlates with the associated transfer at m/z= 133 (ρ = 0.93 for the first 400 min). This
also allows differentiation of certain mass analogs, e.g., the contribution of acetic acid cluster to m/z = 145
can be removed using its experimental ratio between transfer and cluster. The residual is the cluster of
glycolaldehyde (m/z = 145).
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Unfortunately most mass analogs, such as isoprene nitrates (m/z= 232) are positional isomers, and thus
cannot be specifically identified using this approach, thus precluding the derivation of their concentrations.
To overcome this difficulty, a detailed mechanism has been developed iteratively using the constraints of
organic and inorganic signals in association with previously identified mechanisms (Appendix A.1).
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 δ -hydroxy channels
Under chamber experimental conditions, isoprene photooxidation proceeds primarily through the addition
of OH to the two double bonds (position 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 2.1). In the following we will denote the
different channels by the couple (i,j), where i and j refer, respectively, to the carbon on which the OH and O2
addition occurs. Besides β -hydroxy peroxy radicals (1,2) and (4,3), additions to positions 1 and 4 can lead,
after addition of O2, to four δ -hydroxy peroxy radicals (Sprengnether et al., 2002), referred to as Z1,4, E1,4,
Z4,1, E4,1. The branching ratio between these different channels remain uncertain (cf. Section A.3.1). Here
we use a combination of theoretical (Lei et al., 2000) and experimental results (Sprengnether et al., 2002;
this study) as constraints: Y1,2 ' 41%, Y1,4 ' 15%, Y2,1 ' 2%, Y4,3 ' 23%, Y4,1 ' 14%, Y3,4 ' 5%.
As most studies of isoprene photooxidation have focused on the main decomposition channels ((1,2)
and (4,3)) yielding MACR and MVK (Paulson et al., 1992; Sprengnether et al., 2002; Karl et al., 2006), the
δ -hydroxy channels, which account for about 30% of the carbon and a large fraction of the organic nitrates,
remain poorly constrained. A large number of products originating from the δ -hydroxy channels can be
monitored by CIMS, which motivates our emphasis on their chemistry.
2.5.1.1 Chemistry of the δ -hydroxy channels
Z1,4 The reaction of the peroxy radical with NO yields an alkoxy radical which undergoes a δ 51 isomeriza-
tion (Atkinson, 1997b; Park et al., 2004). The resulting β -hydroxy allyl radical can then react with
O2 and form a 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl, (2Z)-4-hydroxy-2-methylbut-2-enal (HC5 Z(1,4)), detected as a
cluster at m/z = 185 (Fig. 2.2). The detection of its 13C isotope at m/z = 186 supports the attribution
of the signal to HC5. Formation of glycolaldehyde (GLYC cluster at m/z= 145, Fig. 2.3) and methyl-
glyoxal (MGLYX) at this stage of the photooxidation have also been described by Dibble (2004a,b).
This reaction is based on the stabilization of the alkoxy radical, reproduced below, through a double
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hydrogen bond which prevents its decomposition while enhancing a double hydrogen shift involving
the hydrogen of the alcohol groups.
OH can add to the HC5 Z(1,4) double bond (channels 2© and 3© in Fig. 2.1), abstract the aldehydic
hydrogen (channel 4©) or the hydrogen α to the alcohol (channel 1©). Addition on position 2© is
expected to yield GLYC and MGLYX. The signal detected at mass m/z = 217 (Fig. 2.4) suggests the
existence of channel 3©. In this pathway the alkoxy radical formed after addition of OH on position 3
is stabilized enough by a double hydrogen bond, so that reaction of O2 becomes competitive with uni-
molecular decomposition. This mechanism yields 2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-3-oxobutanal (DHMOB
(1,4)).
The signal recorded at m/z= 199 correlates well (ρ = 0.93 for the first 400 min) with the one at m/z= 133.
This correlation between a cluster and a transfer is usually associated with an acid functional group (see
Section 2.3.2), which supports the formation of (Z)-2-methyl-4-oxobut-2-enoic acid (MOBA Z(1,4)), a five-
carbon acid, from HC5 through channel 4© (Fig. 2.5).
E1,4 The isomerization of the initial alkoxy radical can yield 2-(hydroxymethyl)prop-2-enal (HMPL) after
reaction with O2. A second isomerization would yield 4-hydroxy-3-oxobutanal (HOBL) or 4-hydroxy-
3-(hydroxymethyl)but-2-enal (MHBL). The further photooxidation of HMPL and MHBL is expected
to yield mainly dihydroxypropanone (DHPN), whose CF3O
− cluster is observed at m/z = 175 (Fig.
2.6), and hydroxyoxopropanal (HOPL, cluster at m/z = 173 with pyruvic acid).
The reaction of OH with HOPL is expected to yield an acylperoxy radical which can further react with
NO2, yielding a PAN-like compound, 3-hydroxy-oxo-peroxyacylnitrate (PAN 250). This compound
may be associated with the signal monitored at m/=250, although the identification is not certain.
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Signals originating from the E branch are much smaller than those originating from its Z counterpart.
This suggests a large asymmetry between the E and Z δ -hydroxy channels.
Due to the similarity between the (4,1) and (1,4) branch, we only address the major differences.
Z4,1 Hydroxyacetone (HACET, cluster at m/z = 159, Fig. 2.7) and glyoxal (GLYX) can be formed from
the decomposition of HC5 Z(4,1) and HC5 E(4,1). Similar to the formation mechanism of DHMOB
(1,4), the addition of OH to the less preferred position of HC5 Z(4,1) (and E(4,1)) is expected to yield
3,4-dihydroxy-3-methyl-2-oxobutanal, referred to as DHMOB (4,1) (Fig. 2.4).
E4,1 The alkoxy radical configuration prevents δ 51 isomerization [R A.8] and slows down its decomposition
[R A.6]. Therefore it is expected to react entirely with O2 [R A.7] to yield a HC5 isomer (HC5 E(4,1)).
2.5.1.2 Consequences
The observations of numerous compounds formed at different stages of δ -hydroxy pathways lead to several
inferences about the general mechanism:
Channel asymmetry
If an equal partitioning of the carbon is assumed between E1,4 and Z1,4, as suggested by the theoretical
work of Dibble (2002), the concentrations of both HOPL and DHPN are greatly overestimated while
the concentrations of HC5=HC5 Z(1,4)+HC5 E(4,1)+HC5 Z(4,1) and its products (DHMOB, MOBA)
are underestimated. Good agreement with the observations is obtained when
YE1,4
YZ1,4
= 1585 .
An additional piece of evidence suggesting that little flux of carbon occurs through E1,4 is the low sig-
nal recorded at m/z=201, which should include 3-methylhydroxy-4-hydroxy-butenal (MHBL) based
on its structural similarity with HC5. We use kOH = 6.13× 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1for DHPN (25%
more than the SAR estimate) and kOH = 2.23×10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1for HOPL in order to properly
capture their measured temporal profiles (Fig. 2.6).
The asymmetry between Z/E isomers contradicts the conclusions drawn from quantum mechanical
calculations (Dibble, 2002) as well as the assumption made by most kinetic models of isoprene pho-
tooxidation (Paulson and Seinfeld, 1992; Fan and Zhang, 2004). The discrepancy with quantum me-
chanical calculations may be related to a difference in the reaction of the cis/trans radical with O2.
The radicals are formed with approximately 40 kcal/mol excess energy. The minimum isomeriza-
tion barrier is estimated to be about 15 kcal/mol (Dibble, 2002). Therefore, assuming a collision
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stabilization of 100 cm−1 collision−1, the radicals undergo nearly 100 collisions (20 with O2) before
they are cooled below the isomerization barrier. If, based on reported rate coefficients for R •+O2
(Atkinson et al., 2006), one reaction among ten is assumed to be reactive, peroxyradicals are likely to
be formed before the isomers are cooled below the isomerization barrier. Therefore, the equilibrium
may be shifted if the reaction of the trans radical with O2 is faster than the reaction of the cis radi-
cal. Measurements made with reduced partial pressure of O2 could test this hypothesis. The cis and
trans forms can also be interconverted later in the photooxidation by the δ 51 isomerization. Therefore
the observed discrepancy may also be attributed to the additional stability of the cis β -hydroxy allyl
radical provided by the interaction between the alcohol groups.
Evidence for Dibble’s mechanism
Both HACET (Fig. 2.7) and GLYC (Fig. 2.3) exhibit a very prompt source. To our knowledge,
the mechanism proposed by Dibble (2004a,b) and reproduced in Section 2.5.1.1 is the only mecha-
nism able to yield both compounds after a single OH reaction. For GLYC, we set the branching ratio
quenching:thermalization to 7:3 in good agreement with the theoretical estimate (Dibble, 2004b). The
same branching ratio was applied to capture the prompt formation of HACET from the Z4,1 branch.
Theoretical considerations do not support such a large hydroxyacetone formation (Dibble, 2004b).
The hydroxyacetone rate constant with OH is set to kOH = 5.98×10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1(Dillon et al.,
2006) and the rate constant of glycolaldehyde with OH is set to kOH = 8×10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1(Karunanandan
et al., 2007).
HC5 chemistry
HC5 (Fig. 2.2) exhibits a very fast decay consistent with a reaction rate coefficient with OH sim-
ilar to isoprene (1.0–1.2× 10−10 cm3 molec−1 s−1). This estimate is consistent with the fastest rate
recently derived by Baker et al. (2005) and ∼80% greater than the SAR estimate (kSAROH = 6.82×
10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1or 7.9× 10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1with the correction from Bethel et al. (2001);
Papagni et al. (2001). This discrepancy can be partly explained by the effect of the alcohol group α of
the double bond which enhances the addition of OH (Papagni et al., 2001). The large measured yield
of MOBA=MOBA Z(1,4)+MOBA Z(4,1) (Fig. 2.5) also suggests that the abstraction of the aldehydic
hydrogen (channel 4©) is faster than predicted, possibly related to a long distance interaction between
the alcohol group and the carbonyl group (Neeb, 2000).
Experimental evidence for the formation of 3-methylfuran (3-MF) from the Z1,4 and Z4,1 branches
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have been reported (Tuazon and Atkinson, 1990). However the mechanism remains unclear with
evidence for both heterogeneous formation (Baker et al., 2005; Dibble, 2007; Atkinson et al., 2008)
from HC5 and homogeneous formation from its parent alkoxy (Francisco-Marquez et al., 2005).
In our model, 3-MF yield is set to 4.5% based on experimental results (Atkinson et al., 1989; Paulson
et al., 1992) and formed from the parent alkoxy of HC5. As a result, 37% of the alkoxyradical formed
in the Z1,4 and Z4,1 branches must decompose to 3-MF in order to match the experimental yield. We
can not rule out 3-MF heterogeneous formation. We note, however, that if heterogeneous processes
yield 3-MF, the calculated HC5 yield would be ∼ 20% higher. Moreover, the decay rate required to
match the HC5 profile would likely be faster than observed. 3-MF formation mechanism has little
impact on the conclusions of this paper but has significant consequences for atmospheric chemistry.
Indeed if formed through heterogeneous processes, 3-MF yield is likely to be smaller than determined
in atmospheric chambers. Further work is clearly required to quantify this issue and determine the
products of 3-MF photooxidation.
We note, finally, that the observation of large yields for HC5 and 3-MF are consistent with an asym-
metry between the E and Z branches. If the branching ratio E:Z were close to 1:1, the fraction of
peroxy radical Z1,4 and Z4,1 required to decompose to 3-MF would be 62% and the yield of HC5 only
6.1% This is inconsistent with the yields previously reported (Baker et al., 2005).
2.5.2 Organic nitrates
The observation of the organic nitrates of isoprene and MVK/MACR, as well as some of the products of their
photooxidation (Figs. 2.8 to 2.11), provides constraints on the isoprene nitrate yields, their lifetimes and the
amount of NOx recycled through the first stage of their photooxidation, as well as through their lifetimes.
2.5.2.1 δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates
The fate of the δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates (1,4) and (4,1), respectively, ISOPN (1,4) and ISOPN (4,1), can
be followed through their degradation products (Fig. 2.8): ethanal nitrate (ETHLN) monitored at m/z= 190
(Fig. 2.10) and propanone nitrate (PROPNN) at m/z = 204 (Fig. 2.11).
PROPNN features a very prompt source, which requires a fast reaction rate coefficient of ISOPN(4,1)
with OH: kISOPN(4,1)OH = 9.5×10−11cm3 molec−1 s−1. This is ∼ 45% faster than SAR and suggests an inad-
equate parameterization of the effects of nitroxy groups on the reactivity of the double bond (Neeb, 2000).
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No significant signal is observed at m/z = 230, confirming that the abstraction of the hydrogen in α of the
alcohol of ISOPN is negligible compared to addition on the double bond.
SAR suggests that ISOPN(1,4) and ISOPN(4,1) are similarly short-lived with respect to OH. This is
consistent with the prompt source of ETHLN (Fig. 2.10), a product of the oxidation of ISOPN (1,4) (Fig.
2.8). The use of the primary nitrate photolysis rate (see A.1.3) and SAR rate estimate for the reaction
ETHLN + OH underpredicts its decay. To match the measured profile (Fig. 2.10), we take kOH = 1×
10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1, three times faster than the SAR estimate. If the ETHLN photolysis rate is larger
than estimated (J ∼ 4× 10−7s−1 using 1−C4H9ONO2), the ETHLN reaction rate coefficient with OH
would be commensurately slower.
NOx recycling from the (4,1) branch is ∼ 70% based on the measured ratio PROPNN: dihydroxybu-
tanone (DHB, cluster at m/z = 189). The reaction rate coefficient of DHB with OH is estimated to be
1.3×10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1or 60% of SAR (Fig. 2.12).
The yield of ETHLN is substantially overestimated if the yield of the reaction RC •OH+O2 −−→ RCO+HO2
is 100%. As will be discussed further in Section 2.5.3, we suggest that unimolecular decomposition of the
α-hydroxyperoxy radical from ISOPN(1,4) yields formic acid, resolving this discrepancy.
2.5.2.2 β -hydroxy isoprene nitrates
To capture the decay of the m/z = 232 signal requires that β -hydroxy isoprene nitrates (ISOPN (1,2), (2,1),
(4,3) and (3,4)) be much longer-lived than δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates (ISOPN (1,4) and (4,1)). Unfortu-
nately, the products of their photooxidation have multiple other sources, precluding a direct derivation of
their lifetime. For instance methylvinylketone nitrate (MVKN) and methacrolein nitrate (MACRN) are also
formed from MVK and MACR with similar rates. The evolution of the m/z = 232 signal can be captured
when the SAR chemical rates for these nitrates are reduced by 20%.
The reaction of the isoprene nitrate with ozone is included for ISOPN (1,2) and ISOPN (4,3), because
their long lifetimes allow them to encounter high concentrations of ozone in the chamber (Fig. A.2). We
do not observe the formation of 3 hydroxy-2-nitrooxy-2-methyl propanoic acid (no correlation between
m/z = 184 and m/z = 250). Therefore, we use a simplified version of the ozonolysis products proposed
by (Giacopelli et al., 2005) assuming that this reaction yields only MACRN and MVKN. These reactions
contribute significantly to the total yield of MVKN and MACRN in this experiment.
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2.5.2.3 Methacrolein and methylvinylketone hydroxynitrates
MVKN and MACRN are monitored through their clusters with CF3O
− at m/z = 234 (Fig. 2.13).
MACRN features an aldehyde group which suggests a much faster decomposition than MVKN. This
is confirmed by the profile of hydroxyacetone which does not exhibit any significant late source. As a re-
sult, the third regime of the experiment is dominated by MVKN and its reaction rate coefficient with OH
can be estimated: kMV KNOH = 2.8× 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1. The yield of MVKN can be constrained us-
ing GLYC profile since MVK is its major source: αMV K = (11± 3)%. Applying the same approach to
MACR/MACRN/HACET is more complicated, since hydroxyacetone has many more sources than glyco-
laldehyde (Fig. 2.7). We find that a yield of MACRN of 15% and a reaction rate coefficient with OH of
5× 10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1best match the peak time of m/z = 234. These values are consistent with the
study of Chuong and Stevens (2004).
The abstraction of the hydrogen α to the alcohol in MACRN, MVKN and MVKN (m) is expected to
yield dicarbonyl nitrates. We expect CIMS to be sensitive to this class of compounds, since we are able
to measure compounds featuring a carbonyl in β of the nitrate group, such as PROPNN or ETHLN. Since
m/z=232 only features early stages compounds, isoprene nitrates, there is no evidence for the formation of
dicarbonyl nitrates. Recent theoretical studies (Peeters et al., 2001; Hermans et al., 2005) show that primary
α-hydroxy-alkylperoxy radicals can be sufficiently stabilized to undergo reactions with NO and yield formic
acid. Nevertheless the photooxidation of MVKN occurs in a mostly low-NOx environment which suggests
that α-hydroxy-alkylperoxy radicals may undergo an intramolecular decomposition to yield a carboxilic
acid and the nitrate radical. Such a reaction may involve a four-or six-e− mechanism.
Finally, the m/z = 234 signal features a prompt source which can not be accounted for by MVK or
MACR nor by the β -hydroxy isoprene nitrates, which have a similar lifetime with respect to OH. Conversely
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ISOPN (1,4) is very short-lived and a MVKN (m) yield of 10–15% enables to capture this feature (Fig. 2.13).
2.5.3 Carboxylic acids
2.5.3.1 Formic acid
Formic acid is detected as a cluster (m/z = 131) and a transfer (m/z = 65) with about equal sensitivity. At
the NOx titration (∼ 600 min), a molar yield of about (10± 3)% is obtained (Fig. 2.14).
The measured profile of formic acid features the three characteristic chemical regimes of this experiment
(see 2.4):
First regime: A very early source of formic acid is noticeable (Fig. 2.14). Several observations suggest that
formic acid may be formed from an intramolecular decomposition of ISOPN (1,4) similar to the
one described for MVKN earlier: 1) This source is absent from the experiments performed in the
absence of NOx, 2) the early formic acid profile correlates very well with the propanone nitrate
which originates from ISOPN (4,1) decomposition, 3) ETHNL would be largely overevaluated
in the absence of other decomposition channels for ISOPN (1,4). Matching the ETHLN profile
(Fig. 2.10) results in a branching ratio for formic acid to ETHLN of 3:1. ISOPN(2,1) may
yield acetic acid, but is not included since its contribution would be negligible. Bierbach et al.
(1995) report 4-oxo-pentenal as the major product of the photooxidation of 2-methylfuran in
the absence of NOx, while formic acid accounts for about 6%. We are unaware of any study
of the photooxidation of 3-MF in the presence of NOx. Since the reaction rate coefficient of
methylfuran with OH is similar to that derived for ISOPN (1,4) and (4,1), its photooxidation
may contribute to the early sources of formic acid.
Second regime: Butkovskaya et al. (2006a,b) report a formic acid yield from the photooxidation of GLYC
(HAC) of 18% (respectively, 7%). The formation of formic acid from the decomposition of
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MVKN described in Section 2.5.2.3 also plays a minor role in this regime.
Third regime (not shown): As NOx becomes limiting, hydroxymethyl hydroperoxide (HMHP) formation
from the reaction of CH2OO with water is enhanced. HMHP can account for most of the late
formation of formic acid through its reaction with OH and its photolysis. A large additional
source is missing, however, in the mechanism. Heterogeneous decomposition of HMHP (Neeb
et al., 1997) and aerosol processes (Walser et al., 2007) are likely to account for this missing
source. An upper limit for the strength of the aerosol source can be estimated from the decrease
of the aerosol volume−2.5 µm3/cm3, which would represent a release of 2.6 ppbv C−O in the
chamber, assuming a density of 1.25 g/cm3(Kroll et al., 2006). Since the same phenomenon is
observed for acetic acid (Fig. 2.15), most likely both HOx-dominated VOC oxidation as well as
organic aerosol oxidation are needed to explain the observed increase in formic and acetic acid
in the third regime.
2.5.3.2 Acetic acid
The production of acetic acid (Fig. 2.15) occurs primarily through the oxidation of hydroxyacetone as
described by (Butkovskaya et al., 2006b). Additional routes include direct formation from CH3CHO+OH
(Cameron et al., 2002) as well as CH3C(O)OO+HO2 following Reaction [R A.4].
Two additional minor routes are hypothesized: 1) decomposition of MACRN (m), 2) decomposition
of DHMOB (1,4) (m/z = 217), inspired by the mechanism proposed by Butkovskaya et al. (2006b,a).
Following their analysis, we assume a 37% acetic molar yield, the remaining falling apart as CO2 and
hydroxybutane-2,3-dione (m/z=187).
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2.5.3.3 MOBA
MOBA, the class of five-carbon acids identified at m/z = 183 and 199 in Section 2.5.1, can react with
OH and ozone under the chamber conditions. The slow decay of the signal suggests that its reactivity is
dominated by ozone in the chamber and that the acid group significantly hinders the addition of OH onto the
double bond. A good match is obtained by setting kOH equal to 3×10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1(FCOOH = 0.1 in
terms of SAR) and kO3 = 2×10−17 cm3 molec−1 s−1.
Little signal is observed at m/z = 93, which suggests no or minor formation of oxoacetic acid. This
suggests that the reaction with OH does not conserve the acid group, which is likely lost as CO2. Pyruvic
acid can be expected to be a major product of MOBA ozonolysis.
2.5.3.4 Pyruvic acid
Pyruvic acid is a precursor for glyoxylic and oxalic acids, two carboxylic acids detected in the aerosol phase
(Carlton et al., 2006). It is observed as a cluster at m/z= 173 in association with HOPL, a product of DHPL
photooxidation. Due to its stickiness to the walls of the flow tube, the theoretical calibration is expected to
largely overestimate our sensitivity to this compound. The yield of pyruvic acid after 600 min is 2±1%.
Qualitatively, the major sources of pyruvic acid are expected to include (heterogeneous) hydrolysis of
the Criegee intermediate produced in the ozonolysis of MVK and MOBA as well as the decomposition of
MVKN (m) following the mechanism presented in Section 2.5.2.3.
2.5.4 Atmospheric relevance
2.5.4.1 Fate of organic nitrogen
The formation of organic nitrates, and more specifically isoprene nitrates, plays an important role in deter-
mining the amount of NOx, and thus ozone production, in many environments.
The observation of isoprene nitrate clusters with CF3O
−, as well as some of the products of their pho-
tooxidation, provides constraints on the isoprene nitrate yields, the amount of NOx recycled through the first
stage of their photooxidation, and their lifetimes. These three parameters are necessary to accurately assess
the influence of isoprene photooxidation on atmospheric chemistry.
Yield: Previous estimates for the isoprene nitrate yield, α , span a very large range. Chen et al. (1998)
reported an overall yield of 4.4%, Chuong and Stevens (2002), 15% using an indirect method, Sprengnether
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et al. (2002), 12%, and Patchen et al. (2007), 7% at 130 hPa. Using experimental yields collected for
compounds similar to isoprene, Giacopelli et al. (2005) estimated the nitrate yield of the β and δ -hydroxy
isoprene nitrates to be respectively 5.5% for the former and 15% for the later, for an overall yield of 8.6%.
Since organic nitrates sequester NOx, such a large variation in the estimated yields has profound implications
to the assessments of ozone production caused by isoprene photooxidation (von Kuhlmann et al., 2004; Fiore
et al., 2005; Horowitz et al., 2007).
We report a yield of (11.7±3)% with a large discrepancy between the yields of the nitrates originating from
δ (' 24%) and β -hydroxy channels (' 6.7%). We emphasize, however, that we derived a total yield rather
than specific branching ratios so that the specific organic nitrate yields are affected by the choice of the initial
β :δ -hydroxy channel ratio (see A.3.1). Nevertheless, the discrepancy between δ -hydroxy channels and β -
hydroxy channels is a reliable feature, with the δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates accounting for about 60% of the
total isoprene nitrate yield. Giacopelli et al. (2005) suggested this behaviour previously using measurement
collected for similar compounds.
Lifetime: The efficiency of both NOx transport and removal through organic nitrates is related to their life-
times. The transport of isoprene-nitrates and their alkylnitrate degradation products is of special importance
since it is thought to be a major source of NOx in rural areas (Horowitz et al., 1998). In this NOx-limited
environment, the release of NOx through their decomposition would greatly influence O3 production. In
the absence of experimental data, Giacopelli et al. (2005) estimated using Kwok’s SAR that the δ -hydroxy
isoprene nitrates should be significantly shorter-lived than the β -hydroxy isoprene nitrates. With the help of
the propanone nitrate profile, we can experimentally confirm this discrepancy. With OH = 106 molecule
cm−3, the photochemical lifetime with OH of the δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates (respectively the β -hydroxy
isoprene nitrate) is τδOH = 3h (τ
β
OH = 18h). Horowitz et al. (2007) show that the deposition of isoprene
nitrates is likely to be dominated by dry processes and that τHNO3d ' 7h ≤ τ ISOPNd ≤ τPANd ' 100h. As a
result, the fate of the δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates is likely to be dominated by their reactivity with OH and
possibly O3, similar to isoprene, while other processes such as dry deposition and reaction with NO3 must
be taken into account for proper modeling of the β -hydroxy isoprene nitrates. Therefore, the latter are likely
to have greater influence on tropospheric chemistry.
The large difference in the lifetime of the organic nitrates formed in the δ -hydroxy and β -hydroxy chan-
nels may explain some of the spread in the reported yields and NOx recyclings. Studies focusing on the
very first step of isoprene photooxidation (e.g., Sprengnether et al., 2002) tend to report the highest nitrate
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yield, suggesting that the short-lived δ -hydroxy isoprene nitrates may have been underestimated in some
previous experiments (see inset of Fig. 2.9). The same argument may also explain the observations of a
greater variety of isoprene nitrates in laboratory experiments than in the field (Giacopelli et al., 2005).
Recycling: The efficiency of the NOx sequestration depends on the fate of the isoprene nitrates and more
specifically on how much NOx is released in their subsequent photooxidation. NOx-recycling is defined
as the difference between the NOx released by the reaction and the NO consumed. As a result, since
ISOPN(2,1) oxidation does not yield any NO2, its recycling is negative due to the formation of dinitrates,
which we have observed at m/z = 311 in another experiment. Horowitz et al. (2007) obtain the best agree-
ment with the boundary layer data when 40% of the NOx is recycled with a low nitrate yield (4%). We find
a NOx recycling of 57%±10% by the isoprene peroxy radicals consistent with the conclusion of Horowitz
et al. (2007) despite our very different yields. As highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2.9, this may be related
to the wrong estimation of isoprene nitrate yield due to the short lifetime of the δ -hydroxy channels. The
photooxidation of isoprene leads to the formation of other significant organic nitrates MVKN, MACRN,
PROPNN (' 1%) and ETHLN (' 1%). All these compounds are substantially longer-lived than isoprene
nitrates and therefore are more likely to influence the NOx-balance on a larger scale (assuming a similar
deposition velocity). The formation of PROPNN and MVKN appear especially important as their pho-
tochemical sinks are very slow: τMV KNOH ' 100h and τPROPNNOH > 200 h. Therefore, they may constitute
important pathways for NOx transport, as well as significant NOx-sinks through deposition. They also can
contribute to the growing source of atmospheric nitrogen to the open ocean (Duce et al., 2008).
In contrast to ISOPN, MACRN and MVKN release most of their NOx in the course of their decom-
position, possibly through the formation of formic and pyruvic acids. These organic nitrate channels may
contribute significantly to the missing source of small carboxylic acid in the free troposphere.
2.5.4.2 Carboxylic acids
Small carboxilic acids are ubiquitous in the atmosphere both in the gas-phase and in the aqueous phase,
playing an important role in rain acidity and cloud reactions (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996).
The photooxidation of isoprene under high NOx produces substantial amounts of formic (yield ' (10±
3)% after 600 min) and acetic acids (yield ' (3± 1)% after 600 min). Acetic and formic acids are highly
correlated after the first 150 minutes (ρ = 0.988), since their main source, hydroxyacetone for acetic acid and
glycolaldehyde for formic acid, share a similar origin and lifetimes (Figs 2.7 and 2.3). We find [Acetic Acid] =
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0.46±0.02× [Formic Acid]−0.02±0.01× [Isoprene]0.
A strong correlation between formic and acetic acids has been observed previously over Amazonia (An-
dreae et al., 1988) and Virginia (Talbot et al., 1995). In most large scale chemical models, these compounds
originate primarily from biomass burning and to a lesser extent from ozonolysis of alkenes. Since the main
source of both acids in the chamber is unlikely to result from the ozonolysis of the alkenes, our study
shows that additional channels for their formation should be included. The main identified sources (hy-
droxyacetone, glycolaldehyde, organic nitrates) are much longer-lived than the ones currently included in
global models, which may help resolve part of the discrepancy between models (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988)
and atmospheric observations (Andreae et al., 1988; Talbot et al., 1990).
Finally the identification of MOBA, a five-carbon acid, could be important for aerosols, as its vapor
pressure and the vapor pressures of the products of its photooxidation are expected to be low.
2.5.4.3 Development of a reduced mechanism
The new constraints derived in this study primarly originate from our observation of the chemistry of the
δ -hydroxy channels. In particular, we have shown that these channels account for a large fraction of the
isoprene nitrates and small carboxylic acids, whose role is important on a global scale. Most of the reduced
isoprene photooxidation mechanism implemented in chemical transport models, e.g., MOZART (Pfister
et al., 2008), do not adequately account for the chemistry of the δ -hydroxy channels, thus impeding proper
modeling of the consequences of isoprene photooxidation on troposheric chemistry.
The detailed chemical mechanism described in this study is too complex to be included in large scale
atmospheric chemistry simulations. To aid in such investigations, we propose that a few modifications of
these simplified mechanisms be implemented (Table 2.2). While adding little complexity and maintaining
carbon balance, these few changes describe more accurately the formation and fate of nitrates as well as
the yield of carboxylic acid. In particular, the long lifetime of PROPNN and MVKN enables transport of
organic nitrates over long distances.
In our reduced mechanism, we neglect the E δ -hydroxy channel branch (' 5% of the carbon) as well
as the non-Dibble branch yielding MPDL and OBL (Fig. 2.1). We have only included the formation of
organic nitrates which were directly constrained in this study (ISOPN, PROPNN, ETHNL). The yield of
minor organic nitrates can be derived using the number of carbons of the parent peroxy radical, a common
approach in most chemical transport models. We introduce a generic four-carbon hydrocarbon, HC4, to
account for the decomposition of MOBA. This study does not constrain the fate of 3-methylfuran and the
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reaction of isoprene nitrates with ozone; more theoretical and experimental work is required.
2.6 Conclusion
A substantial fraction of the terrestrial Northern Hemisphere is characterized by conditions in which the fate
of isoprene peroxy radicals is dominated by reactions with NO. Chameides et al. (1988) demonstrated that
they play a major role in the formation of ozone in urban areas. This study complements previous investi-
gations of isoprene photooxidation mechanism by focusing on the δ -hydroxy channels, whose chemistry is
not adequately represented in chemical transport models. We focus on the large yields of small carboxylic
acids and propose new constraints for the yield and the fate of organic nitrates. Both constitute outstand-
ing uncertainties in the photooxidation of isoprene, impeding proper modeling of tropospheric chemistry
on a global scale. To aid in the development of improved simulations of this chemistry, we propose simple
modifications of current condensed mechanism which maintains carbon balance and accounts for the new
constraints and mechanisms identified in this study (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.1: Summary of the most prevalent first steps of isoprene photooxidation under high NOx conditions.
Abbreviations: i: δ1 isomerization Reaction [R A.8] ; h: OH+VOC (abstraction or addition) ? denotes the
location of the reaction ; o: R+O2 −−→ RO2 , O: Reaction [R A.7] ; D: Dibble mechanism (cf. 2.5.1.2) ;
n: RO2+NO - Reaction [R A.1] ; d: decomposition – reaction [R A.6] ; k: keto-enol tautomerism (possibly
due to heterogeneous enol/ketone conversion). Blue circles: detected and correctly captured by the model.
Red squares: Insufficient data/model discrepancy.
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Figure 2.2: Signal recorded at m/z=185 (black circles) and modeled HC5=HC5 Z(1,4)+HC5 Z(4,1) + HC5
E(4,1) (monitored as a cluster).
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Figure 2.3: Signal recorded at m/z=145 (black circles) compared with modeled GLYC profile. The contri-
bution of acetic acid cluster has been removed using acetic acid transfer at m/z=79. Colored bars indicate
the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources of GLYC.
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Figure 2.4: Signal recorded at m/z=217 (black circles) and modeled DHMOB=DHMOB(1, 4) + DHMOB(4,
1) (monitored as a cluster)
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Figure 2.5: Sum of the signals recorded at m/z=133 and m/z=199 (black circles) compared with
MOBA=MOBA Z(1,4)+MOBA Z(4,1) (m/z=133 (transfer)+199 (cluster)) and MHP (cluster at m/z=133)
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Figure 2.6: Signal recorded at m/z=175 (black circles) compared to modeled DHPN (measured as a cluster)
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Figure 2.7: Signal recorded at m/z=159 (black circles) compared with modeled HACET profile. Colored
bars indicate the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources of HACET. MPAN source has
been described by Orlando et al. (2002).
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Figure 2.8: Decomposition pathway of the different isoprene nitrates after their reaction with OH. Reaction
of ISOPN with OH, O2, and NO, also yields dihydroxy-dinitrates through reaction [R A.1]. Color code is
identical to Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.9: Signal recorded at m/z=232 (black circles) compared to modeled isoprene nitrates (ISOPN (1,
2), (1,4)E/Z, (2, 1), (4, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1)E/Z (measured as clusters)) corrected for calibration changes
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Figure 2.10: Signal recorded at m/z=190 (black circles) compared to modeled ETHLN (measured as a
cluster)
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Figure 2.11: Signal recorded at m/z=204 (black circles) compared to modeled PROPNN (measured as a
cluster). Colored bars indicate the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources of PROPNN
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Figure 2.12: Signal recorded at m/z=189 (black circles) compared to modeled DHB (measured as a cluster).
Colored bars indicate the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources of DHB.
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Figure 2.13: Signal recorded at m/z=234 (black circles) compared to the modeled profile of MVKN+MVKN
(m)+MACRN+MACRN (m) (measured as clusters), corrected for changing calibrations
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Figure 2.14: Signal recorded at m/z=65 (black circles) compared to modeled formic acid. Colored bars
indicate the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources of formic acid.
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Figure 2.15: Signal recorded at m/z=79 (black circles) compared to modeled acetic acid (observed as a
transfer at this mass). Colored bars indicate the instantaneous modeled contributions of the different sources
of acetic acid.
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Table 2.1: Signals monitored by Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry. C denotes a cluster [R 2.2] and
T a transfer [R 2.1]. Uncertain identifications (see text) are highlighted by a ?.
m/z Nature Attribution Formula CAS
Organic
65 T Formic Acid CH2O2 64-18-6
79 T Acetic Acid C2H4O2 64-19-7
107 T Pyruvic Acid? C3H4O3 127-17-3
131 C Formic Acid CH2O2 64-18-6
133 C MHP CH4O2 3031-73-0
133 T MOBA Z(1,4) C5H6O3 63170-47-8
133 T MOBA Z(4,1) C5H6O3 70143-04-3
145 C Acetic Acid C2H4O2 64-19-7
145 C GLYC C2H6O2 141-46-8
159 C HACET C3H6O2 116-09-6
161 C PAA C2H4O3 116-09-6
169 C HMHP CH4O3 15932-89-5
173 C HOPL? C3H4O3 997-10-4
173 C Pyruvic Acid? C3H4O3 127-17-3
175 C DHPN C3H6O3 96-26-4
185 C HC5 E(4,1) C5H8O2
185 C HC5 Z(1,4) C5H8O2 519148-47-1
185 C HC5 Z(4,1) C5H8O2 519148-44-8
189 C DHB C4H8O3 57011-15-1
190 C ETHLN C2H3NO4 72673-15-5
199 C MOBA Z(1,4) C5H6O3 63170-47-8
199 C MOBA Z(4,1) C5H6O3 70143-04-3
201 C MHBL? C5H8O3
204 C PROPNN C3H5NO4 6745-71-7
217 C DHMOB (1,4) C5H8O4
217 C DHMOB (4,1) C5H8O4
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232 C ISOPN (1,2) C5H9NO4 227607-01-4
232 C ISOPN (1,4) Z C5H9NO4 227606-97-5
232 C ISOPN (1,4) E C5H9NO4 227606-98-6
232 C ISOPN (2,1) C5H9NO4 227607-02-5
232 C ISOPN (3,4) C5H9NO4 601487-80-3
232 C ISOPN (4,1) Z C5H9NO4 227606-99-7
232 C ISOPN (4,1) E C5H9NO4 227607-00-3
232 C ISOPN (4,3) C5H9NO4 227606-96-4
234 C MACRN C4H7NO5
234 C MACRN (m) C4H7NO5
234 C MVKN C4H7NO5
234 C MVKN (m) C4H7NO5
Inorganic
62 NO−3 (proxy for N2O5) 14797-55-8
66 T HONO 7782-77-6
82 T HNO3 7697-37-2
98 T HO2NO2 26404-66-0
119 C H2O2 7722-84-1
132 C HONO 7782-77-6
148 C HNO3 7697-37-2
164 C HO2NO2 26404-66-0
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Chapter 3
Unexpected epoxide formation in the
gas-phase photooxidation of isoprene1
1Adapted with permission from Paulot, F.; Crounse, J. D.; Kjaergaard, H. G.; Kurten, A.; St. Clair, J. M.; Seinfeld, J. H. &
Wennberg, P. O. Unexpected Epoxide Formation in the Gas-Phase Photooxidation of Isoprene Science, 2009, 325, 730-733 ©2009 by
the Authors.
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3.1 Abstract
Emissions of nonmethane hydrocarbon compounds to the atmosphere from the biosphere exceed those from
anthropogenic activity. Isoprene, a five-carbon diene, contributes more than 40% of these emissions. Once
emitted to the atmosphere, isoprene is rapidly oxidized by the hydroxyl radical OH. We report here that under
pristine conditions isoprene is oxidized primarily to hydroxyhydroperoxides. Further oxidation of these
hydroxyhydroperoxides by OH leads efficiently to the formation of dihydroxyepoxides and OH reformation.
Global simulations show an enormous flux—nearly 100 teragrams of carbon per year—of these epoxides to
the atmosphere. The discovery of these highly soluble epoxides provides a missing link tying the gas-phase
degradation of isoprene to the observed formation of organic aerosols.
3.2 Introduction
Isoprene is the largest source of non-methane hydrocarbons to the atmosphere (~ 500 Tg C/year) (Guenther
et al., 2006). It is produced by deciduous plants (Harley et al., 1999) and plays a critical role in tropospheric
chemistry over large regions of the globe (Fuentes et al., 2000). In many forested regions, isoprene oxidation
by OH occurs far from combustion of biomass and fossil fuel, so nitric oxide (NO) concentrations are
very low. Many of the details of the chemical oxidation mechanism under these conditions remain to be
elucidated, hindering assessment of the consequences of changes in isoprene emissions from land use and
climate variation (Guenther et al., 2006; Rosenstiel et al., 2003; Wiedinmyer et al., 2006; von Kuhlmann
et al., 2004) or changes in NO emissions. In addition to the uncertainty in the gas-phase chemistry, there is
no agreement on the mechanism involved in the formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from isoprene
oxidation (Claeys et al., 2004).
Where NO is low, isoprene photooxidation is expected to yield the hydroxyhydroperoxides, ISOPOOH
= β -ISOPOOH + δ -ISOPOOH (Figs 3.1a and 3.1b) (Crutzen et al., 2000; Reeves and Penkett, 2003). These
series of reactions are expected to strongly depress the concentrations of OH and HO (together known 2 as
HOx) in regions with high isoprene emissions. Observed HOx levels remain, however, almost unchanged
over a wide range of isoprene concentrations, inconsistent with the simulated influence of the reactions
shown in Figs 3.1a and 3.1b (Thornton et al., 2002; Ren et al., 2008; Lelieveld et al., 2008). Simulations
and measurements of HOx have been partly reconciled with substitution of the speculative reaction shown in
Fig. 3.1c, where formation of methacrolein (MACR) and formaldehyde is accompanied by OH formation,
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thus reducing the impact of isoprene on HOx levels (Lelieveld et al., 2008).
Analogous to the reactions shown in Figs 3.1a to 3.1c, addition of OH on the other double bond yields
similar hydroxyhydroperoxides (β1- and δ1- ISOPOOH) and methylvinylketone (MVK) (see Appendix B).
Both unimolecular decomposition of the peroxy radical (Peeters et al., 2009) and reaction with HO2 (Dillon
and Crowley, 2008) have been proposed for the reaction shown in Fig. 3.1c. Although OH reformation (15
to 65%) has been measured for the reactions of HO2 with acylperoxy and β -carbonyl peroxy radicals, low
OH yields (< 6%) have been reported from the reactions of HO2 with β -hydroxy peroxy radicals, structurally
more similar to isoprene peroxy radicals (Dillon and Crowley, 2008).
3.3 Results
We show here that ISOPOOH is formed in large yields (> 70%) via the channels shown in Figs. 3.1a and
3.1b, with concomitant formation of MVK and MACR in much smaller yields (< 30%) via the channel
shown in Fig. 3.1c.
The mechanism depicted in Fig. 3.1c yields OH, although substantially less than required to close the
HOx budget (Lelieveld et al., 2008). We show below that the oxidation of ISOPOOH by OH produces di-
hydroxyepoxides (IEPOX = β -IEPOX + δ -IEPOX). This HOx-neutral mechanism produces IEPOX with
yields exceeding 75% (Fig. 3.2). This mechanism is likely specific to isoprene and other polyalkenes. Anal-
ogous to liquid-phase processes (Bell et al., 1950), it profoundly differs from gas-phase oxidation of simple
alkenes by OH (e.g., Figs 3.1a and 3.1b), which would result in the formation of the dihydroxydihydroper-
oxides. Formation of these compounds is not observed in these experiments. The gas-phase formation of
IEPOX in high yields provides a suitable gas-phase precursor for secondary organic aerosol from isoprene
oxidation (iSOA) under low-NOx conditions (Wang et al., 2005; Surratt et al., 2006; Minerath and Elrod,
2009) and may help resolve an outstanding puzzle in atmospheric aerosol chemistry. Although epoxides
have previously been speculated as a possible precursor for iSOA (Wang et al., 2005), no mechanism was
known to produce them in either the gas or aerosol phase. Consistent with expectation that IEPOX can
serve as a precursor to iSOA, we observe rapid and quantitative uptake of 1,4- dihydroxy-2,3-epoxybutane
(BEPOX)—a compound structurally similar to IEPOX—on acidic aerosol.
We monitor isoprene photooxidation products in the Caltech environmental chamber by chemical ion-
ization mass spectrometry (CIMS) (Crounse et al., 2006), employing a triple-quadrupole mass filter that
provides tandem mass spectra (MSMS). The reagent anion, CF3O
−, provides sensitive detection of organic
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hydroperoxides by formation of ion-molecule clusters (Crounse et al., 2006). Detection of BEPOX by CIMS
confirms its sensitivity to dihydroxy-epoxides (see Appendix B). In the absence of native standards for many
of the compounds described here, the calibration of the instrument was inferred from molecular properties
of the analyte (Paulot et al., 2009a).
Isoprene is oxidized by OH generated through the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in a Teflon
bag filled with 800 standard liters of ultra-zero air. Known amounts of isoprene and H2O2 are introduced into
the chamber before ultraviolet (UV) lights are energized. Isoprene is quantified using gas chromatography
with flame ionization detection (GC-FID) (Appendix B).
The products formed through the mechanisms shown on Figs. 3.1a, 3.1b and 3.2—ISOPOOH and
IEPOX—are isobaric and measured together by CIMS as the cluster of CF3O
− with these compounds
at the mass to charge ratio (m/z) 203 (Fig. 3.3, red curve). However, distinct daughter ions produced
through collision-induced dissociation (CID) of these cluster ions allow for quantification of each com-
pound (McLafferty, 1981). Clusters of CF3O
− with hydroxyhydroperoxides, produced from the oxidation
of simple alkenes, fragment to m/z = 63, whereas those with BEPOX exhibit loss of hydrofluoric acid (HF).
The daughter m/z = 63 of 203 (Fig. 3.3, green curve), associated with the fragmentation of the ISOPOOH
cluster, clearly precedes the daughter m/z = 183 of 203 (Fig. 3.3, blue curve), associated with IEPOX, con-
sistent with the proposed mechanism. Clusters of CF3O
− with other plausible isomers of IEPOX are not
known to exhibit efficient loss of HF (see Appendix B). The sum of the m/z = 63 and m/z = 183 daughters
(Fig. 3.3, black dashed line) properly captures the shape of the parent signal (Fig. 3.3, red curve).
Experiments performed with 18OH produced from the photolysis of H18O18OH provide additional evi-
dence for the conversion of ISOPOOH to IEPOX. With 18OH as the primary oxidant, ISOPOOH and IEPOX
are no longer isobaric: The ISOPOOH ion cluster is primarily monitored at m/z = 205 (Fig. 3.4, magenta
circles) corresponding to the addition of one 18OH on isoprene (Figs 3.1a and 3.1b), whereas IEPOX is
detected at m/z = 207 (Fig. 3.4, blue squares) because its formation requires addition of a second 18OH and
simultaneous loss of 16OH (Figs 3.2 and 3.4). The coincidence between m/z = 207 and IEPOX fingerprint
(daughter m/z = 187) suggests that m/z = 207 is derived almost entirely from the dilabeled IEPOX, consistent
with the proposed mechanism.
Quantum chemical calculations confirm that, after the addition of OH, ISOPOOH is connected to IEPOX
by energetically favorable adiabatic pathways (Fig. 3.5 and Tables B.4 and B.5). β - and δ - IEPOX lie ~
50 kcal/mol below their ISOPOOH parent with the transition state connecting the alkyl radical and IEPOX
~ 20 kcal/mol below the ISOPOOH reactant. The relative energies and structures of the stationary points
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along the surface are shown in Fig. 3.5 for the β4-ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX reaction (Fig. 3.2a). The reaction
paths and energetics for the analogous β1-ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX reaction and for the δ4-ISOPOOH to
δ4-IEPOX reaction (Fig. 3.2b) are similar (Figs. B.4 and B.3 and Tables B.7 and B.6).
The formation of isotopically light ISOPOOH (m/z = 203) (Fig. 3.4, red circles) and IEPOX (m/z = 203
and 205) (Fig. 3.4, red and magenta squares) in the 18OH-labeled experiment provides additional evidence
for the reaction shown in Fig. 3.2, because 16OH is released through formation of IEPOX (Fig. 3.2). The
16OH quickly reacts with isoprene and ISOPOOH, forming the observed isotopically light compounds. The
formation of light ISOPOOH (m/z = 203) in the first hour of the experiment cannot, however, be accounted
for by the IEPOX mechanism (Fig. 3.4), alone, suggesting a small but rapid 16OH formation, attributed to a
minor channel of the reaction between isoprene peroxy radicals and HO2 (Fig. 3.1c). This is consistent with
the coincident production of MVK and MACR, measured together by proton transfer mass spectrometry at
m/z = 89. Very little methylbutenediol (< 2%) is observed, which suggests that cross-peroxy radical reactions
(Ruppert and Becker, 2000) are unlikely to account for the formation of MVK and MACR. A prompt signal
at m/z = 201 appears consistent with the recently hypothesized formation of (2Z)-hydroperoxymethylbutenal
by a 1,6 H shift. However, its yield (< 10% of ISOPOOH) is much less than predicted theoretically (Peeters
et al., 2009).
Using a kinetic model constrained by the observed yields of MVK/MACR and the ratios between light
and heavy isotopes of ISOPOOH, we estimate that 12% of the isoprene peroxy radicals react with HO2 to
recycle OH through the reaction shown in Fig. 3.1c. This estimate accounts for a small initial amount of
NOx present initially in the chamber (see Appendix B). The balance of the isoprene peroxy radicals reacts
with HO2 to form ISOPOOH.
The lifetime of ISOPOOH with respect to OH (3 to 5 hours) is considerably shorter than IEPOX (18 to
22 hours) (calculated for [OH] = 106 radicals cm−3). The formation of unlabeled hydroxyacetone as well
as singly labeled hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde in the photooxidation of isoprene by 18OH suggests
that the degradation of IEPOX by OH occurs primarily through hydrogen abstraction α to the alcohol (see
Appendix B).
In addition to the gas-phase oxidation, dihydroxyepoxides are lost to aerosol surfaces through reactive
uptake. We monitor by CID-CIMS rapid and nearly quantitative uptake of BEPOX onto acidic aerosol seeds
(MgSO4/H2SO4). The resulting SOA composition can be readily related to the one identified for iSOA in
pristine environments. In particular, analogs of dihydroxyenols, 2-methyltetrols, alkene-triols, and associ-
ated sulfate esters are detected (see Appendix B), which suggests that IEPOX may explain their formation
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in both field (Claeys et al., 2004; Surratt et al., 2008) and chamber studies (Wang et al., 2005; Surratt et al.,
2007). Epoxides are also known to polymerize easily, an essential process for SOA growth (Gao et al.,
2004).
3.4 Atmospheric relevance
The atmospheric yield of IEPOX is directly related to the relative importance of the reactions of isoprene
peroxy radicals with HO2 and NO. Using the chemical transport model GEOS-CHEM (Bey et al., 2001)
with an updated chemical mechanism (Table B.9), we find that globally about one-third of isoprene peroxy
radicals undergo reaction with HO2, with the remaining fraction reacting with NO. Over the Amazon, this
ratio is almost inverted (Fig. B.7). Including uncertainties in isoprene emissions, we estimate that 95 ± 45
Tg C/year of IEPOX, a previously unknown class of compounds, are formed each year in the atmosphere.
The largest concentrations of IEPOX are localized over the southern tropics, with substantial levels predicted
over Canada and the Southeast United States during Northern Hemisphere summer (Fig. 3.6).
The presence of high concentrations of ISOPOOH and IEPOX in the atmosphere are consistent with re-
cent aircraft-borne observations of isoprene oxidation products (m/z = 203) over southeast Columbia [NASA
Tropical Composition, Cloud, and Climate Coupling (TC4) campaign] and (m/z = 203 and its daughters)
over Alberta and California [NASA Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft
and Satellites (ARCTAS) campaign]. Preliminary study of the data collected in the boundary layer is con-
sistent with the concentrations of these compounds calculated with GEOS-CHEM (Fig. B.8).
The variability in the yield and fate of IEPOX is expected to translate into highly variable iSOA yields.
In particular, anthropogenic activities depress for IEPOX formation as IEPOX yield drops rapidly with in-
creasing NO. Anthropogenic emissions, however, may enhance the iSOA yield from IEPOX because its
uptake on surfaces is likely dependent on the aerosol pH and sulfur content (Minerath and Elrod, 2009; Sur-
ratt et al., 2007). This may explain part of the variability of the reported SOA biogenic yields, ranging from
negligible (de Gouw et al., 2005) to potentially dramatic (Tunved et al., 2006). Given the enormous flux of
IEPOX, the chemistry presented here may also resolve part of the intriguing discrepancy between bottom-up
(10 to 70 Tg/year) and top-down (140 to 910 Tg/year) estimates of global SOA production (Goldstein and
Galbally, 2007). Nevertheless, IEPOX is expected to undergo hundreds of collisions with aerosol surfaces
before reacting with OH, and its detection in the atmosphere (Fig. B.8) suggests that a complex suite of
conditions likely controls its uptake to aerosols (e.g., the pH and chemical composition of aerosol). Further-
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more, iSOA formation may depend on the unquantified differences in the yields and uptake characteristics
of the β−and δ−IEPOX. Quantitative understanding of these complex interactions is required to assess the
effect of this chemistry on the overall SOA abundance and its associated impacts (e.g., cloud condensation
nuclei (Kerminen et al., 2005)).
The efficient formation of dihydroxyepoxides, a previously unknown class of gas-phase compounds, ad-
dresses many of the issues currently being debated about isoprene chemistry. Because their formation is
accompanied by the reformation of OH, this chemistry contributes to the remarkable stability of HOx in re-
mote regions of the troposphere subjected to high isoprene emissions. The formation of IEPOX also provides
a gas-phase precursor for the iSOA formation. Further investigation of the multiphase chemistry of IEPOX
is needed to elucidate the complex interaction between emissions from the biosphere and atmospheric com-
position (Went, 1960; Andreae and Crutzen, 1997). In particular, the development of a proper chemical
description of these interactions is essential for assessing the sensitivity of this chemistry to changes in iso-
prene emissions caused by environmental changes (e.g., climate change and deforestation) and to the further
development of anthropogenic activities and the accompanying NOx emissions in these regions.
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Figure 3.3: Consecutive formation of ISOPOOH and IEPOX in the photooxidation of isoprene. Following
the time when the photolysis of hydrogen peroxide [initially 1.66 parts per million by volume (ppmv)]
begins (t = 0), isoprene (black dotted line) decays quickly. ISOPOOH and then IEPOX are detected as major
products of the oxidation of isoprene [because they are isobaric, they both are detected at m/z = 203 (red),
the cluster of these compounds with CF3O
−]. Tandem mass spectroscopy provides for separation of the m/z
= 203 signal: ISOPOOH (green) is observed as the m/z = 63 daughter, whereas IEPOX (blue) is observed as
the m/z = 183 daughter. The sum of IEPOX and ISOPOOH is indicated by the dashed black line.
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Figure 3.4: Formation of light and heavy ISOPOOH and IEPOX in the oxidation of isoprene using
H18O18OH as the OH source. Formation of ISOPOOH is monitored via the daughter m/z = 63 (circles)
of m/z = 203 (red) and m/z = 205 (magenta). Formation of IEPOX is monitored via the loss of HF (squares)
from m/z = 203, m/z = 205, and m/z = 207 (blue). Formation of isotopically light ISOPOOH and IEPOX
reflects OH reformation. Solid lines represent the modeled mixing ratios for the different isomers. Iso-
prene initial concentration was 23.5 parts per billion by volume (ppbv), and 18OH was generated from the
photolysis of H18O18OH (1.75 ppmv initial concentration, UV lights on at t = 0).
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Figure 3.5: Relative energies for the formation of β -IEPOX from β4-ISOPOOH (Fig. 3.2a). The alkylrad-
ical resulting from the addition of OH onto the β4-ISOPOOH double bond is formed with enough excess
energy (~ 30 kcal/mol) that it quickly decomposes to the β -IEPOX + OH via the β4-transition state. En-
ergies are calculated with the CCSD(T)-F12/VDZ-F12 explicitly correlated method at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
optimized structures (see Appendix B.2).
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Figure 3.6: Simulated daily distribution of IEPOX in the planetary boundary layer during the Northern
Hemisphere summer (A) and winter (B). IEPOX seasonal cycle mirrors the isoprene emissions. The mixing
ratio of IEPOX is higher in the tropics than in other isoprene production regions in the northern mid-latitudes
(e.g., the southeast United States). This reflects the reduction in the yield of IEPOX from isoprene due to
anthropogenic emissions of NO.
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Chapter 4
Importance of secondary sources in the
atmospheric budgets of formic and
acetic acids1
1Adapted with permission from Paulot, F.; Wunch, D.; Crounse, J. D.; Toon, G. C.; Millet, D. B.; DeCarlo, P. F.; Vigouroux, C.;
Deutscher, N. M.; González Abad, G.; Notholt, J.; Warneke, T.; Hannigan, J. W.; Warneke, C.; de Gouw, J. A.; Dunlea, E. J.; De
Mazière, M.; Griffith, D. W. T.; Bernath, P.; Jimenez, J. L. & Wennberg, P. O. Importance of secondary sources in the atmospheric
budgets of formic and acetic acids Atmos. Chem. Phys., 2011, 11, 1989-2013 ©2011 by the Authors.
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4.1 Abstract
We present a detailed budget of formic and acetic acids, two of the most abundant trace gases in the atmo-
sphere. Our bottom-up estimate of the global source of formic and acetic acids are ∼ 1200 and ∼ 1400
Gmol/yr, dominated by photochemical oxidation of biogenic volatile organic compounds, in particular iso-
prene. Their sinks are dominated by wet and dry deposition. We use the GEOS-Chem chemical transport
model to evaluate this budget against an extensive suite of measurements from ground-, ship- and satellite-
based Fourier transform spectrometers, as well as from several aircraft campaigns over North America. The
model captures the seasonality of formic and acetic acids well but generally underestimates their concen-
tration, particularly in the Northern midlatitudes. We infer that the source of both carboxylic acids may
be up to 50% greater than our estimate and report evidence for a long-lived missing secondary source of
carboxylic acids that may be associated with the aging of organic aerosols. Vertical profiles of formic acid
in the upper troposphere support a negative temperature dependence of the reaction between formic acid and
the hydroxyl radical, as suggested by several theoretical studies.
4.2 Introduction
Formic (HCOOH, hereafter FA) and acetic (CH3COOH, hereafter AA) acids are among the most abundant
and ubiquitous trace gases in the atmosphere. They have been detected in remote, rural, polar, marine and
urban environments in the gas-phase as well as in clouds and in aerosols (Keene and Galloway, 1988; Chebbi
and Carlier, 1996; Khare et al., 1999).
Sources of FA and AA include direct emissions from biomass burning, biofuel, fossil fuel, soil, vege-
tation, as well as secondary production from gas-phase and aqueous photochemistry (Chebbi and Carlier,
1996; Khare et al., 1999). Measurements of the isotopic composition of FA and AA have shown that they
are primarily composed of modern carbon (Glasius et al., 2000; Glasius et al., 2001), consistent with major
biogenic and biomass burning sources. Furthermore, most field measurements show a remarkable correla-
tion between FA and AA, suggesting similar sources. The sources of FA and AA remain, however, very
poorly understood and several investigations (Poisson et al., 2000; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003b; Ito et al.,
2007) have pointed to large inconsistencies between measurements and model predictions.
Sinks of FA and AA are better understood. Both acids are relatively long-lived in the gas-phase with
respect to OH photooxidation (τFA ' 25 days and τAA ' 10 days at T = 260K and [OH] = 106 molec/cm3).
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Because both gases are very soluble, their primary atmospheric sink is thought to be deposition (Chebbi and
Carlier, 1996). Irreversible uptake on dust can also be an important regional sink (Falkovich et al., 2004).
Better constraints on the budget of FA and AA are important to understand patterns of rain acidity
particularly in remote regions (Galloway et al., 1982). More generally, since FA and AA are major trace
gases in the atmosphere and have few anthropogenic sources, the study of their budget offers a glimpse at
the interaction between the biosphere and the atmosphere.
In this work, we derive a detailed inventory of FA and AA sources and sinks. We then use a chemical
transport model to evaluate the resulting budget against measurements from an extensive suite of ground-,
aircraft- and satellite-based measurements. Major discrepancies between the model and the measurements
are investigated and several avenues for further research are discussed.
4.3 Global budget
We use the GEOS-Chem global 3-D chemical transport model (Bey et al., 2001) to investigate the budget of
FA and AA. In the standard GEOS-Chem mechanism (v8.3), photochemical sources of AA include ozonol-
ysis of isoprene and reaction of peroxyacyl radicals with HO2 and other peroxy radicals (RO2), while sinks
are limited to its reaction with OH. FA is not treated explicitly.
In the following, we describe the sources and sinks of FA and AA and their implementation into the
GEOS-Chem framework. In this work, the model is driven by the GEOS-5 assimilated meteorology from
the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System. The horizontal resolution is degraded here to 4◦×5◦ and the
vertical resolution to 47 vertical layers. The model is run from 2004 to 2008 following a one-year spin-up.
4.3.1 Emissions
4.3.1.1 Terrestrial vegetation
Terrestrial vegetation emits both FA and AA (e.g., Kesselmeier, 2001). Emissions by trees are triggered
by light and are well correlated with the transpiration rate. In contrast, crops have been reported not to
emit detectable amounts of FA or AA (Kesselmeier et al., 1998). FA emissions by plants are related to
the C1 pathway, ethene synthesis and photo-respiration (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999). The emission of
AA by plants occurs as the result of the hydrolysis of acetyl-coA, a product of the degradation of fats and
carbohydrates (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999).
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We use the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) v2.1 (Guenther et al.,
2006), implemented in GEOS-Chem as described by Millet et al. (2010), to compute biogenic emissions
from each GEOS-Chem grid cell (E):
E = γ∑
i
εiχi
where the sum is over the number of plant functional types with baseline emission factor, ε , and fractional
coverage, χ . For both FA and AA, ε are 30 µg/(m2.h) for trees and shrubs and 4.8 µg/(m2.h) for crops
(Guenther et al., 2000, updated on the basis of recent measurements (A. Guenther, personal communica-
tion)). The emission activity factor, γ , accounts for the variability in the local environment (e.g., temperature,
light, leaf area, soil moisture). In particular for FA and AA:
γ = exp(β (T −303))γ(other) with β = 0.08 and T in K
where γ(other) is described in Millet et al. (2010) and T is the current leaf temperature.
4.3.1.2 Biomass burning and biofuel
Both FA and AA have been measured in biomass burning plumes (Goode et al., 2000; Christian et al.,
2003; Yokelson et al., 2009). We estimate biomass burning emissions of FA and AA from biomass burning
emissions inventory (GFEDv2 (Randerson et al., 2006)) using the emission factors (EF) summarized in Table
4.1. Emissions from biofuels are calculated in the same way using the CO emission inventory from Yevich
and Logan (2003).
We note that the emission factors used in this study are generally smaller than the ones reported by
Andreae and Merlet (2001) for FA but larger for AA. These changes reflect the very large variability in the
reported emission factors.
4.3.1.3 Fossil fuel
Emissions of FA and AA from motor vehicles were first measured by Kawamura et al. (1985). Here we
estimate fossil fuel FA and AA from CO fossil fuel emissions (Duncan et al., 2007), scaled by the emission
ratios derived by Talbot et al. (1988) at the Hampton Roads Bridge Tunnel (Virginia): 2.1×10−4 FA per CO
and 4.2×10−4 AA per CO.
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4.3.1.4 Agricultural emissions
Large emissions of acetic acid are associated with intensive animal farming (from both cattle and cattle waste
(Shaw et al., 2007)). Ngwabie et al. (2008) used the correlation between AA and ammonia to derive emission
factors (2×10−3 - 0.2 gC/gNH3 and a global estimate of AA emissions from cattle (4–17 Gmol/yr). Using
an emission factor of 0.1 gC/gNH3 and the anthropogenic emissions of ammonia (Bouwman and Hoek,
1997) located on agricultural lands, we estimate the global soil emissions of AA to be ∼ 40 Gmol/yr.
Ethanol, which has nearly the same molecular weight as FA, is a major emission of cattle farming. This
makes it difficult to quantify the emissions of FA by proton transfer mass spectrometry (PTRMS), the most
common technique for these investigations. We assume that the emissions of FA (in moles) are equal to the
emissions of AA. This corresponds to 40% of the upper estimate of ethanol global emissions by Ngwabie
et al. (2008).
Both FA and, to a lesser extent, AA farming emission estimates are larger than those from Ngwabie
et al. (2008) and probably represent upper estimates. However, the contribution of agricultural activities to
the FA and AA budget is likely to be underestimated, as one can expect FA and AA production from the
photooxidation of volatile compounds emitted as a result of farming activities but not represented in the
model.
4.3.1.5 Soil
FA and AA production by soil bacteria is well documented, with soil concentrations ranging from 2 to
5 mol/m3 (Sposito, 1989, p. 66). The few studies of FA and AA emissions (Sanhueza and Andreae,
1991; Enders et al., 1992) suggest that soil emission is an important source of acids where production from
terrestrial vegetation is low.
Sanhueza and Andreae (1991) reported emissions of FA (AA) of ∼ 0.4 nmol/(m2 s) (0.2 nmol/(m2 s))
at noon over dry savanna soil. Emissions of both acids were found to be temperature dependent. Here we
approximate the temperature dependence reported by Sanhueza and Andreae (1991) using an exponential
law:
EdryFA (savanna) = 1.7×10−3× (exp(0.119×T )−1) T > 0◦C (R2 = 0.66)
EdryAA (savanna) = 2.5×10−3× (exp(0.091×T )−1) T > 0◦C (R2 = 0.50)
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where T is the soil temperature in ◦C and EX is the emission of the acid in nmol/(m2 s). This corresponds
to an average emission of EFA = 1.8×10−1 nmol/(m2 s) and EAA = 8.4×10−2 nmol/(m2 s) over the 30◦C
to 40◦C temperature range.
For a similar environment and using a much larger dataset, Yienger and Levy (1995) derived ENO =
1.89×10−1 nmol/(m2 s). We use the soil emissions of NO from Yienger and Levy (1995) in other environ-
ments to infer the emissions of FA and AA (Table 4.2). This assumes that the ratio between the emissions of
FA (AA) and NO is independent of the environment type and that the emissions of FA and AA exhibit the
same temperature dependence as the one measured by Sanhueza and Andreae (1991). Field measurements
are clearly needed to assess these assumptions.
Because of the weak acidity of FA (pKa = 3.75) and AA (4.75), their soil emissions are likely to depend
on soil pH under wet conditions. We assume that the emissions listed in Table 4.2 are at pH = pKa(FA/AA)
and 30◦C, i.e., that they correspond to half of the maximum emissions under wet conditions. Under these
assumptions, the wet emissions are thus obtained by scaling the baseline wet emission by the following
factor:
exp
(
−∆HX
R
(
1
Tsoil
− 1
303.15
))
× 21+10pH−pKax with X ={FA, AA}
where the soil pH is taken from the ISRIC World Soil Information Database (http://www.isric.org)
and ∆H is the heat of dissolution at 298 K.
Sanhueza and Andreae (1991) also reported an increase in AA emissions after watering the soil, while FA
emissions were suppressed. The AA emission increase hints at the existence of water-stressed AA-producing
microorganisms, similar to denitrifying bacteria (Davidson, 1992). Here, we use the same pulsing factors
for AA as the one derived by Yienger and Levy (1995) for the soil emissions of NO. AA pulsing increases
AA soil emissions by ∼ 10% globally.
4.3.2 Photochemical sources of formic and acetic acids
4.3.2.1 Terrestrial biogenic precursors
The oxidation of biogenic compounds, and in particular their ozonolysis, has been suggested to be a major
source of FA and AA (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988; Neeb et al., 1997).
Here we update the photochemical oxidation mechanism of isoprene, a non-methane hydrocarbon which
accounts for ∼ 30–50% of biogenic emissions (Guenther et al., 2006), to include sources of FA from prod-
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ucts of its photooxidation with OH: hydroxyacetone, glycolaldehyde and isoprene nitrates (Butkovskaya
et al., 2006a,b; Paulot et al., 2009a, see supplementary materials). Ozonolysis of methylvinylketone (MVK)
and methacrolein (MACR), two major products of isoprene photooxidation, are also known to yield FA (As-
chmann et al., 1996; Grosjean et al., 1993). In contrast, isoprene photochemistry has long been thought to be
an insignificant source of AA (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988). Recent experimental evidence suggests, however,
that the photooxidation of hydroxyacetone produces significant amounts of AA (Butkovskaya et al., 2006b)
at low temperature. Isoprene is also a significant source of peroxy acetyl radical (PA), which reacts with
HO2 to yield AA with a yield of 15% (Hasson et al., 2004; Dillon and Crowley, 2008).
The OH-oxidation of methylbutenol (MBO), a volatile organic compound emitted in large quantities by
coniferous trees (Harley et al., 1998), also yields glycolaldehyde and hydroxymethylpropanal (HMPR), a
precursor of acetone (Carrasco et al., 2006), and thus of AA via PA. MBO ozonolysis has also been shown
to yield FA as well as acetone and HMPR (Carrasco et al., 2007).
The OH-oxidation of various monoterpenes has been reported to produce FA. However, the yield re-
mains very uncertain. For instance, reported FA yields from the OH-oxidation of α-pinene range from
7% (Orlando et al., 2000) to 28% (Larsen et al., 2001). Yields greater than 50% have been reported for
limonene (Larsen et al., 2001). Ozonolysis of various monoterpenes also yields FA and AA (Lee et al.,
2006). Monoterpenes are lumped into one species, MONX, in the GEOS-Chem chemical mechanism. We
adopt a FA yield of 15.5% for the reaction of MONX with OH and a FA (AA) yield of 7.5% (8%) for its
ozonolysis. The formation of carboxylic acids in the oxidation of MONX by OH has been ascribed to the
reaction of stabilized α-hydroxyalkyl radicals with NO (Orlando et al., 2000; Larsen et al., 2001). However,
Peeters et al. (2001) calculated that this reaction is only competitive with their thermal decomposition to
aldehyde + HO2 under laboratory conditions (NO ∼ 1–10 ppmv), suggesting that the yield of FA from the
first steps of MONX photooxidation is negligible (Peeters et al., 2001; Capouet et al., 2004). Conversely,
the very simplified representation of MONX secondary photochemistry in GEOS-Chem may result in an
underestimate of their overall FA/AA forming potential.
The OH-oxidation of acetaldehyde, whose sources include large emissions from the terrestrial and ma-
rine biosphere (Millet et al., 2010), is an important source of AA via PA+HO2. The modifications to the
GEOS-Chem mechanism are summarized in Table C.4.
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4.3.2.2 Marine precursors
Ozonolysis of marine biogenic emissions has been suggested to provide a source of FA and AA in the marine
atmosphere (Arlander et al., 1990; Sanhueza et al., 1996; Baboukas et al., 2000).
In this study, we include monthly marine emissions of isoprene, acetaldehyde, ethene and larger alkenes.
Acetaldehyde marine emissions (∼ 1.3 Tmol/yr) are from Millet et al. (2010) and isoprene sources are from
Arnold et al. (2009) (top-down estimate: 28 Gmol/yr). Emissions of ethene (162 Gmol/yr) and larger alkenes
(164 Gmol/yr) are inferred from isoprene emissions using the flux ratios observed by Broadgate et al. (1997).
4.3.2.3 Anthropogenic/biomass burning precursors
In addition to fresh emissions from biomass burning or anthropogenic sources, production of FA and AA
within fire plumes has been measured in many (Goode et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2003;
Herndon et al., 2007), but not all instances (de Gouw et al., 2006). Here, we include formation of FA and AA
from the photooxidation of acetylene (Hatakeyama et al., 1986), ethene and propene (and higher alkenes).
Anthropogenic inventories for CO are described by Bey et al. (2001) and biofuel emissions by Yevich
and Logan (2003). Recent updates of these inventories are described by Millet et al. (2010). Emissions
and photooxidation of acetylene, propene and ethene, which are precursors of FA and AA, were recently
included or updated by Fu et al. (2008). In addition we include biomass burning emission of hydroxyacetone
and glycolaldehyde (Fu et al., 2008), two precursors of FA and AA.
4.3.3 Sources not treated
Graedel and Eisner (1988) estimate that emissions of FA from formicine ants could exceed motor vehicle
and biomass burning emissions. The overall contribution of formicine ants to the FA budget is, however,
likely to be limited (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996), but may be important in ecosystems where formicine ants
are abundant (e.g., tropical forests).
Aqueous phase oxidation of formaldehyde within clouds has been proposed to be a non-negligible source
of FA in remote environments (Chameides, 1984; Jacob, 1986). However Lelieveld and Crutzen (1991)
argued that the very fast aqueous oxidation of FA would greatly diminish the role of cloud chemistry as a
source of FA.
The source of FA and AA from enol photochemistry is not included in the model (Archibald et al.,
2007). Enol are known intermediates in combustion (Taatjes et al., 2005) and could originate from keto-enol
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tautomerizations catalyzed by carboxylic acids (da Silva, 2010). However, the importance of these processes
as a source of FA and AA is poorly known and additional experimental constraints are needed to include
these processes in a global model.
4.3.4 Sinks
4.3.4.1 Photochemical
FA reacts with OH primarily via abstraction of the acidic hydrogen with a recommended temperature in-
dependent rate of 4.5× 10−13 cm3/(molec.s) (Atkinson et al., 2006). The uncertainty of this rate coeffi-
cient is relatively large (∆ log = 0.15 at 298 K (Atkinson et al., 2006)) because of experimental challenges
(dimerization of FA). To our knowledge, this rate coefficient has not been determined below 298 K. Theo-
retical calculations suggest, however, that the acidic ([R 4.1]), dominant at ambient temperature, and formyl
([R 4.2]) channels have opposite temperature dependence (Galano et al., 2002; Sun and Saeys, 2008).
HCOOH+OH−−→ HCOO ·+H2O [R 4.1]
−−→· COOH+H2O [R 4.2]
This results in a relatively “flat” temperature profile near 298 K where the laboratory investigations were
conducted but a strong negative temperature dependence at lower temperature. This will be examined in
Section 4.5.3.
In contrast, the AA reaction with OH has been studied over a much wider temperature range. The
reaction follows a mechanism similar to FA (Butkovskaya et al., 2004) and exhibits a negative activation
energy. The temperature dependence remains uncertain and we use the IUPAC recommendation, 4.2×
10−14 exp(855/T ) cm3/(molec s) (∆ log = 0.15 at 298 K) (Atkinson et al., 2006), which is in excellent
agreement with the two most recent determinations of this reaction rate coefficient (Butkovskaya et al.,
2004; Huang et al., 2009).
4.3.4.2 Dry deposition
Dry deposition of oxidants and water soluble species is computed using a resistance-in-series model based
on the formulation of Wesely (1989) implemented in GEOS-Chem by Wang and Jacob (1998). The dry
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deposition velocities of FA and AA depend on surface momentum and sensible heat fluxes, temperature
and solar radiation, as well as the effective Henry’s constant of FA and AA (H ), which are calculated at
a pH of 7–a reasonable assumption for most surfaces (Wesely, 1989). We use the median of the reported
measurements: HFA = 5400 M/atm,HAA = 5350M/atm (Sander, 1999).
4.3.4.3 Wet deposition
Wet deposition is thought to be the most important sink of FA and AA (Chebbi and Carlier, 1996). The
GEOS-Chem wet deposition scheme includes scavenging of soluble tracers in convective updrafts, as well
as rainout and washout of soluble tracers (Mari et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2001). We assume a rain pH of 5 and
that the acids are fully retained at freezing, as with HNO3.
We modify the GEOS-Chem deposition scheme to include the uptake of FA and AA in ice clouds.
Briefly, assuming equilibrium between the ice surface concentration [X ]s (molec/cm3) and the gas-phase
concentration [X ]g (molec/cm3), non-dissociative uptake and non-competitive adsorption, [X ]s can be related
to the surface area of ice (Sice(cm2/cm3)), the maximum number of molecules which can be adsorbed on
the surface (Nmax (molecules/cm2)) and the fractional coverage (θ ) by:
[X ]s = SiceθNmax
θ is given by the Hill-Langmuir equation:
θ =
K
Nmax
[X ]g
1+ KNmax [X ]g
where K (cm) is a temperature-dependent partition coefficient: K = α × exp(β/T ) with αFA = 5.8×
10−11 cm, αAA = 1.0× 10−10 cm and βFA = 6500 K, βAA = 6600 K (Marécal et al., 2010; Crowley et al.,
2010).
4.3.4.4 Dust
Field measurements have identified formate and acetate on collected mineral aerosols (Lee et al., 2000; Lee
et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2002; Falkovich et al., 2004). Falkovich et al. (2004) found that formate and
acetate were the most abundant mono carboxylic anions in dust particles and that their uptake was facilitated
at higher relative humidity (RH).
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Consistent with these observations, efficient uptake of carboxylic acids on various components of dust
(Usher et al., 2003) has been measured: FA on clay (montmorillonite) (Hatch et al., 2007) and CaCO3
(Al-Hosney et al., 2005); AA on SiO2, α−Al2O3, α−Fe2O3 (Carlos-Cuellar et al., 2003) and CaCO3
(Prince et al., 2008). Increased water enhances the capacity of the mineral dust to take up carboxylic acids
(Al-Hosney et al., 2005; Hatch et al., 2007; Prince et al., 2008) but does not change the accommodation
coefficient (γ) significantly.
Surface saturation needs to be explicitly treated, as it severely reduces the efficiency of this removal
mechanism (Hatch et al., 2007). Accounting for the saturation limit, Hatch et al. (2007) estimated that up to
40% of gaseous AA could be removed during a dust storm.
In GEOS-Chem, dust is carried into four different size bins. Here we use emissions from the dust
entrainment and deposition (DEAD) scheme (Zender et al., 2003; Fairlie et al., 2007). From Hatch et al.
(2007), we use γFA = 4×10−4 and γAA = 3×10−4 for RH < 30% ; γFA = 5.4×10−4 and γAA = 14×10−4
for RH ≥ 30%. The dependence of surface saturation (S in mg(acid)/g(dust)) on RH is approximated by
fitting an exponential to Hatch et al. (2007) measurements: SFA = 2+ 4.7× (1− exp(−8.6× 10−3×RH))
and SAA = 2+ 5.8× (1− exp(−2.6× 10−2×RH)). Heterogeneous degradation of FA (Al-Hosney et al.,
2005) and AA (Prince et al., 2008) to CO2 is not represented but may further enhance the uptake of FA and
AA.
4.3.5 Simulated distribution
4.3.5.1 Formic acid
The total source of formic acid in the model is about 1200 Gmol/yr (Table 4.3). This is about twice as
large as previous estimates (Ito et al., 2007; von Kuhlmann et al., 2003b). Modeled FA sources are domi-
nated by photochemical production from the oxidation of biogenic precursors. More than a third of the FA
photochemical source stems from glycolaldehyde and hydroxyacetone via the Butkovskaya’s mechanism
(Butkovskaya et al., 2006a,b). These sources were not included in previous estimates and account for much
of the difference (Table 4.3). Other important sources include isoprene ozonolysis (14% of the photochemi-
cal production) and monoterpenes photooxidation (6%). Acetylene is the dominant non-biogenic precursor
(6.5%).
Over three quarters of FA photochemical production is derived from isoprene photooxidation, many as-
pects of which remain uncertain. In particular, it is worth noting that the mechanism recently proposed by
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Peeters et al. (2009) results in large modifications of the distribution of isoprene photooxidation products de-
termined from chamber experiments (including hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde). If correct, this could
significantly affect the modeled budget of FA. Nevertheless, despite our incomplete knowledge of isoprene
photooxidation, its representation in the GEOS-Chem mechanism is much more explicit than for most other
biogenic volatile organic compounds. This probably results in an overestimation of the importance of iso-
prene as a precursor for FA as the photooxidation of other biogenic volatile organic compounds, such as the
different monoterpenes, is much more simplified.
Direct emissions of FA are small (∼ 15%) and dominated by terrestrial vegetation and biomass burning.
Emissions from vehicles do not contribute significantly to the modeled FA budget, consistent with observa-
tions from de Gouw et al. (2005). Our modeled FA budget suggests, however, that more than 90% of FA
is composed of modern carbon globally (Table C.2). This percentage is lower in the northern mid and high
latitudes, though FA is still predicted to be largely dominated by modern sources (Table C.2), consistent with
isotope studies in Europe (Glasius et al., 2001).
The enhancement in FA (∆FA) in aged biomass burning plumes and its correlation with ∆CO has fre-
quently been used to derive emission factors from ground- or satellite-based observations (e.g., Paton-Walsh
et al., 2005; Rinsland et al., 2007; Gonzàlez Abad et al., 2009). Our study suggests that FA is rapidly re-
moved from the boundary layer by wet and dry deposition, so that little FA emitted or formed in the boundary
layer is advected over long distances or transported into the free troposphere. Therefore ∆FA observed in
aged plumes is unlikely to represent direct emissions, as commonly assumed, but rather the production of
FA from the photooxidation of biomass burning emitted precursors. Thus, ∆FA cannot be used, in general,
to derive emission factors far away from emission regions.
FA sinks are dominated by depositions. Dust is not a significant sink globally but can result in a large
decrease of acids in the vicinity of large deserts.
The modeled atmospheric lifetime of FA is 3.2 days, consistent with previous estimates (Chebbi and
Carlier, 1996). The lifetime of FA in the boundary layer is about 1.6 days (excluding transport to the free
troposphere).
The FA atmospheric mass is highest in the tropics (∼ 60% of the global burden, Table C.2) as a result of
large biogenic and biomass burning emissions (Fig. 4.1). Modeled mixing ratios in the Northern midlatitudes
are low and follow the seasonal cycle of biogenic emissions.
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4.3.5.2 Acetic acid
The total source of acetic acid is about 1400 Gmol/yr (Table 4.3). Emissions of AA account for about
one third of AA sources. The difference with FA stems from much larger direct emissions from biomass
and biofuel burning. Secondary production from anthropogenic sources or biomass burning is small. AA
production has, however, been observed in biomass burning plumes. For instance, Yokelson et al. (2003)
observed ∆AA/∆CO increase by as much as 9% in some biomass burning plumes and noted that the sec-
ondary production of AA exceeds the measured direct emissions. This observation cannot, however, be
generalized since other plumes did not exhibit production of AA (de Gouw et al., 2006; Yokelson et al.,
2009, and references therein). Yokelson et al. (2009) also noted that the growth of FA and AA in the Yu-
catan biomass burning plumes cannot be accounted for by the photochemistry of their known precursors,
pointing to unidentified high-molecular-weight precursors. The importance of these precursors as a source
of FA and AA will be investigated in Section 4.5.2.
Photochemical production is dominated by the reaction of PA with HO2 (53%) and other peroxy radicals
(24%), with isoprene photochemistry and acetaldehyde oxidation the primary sources of PA. Our estimates
are consistent with those of von Kuhlmann et al. (2003b) and Ito et al. (2007) but much lower than the
estimate by Baboukas et al. (2000). Von Kuhlmann (2003b) pointed out that this is the result of the very high
branching ratio for the production of AA from PA+HO2 assumed by Baboukas et al. (2000), inconsistent
with values reported in recent laboratory experiments (e.g., Dillon and Crowley, 2008).
Similar to FA, deposition is the major sink of AA. Because AA is less soluble than FA and because its
oxidation by OH is faster and has a negative temperature dependence, photooxidation of AA is much more
important than for FA and contributes to the significantly shorter lifetime of AA in the atmosphere: 2.3 days
(1.7 days in the boundary layer). AA is predicted to primarily consist of modern carbon globally (Table C.3).
The distribution follows patterns similar to FA with a stronger influence of biomass and biofuel burning.
4.4 Comparison with observations
In this section, we evaluate the GEOS-Chem simulation against upper tropospheric and total column mea-
surements of FA by solar absorption spectrometry in the infrared using a Fourier transform spectrometer
(FTS) as well as FA and AA aircraft measurements. The locations of ground-based stations, the ship cruises-
and aircraft-based measurements are indicated in Fig. 4.2.
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4.4.1 FTS measurements
FA can be measured by FTS using the Q-branch of the ν6 mode near 1105 cm−1. In this section, we use FA
total columns retrieved by ground-based stations of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Compo-
sition Change (NDACC, http://www.ndacc.org/, Kurylo and Solomon (1990)) as well as during several
cruises by the German vessel Polarstern in the Atlantic ocean (Velazco et al., 2005). We also use upper
tropospheric FA profiles measured by the space-borne Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment FTS (Bernath
et al., 2005). All retrievals use the revised spectroscopic parameters for FA (Vander Auwera et al., 2007)
contained in the HITRAN 2008 spectral database (Rothman et al., 2009).
4.4.1.1 Ground-based total column
Solar spectra in the vicinity of the ν6 vibration have been obtained by several stations of the NDACC: Bar-
croft in the Inyo National Forest (California) at 3800 m; Bremen in northwestern Germany; La Réunion 700
km east of Madagascar; Paramaribo on the coast of Suriname; Thule in northwestern Greenland; and Wol-
longong, 100 km south of Sydney. The different measurement sites and the cruise ship tracks are depicted
in Fig. 4.2. Measurement uncertainty is estimated to be ∼ 19%. The choice of the spectral microwindow
used to retrieve FA could result in a systematic bias in the retrieved FA as large as ±2.7×1015 molec/cm2.
A more detailed description of the FTS retrievals can be found in the supplementary materials (Figs. C.1 to
C.4 and Table C.1).
Photooxidation of isoprene and other biogenic emissions: a major source of FA
The FA seasonal cycle at the mid-latitude stations, Wollongong (Fig. 4.3a, see also Fig. C.5), Bremen
(Fig. 4.4b, see also Fig. C.6), and Barcroft (Fig. 4.4c, see also Fig. C.7, C.8 and C.9) is consistent
with a major source of FA from terrestrial biogenic emissions and their photooxidation. At Wollongong,
for instance, FA and biogenic emissions peak simultaneously in January. In contrast, CO and HCN total
columns generally peak around October, at the height of the biomass burning season (Fig. C.5). At Barcroft,
the strong correlation between FA and CH2O in the summer months (Fig. C.7) also suggests a large influence
of biogenic emissions on the FA budget. In contrast there is no correlation between FA and HCN. This
interpretation is consistent with the conclusions of Zander et al. (2010) that FA seasonal variations above the
Alpine plateau are the result of natural processes.
At all sites, the model predicts large contributions of biogenic photooxidation to the FA budget. The
model performs best in regions and time periods impacted by large isoprene emissions, such as in Wollon-
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gong (Fig. 4.3a) and La Réunion (Fig. 4.4a). Interestingly, the model predicts a biogenic peak in FA in May
at La Réunion later than the maximum in isoprene emission in Southern Africa (Otter et al., 2002). Intense
precipitations from January to April over La Réunion may explain this delay by efficiently scavenging FA
(leading to a minimum in the modeled FA in January). As the climate becomes drier in May, the atmo-
spheric lifetime of FA increases resulting in higher FA total columns in spite of lower isoprene emissions.
This illustrates the complicated interplay between FA sources and sinks in the tropics. The model suggests
La Réunion is especially sensitive to this effect, as the modeled FA total column is dominated by transport
from Madagascar and Southern Africa.
In contrast, the model greatly underestimates FA at Bremen (Fig. 4.4b) and Barcroft (Fig. 4.4c). These
stations exhibit a marked biogenic signature but are located in regions with lower isoprene emissions. This
likely reflects a missing biogenic precursor of FA in the model. In these regions, FA production may be
promoted by seasonal biotic emissions from cattle and crop farming (Karl et al., 2009) associated with
elevated ozone due to anthropogenic activities. The anthropogenic contribution to FA is predicted to be low
at both sites (less than 5%), consistent with the seasonal profile of FA and previous isotope measurements in
Europe (Glasius et al., 2000; Glasius et al., 2001).
We note that Barcroft data must be interpreted cautiously as the complicated topography of the region
is not resolved in the model. In particular summer FA total columns show evidence for boundary layer
incursions which are not captured at the coarse resolution used in this study. However, CH2O seasonality is
surprisingly well-captured in the model despite a low-bias in the summer (Fig. C.8). Therefore, meteorology
alone is unlikely to explain the large discrepancy between the model and the data over this site, and sources
from the Central Valley (150 km to the west of Barcroft) are likely underestimated.
Missing biomass burning precursors
Evidence for a large but more localized and seasonal biomass burning source of FA can be found in the
Wollongong and La Réunion records (Figs. 4.3a and 4.4a). In La Réunion, FA peaks in October. This
peak is also observed in CO and CH2O FTS measurements at the same location and is associated with
biomass burning in Southern Africa (CO) and Madagascar (CO and CH2O) (Vigouroux et al., 2009). In
Wollongong, the anomalously high FA total column measured in December 2006, the largest on the record,
is also associated with biomass burning, since a) it clearly precedes the biogenic peak in FA observed in
other years, b) very large bush fires burned over 1 million acres from December 2006 to January 2007 in
the Victorian Alps ∼ 450 km southwest of Wollongong, and c) anomalously high CO and HCN columns
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are recorded during the same time period (Fig. C.5). This is consistent with the work of Paton-Walsh et al.
(2005) who reported a significant correlation between aerosol optical depth and FA at the same site during
bush fires from 2001 to 2003 and inferred that biomass burning could result in a strong enhancement in FA
total column at this site.
The model captures the timing of the biomass burning contribution to the FA column well but under-
estimates FA during biomass burning periods. The coarse resolution of the model is likely to contribute to
this discrepancy due to the dilution of biomass burning plumes. However, the systematic discrepancy on a
multi-year average at La Réunion may also indicate missing biomass burning sources of FA.
The discrepancy for marine sites (cruise (Fig. 4.5) and Paramaribo (Fig. 4.4d)) also hints at a missing
biomass burning source of FA. Air masses affected by biomass burning emissions are known to be advected
aloft from Africa to South America and their impact has been measured over Paramaribo during the dry
season from August to November (Peters et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2008). High CO measured in the
tropics during cruises is also well correlated with FA (R = 0.64, Fig. C.10). The lifetime of FA is, however,
incompatible with a large contribution of directly emitted FA to the FA total column over Paramaribo (trans-
port time from Africa to Paramaribo has been estimated at 10 days by Peters et al. (2004)) and suggests a
missing long-lived precursor from biomass burning. Sources of FA and AA from marine emissions are also
likely to be underestimated since the model predicts surface concentrations which are 2 to 5 times lower than
measurements made during cruises by Arlander et al. (1990) and Baboukas et al. (2000).
A local source in the polar regions
FA and AA account for a large fraction of the water-soluble organic carbon (gas + particle) over snow in
polar regions (Anderson et al., 2008). Better constraints on the budget of FA and AA in these regions
may help understand the large variations in FA and AA observed in the ice core record in the last 100,000
years (Legrand and De Angelis, 1996). These variations have been tentatively attributed to changes in the
biosphere or biomass burning activity in boreal regions (Fuhrer and Legrand, 1997; Eichler et al., 2009).
Measured FA over Thule is about one order of magnitude lower than in Wollongong (Fig. 4.3b). The
largest FA total columns are measured in the summers of 2004 and 2008. Both these periods are charac-
terized by exceptional biomass burning in boreal regions (in North America in 2004 and in Asia in 2008)
(Giglio et al., 2010), consistent with the hypothesis that FA anomalies may reflect large biomass burning
events. In the absence of local sources, the modeled FA column is dominated by transport. This is reflected
in the modeled vertical distribution of FA peaking in the free troposphere. The model predicts a strong
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seasonal cycle with maximum during the boreal summer, corresponding to the largest biogenic and biomass
burning emissions. The model underestimates FA total column by a factor of 2 to 5. This discrepancy may in
part reflect insufficient biomass burning emissions (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). We also note that the model
predicts very low concentrations of FA at the surface (∼ 10 pptv). This is in sharp contrast with the mea-
surements of Anderson et al. (2008) which report ∼ 1 ppbv of water-soluble organic carbon (primarily FA
and AA) over Summit at 1.5 m above the snow. This discrepancy between model and observation in Thule
may thus reflect missing local sources. Indeed, Dibb and Arsenault (2002) reported surface concentrations
of FA and AA measured in the Arctic could not be sustained by transport alone but required a large source
from snow photochemistry.
Missing winter sources
Mid latitude and low altitude sites (Bremen, Wollongong) show larger relative biases between the model
and the data during the winter (Figs 4.3a and 4.4b). This may point to large missing anthropogenic sources
of FA (Talbot et al., 1988). Alternatively leaf decay may also contribute to the FA in the winter months
(Kesselmeier et al., 1998). A missing biogenic contribution would be consistent with isotope measurements
which showed that FA and AA are primarily made of modern carbon even in the winter (Glasius et al., 2001).
4.4.1.2 ACE-FTS
The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) is a Canadian satellite that was launched by NASA on on
12 August 2003. FA is measured by high spectral resolution (0.02 cm−1) FTS operating from 2.2 to 13.3
µm. Using solar occultation, the altitude profile of temperature, pressure and various chemical compounds,
including FA, CO and C2H2 are determined between 85◦N and 85◦S. Here, we are using version 3.0 of the
ACE-FTS Level 2 data product.
Rinsland et al. (2006) and Gonzàlez Abad et al. (2009) have used the ACE-FTS spectra to retrieve mid
and upper tropospheric FA. Even though most FA is located at low altitude and thus cannot be observed by
ACE-FTS, these upper atmospheric profiles provide insights into the sinks, sources and transport of FA.
Fig. 4.6 shows the average distribution of FA measured by ACE-FTS from 2004 to 2008. FA is highest
from 10 to 50◦S, probably reflecting large biogenic sources. The Northern hemisphere exhibits lower FA
mixing ratios on average. FA mixing ratios decrease rapidly with altitude and away from the source region.
High mixing ratios observed at high altitudes in the Southern Hemisphere may indicate efficient transport of
FA or, more likely, its precursors from the boundary layer to the free troposphere.
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The model captures mid tropospheric FA in the tropics and Southern mid latitudes relatively well. It
is biased low north of 40◦N (Fig. 4.7), mirroring the low modeled concentration of FA in the planetary
boundary layer (Fig. 4.1) and consistent with the large underestimation of FA total column over Bremen.
The model is biased high south of 50◦S. This region experiences among the lowest concentrations of FA and
it is unclear how significant this discrepancy is.
The model greatly underestimates the measured vertical gradient of FA in the free troposphere, underes-
timating FA at low altitude and overestimating it at high altitude (Fig. 4.7). The correlation plot between FA
and CO reveals possible reasons for this discrepancy (Fig. 4.8). The model overestimates FA at low CO (40
to 60 ppbv) which primarily reflects the high bias of the model at high altitude where most of the ACE-FTS
measurements are taken. ACE HCN measurements (not shown) imply that air masses with CO mixing ratios
greater than 160 ppbv are strongly influenced by fresh biomass burning emissions. This is in part captured
by the model which shows a strong enhancement of FA in this regime. The largest discrepancy is found for
values of CO ranging from 120 to 150 ppbv. These air masses exhibit a weak biomass burning signature
and are primarily located in the lower free troposphere at high northern latitudes. These air masses may be
affected by boundary layer air, carrying high mixing ratios of FA or its precursors of biogenic or anthro-
pogenic origins. Alternatively, they may be associated with aged biomass burning, which would support the
existence of long-lived biomass burning precursors of FA.
4.4.2 Aircraft measurements by mass spectrometry
From the previous section, large sources of FA appear to be missing in the Northern Hemisphere mid lat-
itudes. Here we present data from several aircraft missions over North America to gain insights on these
missing sources. We use measurements from the Intercontinental chemical transport experiment (INTEX-
B/IMPEX April to May 2006 with a focus on the transport of pollution from Asia to the United States over
the Pacific (Singh et al., 2009)), the Second Texas Air Quality Study (TexAQS II–August to October 2006
(Parrish et al., 2009)), the Intercontinental Transport and Chemical Transformation experiment (ITCT 2k4
campaign over the Northeastern United States (Fehsenfeld et al., 2006)) and the Aerosol, Radiation and
Cloud Processes Affecting Arctic Climate study (ARCPAC 2008 over Alaska (Warneke et al., 2009)). FA
and AA were measured by Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry during INTEX-B (Crounse et al., 2006))
and AA was measured by PTRMS during ITCT 2k4, ARCPAC 2008 and TexAQS II (de Gouw and Warneke,
2007). Even though FA was not measured during these missions, it can be expected to correlate very well
with AA (e.g., R = 0.9 for INTEX-B).
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The model underestimates AA and FA in all missions, consistent with total column observations in the
Northern mid and high latitudes (Bremen and Thule). Missions closer to large biogenic or anthropogenic
sources (ITCT 2k4 and TexAQS II) exhibit a smaller discrepancy than INTEX-B (impacted by aged Asian
pollution) or ARCPAC 2008 (impacted by biomass burning). This suggests a large missing long-lived precur-
sor of FA and AA. Consistent with this hypothesis, air masses exhibiting a strong Asian pollution signature
(as defined by Dunlea et al. (2009)) exhibit a marked enhancement in FA and AA mixing ratio over other
air masses sampled over the Pacific (Table 4.4). Since FA and AA emitted or formed in Asia are expected
to be washed out as air is lifted out of the boundary layer, this enhancement hints at a secondary production
of both acids. The correlation of FA with the organic fraction of the aerosols (R = 0.83, Fig. 4.9), which
are predominantly of secondary origin (Dunlea et al., 2009) is consistent with this hypothesis. Similarly,
in ARCPAC 2008, a strong correlation of AA with black carbon (R = 0.86) and the organic content of the
aerosol (R = 0.82) hints at missing sources of AA from biomass burning.
Unrepresented precursors of FA and AA could also account for some of the discrepancy in INTEX-B
(Sinreich et al., 2010). The discrepancy in the marine boundary layer for both acids is similar to the one
reported by Baboukas et al. (2000) in the Atlantic ocean. Modeled marine sources of FA are a negligible
fraction of FA photochemical production (∼ 2.5%) reflecting the low emissions of FA precursors. This
is not true for AA, as acetaldehyde emissions from marine sources are large, resulting in ∼ 8.5% of AA
production over the ocean. The marked maximum in FA total column in the tropics is, however, consistent
with an important role of transport from the continents (Fig. 4.5).
INTEX-B measurements over the California Central Valley (Table 4.4) also confirm that cattle and/or
crop farming is accompanied by very large mixing ratios of FA and AA (5 times greater than in Asian
plumes and 10 times greater than in the Pacific free troposphere). In contrast with measurements taken over
the Pacific, AA appears to be produced/emitted more efficiently than FA in this environment.
Comparisons between the model and the data show lower discrepancies for TexAQS II and ITCT 2k4 (∼
2–3x, Figs. 4.10a and 4.10b). Correlations with anthropogenic markers (benzene: R = 0.5 for TexAQS II, R
= 0.75 for ITCT 2k4 ; methoxyperoxyacetylnitrate: R= 0.85 for ITCT 2k4) suggest a source of AA may be
associated with anthropogenic processes.
4.4.3 Summary of model-measurement comparisons
The comparisons between measurements and model results have revealed that:
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1. The model captures FA concentration and seasonality in regions with large biogenic emissions (ACE-
FTS in the tropics, Wollongong, La Réunion).
2. FA and AA concentrations are largely underestimated when biomass burning (ARCPAC 2008, ACE-
FTS, La Réunion) or anthropogenic influences (Bremen, INTEX-B) are strong. However, even in
these instances, FA and AA seasonality (Bremen) suggests that a large fraction of FA and AA is
associated with emission and photooxidation of biogenic compounds.
3. The rapid decrease in FA with altitude in the upper troposphere is not captured by the model.
4. FA and AA are greatly underpredicted in polar regions and in Northern midlatitude regions impacted
by anthropogenic activities.
These observations are consistent with major secondary sources of FA and AA missing in the model. In
the following, we use a series of sensitivity runs to examine the criteria a secondary source of FA and AA
must meet to help bridge the gap between the model and the data. The reference simulation described in this
section is referred to as R1 hereafter.
4.5 Sensitivity study
4.5.1 Biomass burning injection height
As a default in GEOS-Chem, biomass burning emissions are solely released in the boundary layer. However
observations have shown that major fires can inject emissions well above the boundary layer (e.g., de Gouw
et al., 2006; Vigouroux et al., 2009). Several modeling studies have also shown that observations of CO and
aerosols downwind of fires could be best explained when a large fraction of the fire emissions is released
above the boundary layer (e.g., Turquety et al., 2007). Injection of FA/AA or their precursors outside of
the boundary layer is of great importance in their budget. Indeed a fast transport of carboxylic acids out of
the boundary layer increases their lifetime by reducing the dry deposition sink and results in a large increase
in their net lifetime. This in turn results in enhanced transport of FA and AA on larger scales. Furthermore
biomass burning has been associated with a reduction of low-level precipitation (e.g., Andreae et al., 2004)
which may further increase carboxylic acid lifetime.
Several studies have associated enhancements of FA in the free troposphere to biomass burning (e.g.,
Gonzàlez Abad et al., 2009). Here we examine whether injection of biomass burning emissions outside
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of the boundary layer can help bridge the gap between between model and observations at high CO. We
use two different scenarios. In the first one (R2a), 60% of the biomass burning is emitted in the boundary
layer while 35% is emitted in the mid troposphere (from the top of boundary layer to 400 hPa) and 5% in
the upper troposphere (400 hPa to 200 hPa). In the second scenario (R2b), we adopt one of the scenarios
used by Turquety et al. (2007) to investigate biomass burning over North America with 40% of the biomass
burning emissions in the boundary layer, 30% in the mid troposphere and 30% in the upper troposphere.
Since our goal is to examine the sensitivity of free tropospheric FA to biomass burning injection height,
modifications of the injection height are applied globally, an important simplification (Val Martin et al.,
2010, and references therein). Furthermore we assume that EF for FA and AA are independent of the
biomass burning injection height. This is another important simplification since a) the injection of biomass
burning in the free troposphere strongly depends on the fire intensity, and b) EF for FA and AA exhibit some
correlation with the modified combustion efficiency (MCE), an indicator of the combustion type (flaming or
smoldering). Therefore, a more quantitative study of the importance of biomass burning in the FA and AA
budget would require an explicit description of the relationship between MCE and EF as well as MCE and
injection height.
Both scenarios lead to an enhancement of FA in the mid troposphere (by 10% for R2a (not shown)
and by 35% for R2b (Fig. 4.7, panel B)). The increase is especially large at high CO, greatly reducing
the discrepancy between the model and the measurements (Fig. 4.8). This is remarkable since biomass
burning emissions of FA and its precursors account for a relatively small fraction of FA sources in the model.
This disproportionate effect highlights the strength of boundary layer sinks of FA which greatly hinder its
transport to the free troposphere. The increase in FA induced by both scenarios is, however, insufficient to
bridge the gap between the model and the data in the lower troposphere. In particular, it has no effect on
the modeled FA in air masses with CO mixing ratios ranging from 120 to 150 ppbv. This is not surprising if
these air masses are associated with aged biomass burning, as FA sinks (photooxidation and wet deposition)
are faster than for CO. In contrast, the injection of FA into the free troposphere significantly amplifies the
discrepancy between the model and the measurements in the upper troposphere. The very long lifetime of
FA in the upper troposphere is responsible for this strong sensitivity. In R2b, FA is increased by almost 50%
in the upper troposphere compared to the reference run, resulting in large discrepancies for CO between 40
and 120 ppbv (Fig. 4.7).
These observations suggest that the distribution of FA in the free troposphere is only sensitive to biomass
burning injection height for fresh biomass burning plumes. As FA is removed from the free troposphere
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faster than CO, the correlation between FA and CO across the whole CO range can only be sustained if
the photooxidation of long-lived unrepresented compounds (i.e., poorly soluble and reactive) produces FA.
However, if such a source exists, the observed vertical gradient of FA indicates a large sink is missing from
the model in the upper free troposphere.
4.5.2 Secondary source of FA and AA and organic aerosol aging
The positive correlation of FA and AA with submicron organic aerosol observed in several aircraft campaigns
(Fig. 4.9) hints at a possible relationship between FA and AA production and aerosol aging, i.e., processes
affecting aerosol composition.
Aerosol composition is very dynamic as evidenced by the positive correlation between the oxygen to
carbon ratio and the residence time of aerosols (DeCarlo et al., 2008; Capes et al., 2008). Near sources,
aging is thought to be dominated by gas-phase oxidation of semivolatiles (a), while, for longer residence
time, heterogeneous oxidation (b) may become important (DeCarlo et al., 2008; George et al., 2008). The
combined evolution of the oxygen to carbon ratio and of the hydrogen to carbon ratio during aerosol aging
was recently showed to be consistent with the formation of carboxylic groups (Heald et al., 2010). This is
not inconsistent with (a), even though we are not aware of direct evidence for the formation of either FA or
AA from the photooxidation of semivolatiles. In contrast, laboratory experiments provide ample evidence
for the volatilization of FA and AA (b) following the photolysis of aerosols (Walser et al., 2007; Pan et al.,
2009) as well as their heterogeneous oxidation by O3 (Eliason et al., 2003; Park et al., 2006) and OH (Eliason
et al., 2004; Molina et al., 2004; Vlasenko et al., 2008). As heterogeneous oxidation operates on relatively
long time scales (> 4 days (George et al., 2008)), it could help account for observations during INTEX-B
and at Paramaribo. It appears, however, to be too slow to provide a large source of FA and AA near emission
centers (DeCarlo et al., 2008). These observations suggest that aerosol aging and wall reactions could result
in a significant source of FA and AA in chamber experiments that was not accounted for by Paulot et al.
(2009a).
Comparison between the data and the model suggests global sources of FA and AA may be underesti-
mated by up to 50% for both acids, i.e., an additional ∼2 TmolC/yr. Estimates for the global flux of carbon
from the photooxidation of aerosol range from 4 to 16.5 TmolC/yr (Kwan et al., 2006), suggesting FA and
AA volatilization would need to account for a very large fraction of this flux (10–50%). However this es-
timate does not account for the probably large dynamic exchange of matter between the gas and aerosol
phases driven by semivolatile volatilization and photooxidation (Robinson et al., 2007; Kroll et al., 2009;
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Jimenez et al., 2009).
Proper evaluation of the role of aerosol aging as a source of FA and AA requires detailed modeling of
aerosol evolution (e.g., following the framework presented by Jimenez et al. (2009)) informed by additional
laboratory measurements. This is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we do not explicitly model secondary
organic aerosol but use organic aerosol (OA) to generate a diffuse source of FA and AA associated with
aerosol aging (scenario R3). In GEOS-Chem, OA represents both emitted OA (primarily from biomass
burning with an important contribution of anthropogenic sources in the Northern midlatitudes) and a small
and simplified secondary production from the condensation of low volatility compounds from biogenic and
anthropogenic sources (Park et al., 2003). The largest global source of OA is biomass burning globally. We
assume that the reaction of OH with OA produces FA and AA according to :
dFA
dt
=
dAA
dt
=
(
rp
Dg
+
4
vγ
)−1
A×OH
where rp is the particle radius, γ the reaction probability (assumed to be 1 here), Dg the gas-phase diffusion
coefficient, v the mean molecular velocity of OH and A the aerosol surface area. This reaction does not
represent a physical process (OA is not lost via this reaction) but is meant to provide a diffuse source of FA
and AA correlated with OA. Including this process results in an increase in the source of FA and AA by 320
Gmol/yr, about ∼ 25% (∼ 0.95 TmolC/yr).
This large additional FA source greatly improves the agreement with La Réunion. The mean FA concen-
tration increases by almost 60% in October (Fig. 4.11a). Similarly, the anomalously high FA measured in
December 2006 in Wollongong is much better reproduced in the model with this hypothetical aerosol source
(Fig. 4.11b). We note that it has little effect on the FA total columns for the other years, underlining the
exceptional intensity of the 2006 bush fires. For both sites, a similar increase in biomass burning emissions
of FA would not result in such a large improvement. This is because the lifetime of organic aerosol is longer
than the lifetime of FA. This is evident in the comparison with the cruise measurements where a very large
increase is observed in the tropics, reflecting the enhanced transport of FA biomass burning precursors away
from their source regions (Fig. C.11). Other locations impacted by biomass burning such as Thule see large
increases in FA or AA though this remains insufficient to bridge the gap between model and measurements.
In the GEOS-Chem simulations used in this study, organic aerosol sources are dominated by biomass
burning. Because of the lack of a proper representation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in our simula-
tion, it is not surprising the discrepancy remains very large in locations where organic aerosols are dominated
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by SOA from biogenic or anthropogenic sources (e.g., Bremen (Fig. C.12), INTEX-B). Future work will
focus on assessing the role of semivolatiles as a source of FA and AA. In particular, the interaction between
biotic emissions (biogenic and agricultural) and anthropogenic activities need to be properly represented,
as it has been shown that this interaction could result in enhanced secondary aerosol formation (de Gouw
et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2007; Goldstein et al., 2009). If SOA aging is indeed a source of FA and AA,
this could help explain the biogenic signature of FA and AA in polluted regions (seasonality and isotopic
composition), as well as the similar magnitudes of Wollongong and Bremen FA total columns, despite very
different isoprene sources.
4.5.3 Upper tropospheric budget of FA
The ACE-FTS comparison revealed a high bias of the model in the upper troposphere. At these altitudes,
wet deposition becomes small and FA sink is dominated by the reaction of OH with FA.
To examine the sensitivity of the FA profile to the temperature dependence of its reaction with OH, we
use the temperature dependence derived theoretically by Galano et al. (2002) for the acidic (k1) and formyl
channels (k2) and scale it to match the experimental rate of FA + OH determined at room temperature. The
resulting rate constant of FA with OH (kFA+OH ) is :
kFA+OH = k1+ k2 = 2.94×10−14× exp(
(
786
T
)
+9.85×10−13× exp
(
−1036
T
)
At 220 K, this predicts that the oxidation of FA is 2.3 times faster than at 298 K.
In the R4 simulation, we also include FA formation from organic aerosol (as in R3) as well as the
injection of FA in the mid troposphere (as in R2a). The change in the reaction rate at cold temperature results
in a dramatic decrease of FA in the upper troposphere (Fig. 4.7), because photooxidation is the dominant
sink of FA in this region. This decrease is especially remarkable since mid troposphere FA is increased
as a result of the injection of biomass burning in this region. This result must be interpreted cautiously
as the model may underestimate HOx in the upper troposphere, especially in the tropics (Wennberg et al.,
1998). The fate of FA in the upper troposphere deserves more study since FA could provide a useful proxy
to investigate biomass burning injection in the free troposphere.
The discrepancy between model and observation of FA in the upper troposphere is further amplified if
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the equilibrium between HOCH2OO and HCHO+HO2 is considered (Veyret et al., 1989).
HCHO+HO2 −−→ HOCH2OO [R 4.3]
HOCH2O2+HO2 −−→ HOCH2OOH [R 4.4]
HOCH2O2+HO2 −−→ HOCH2O+OH+O2 [R 4.5]
HOCH2O2+HO2 −−→ FA+H2O [R 4.6]
HOCH2O2+NO−−→ HOCH2O+NO2 [R 4.7]
HOCH2O+O2 −−→ FA+HO2 [R 4.8]
HOCH2OOH
S−−→ FA [R 4.9]
HOCH2OOH+OH−−→ FA+H2O+OH [R 4.10]
HOCH2OOH+OH−−→ HOCH2OO [R 4.11]
HOCH2OOH+hν −−→ HOCH2O+OH [R 4.12]
Reaction of HOCH2OO with NO results in FA formation. Jenkin et al. (2007) reported that [R 4.5] and
[R 4.6] account for 20% and 30% of the reaction of HOCH2OO with HO2. The photooxidation of hydrox-
ymethylhydroperoxide (HOCH2OOH) is also expected to form FA with high yield from photolysis, reaction
with OH and heterogeneous decomposition (Neeb et al., 1997). Therefore we assume that the reaction of
HO2 with HOCH2OO results in FA formation with a yield of 1. As shown in Fig. 4.12, HO2+HCHO
chemistry significantly increases FA in the upper troposphere where the lifetime of HOCH2OO is long
enough for the reaction of HOCH2OO with NO and HO2 to compete with HOCH2OO decomposition. As
pointed out by Hermans et al. (2005), proper assesment of HCHO+HO2 importance as a sink of formalde-
hyde and source of FA requires very precise knowledge of the temperature dependence of [R 4.3]. Recent
measurements of HOCH2OO→ HO2+CH2O by Pinceloup et al. (2003) are significantly slower than the
recommended IUPAC value (Atkinson et al., 2006) used in this simulation. This suggests the source of FA
from HCHO+HO2 in the free troposphere may be even larger than shown on Fig. 4.12. FA observations in
the upper troposphere thus provide a much needed test of the representation of HCHO+HO2 in models.
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4.6 Conclusions
We have derived a detailed bottom-up inventory of FA and AA in the atmosphere. Our updated source of
FA is more than twice as large as previous estimates, reflecting the formation of FA from the photooxida-
tion of isoprene and its products by OH. Both carboxylic acids are predicted to originate primarily from the
photooxidation of biogenic compounds with biomass burning a significant seasonal source in many environ-
ments.
Despite these larger sources, the model remains biased low, especially in the Northern mid latitudes and
in air masses affected by biomass burning. This discrepancy cannot be solely resolved by increasing biomass
burning emissions of FA and AA.
We propose that a long-lived secondary source of FA and AA of order∼ 2 TmolC/yr has yet to be identi-
fied. We hypothesize that the strong correlation of aerosol organic content with FA and AA hints at the pos-
sible relationship between aerosol aging and carboxylic acid production. If this relationship is demonstrated,
FA and AA could prove very valuable to investigate aerosol aging, composition and sources. The simplified
treatment of organic aerosols used in this study suggests that the long lifetime of OA could help account for
the measured mixing ratios of carboxylic acids away from biomass burning regions. A realistic treatment
of SOA (especially the missing SOA in polluted regions, including through anthropogenic-biogenic interac-
tions), may help reduce the discrepancy in the mid latitudes where the biomass burning source of organic
aerosol is limited.
The comparison between ACE-FTS mid and upper tropospheric measurements also reveals that strong
enhancements in FA are consistent with injection of biomass burning emissions outside of the boundary
layer (though FA is most likely associated with secondary production). FA may be used as a proxy to track
biomass burning injection in the free troposphere, a very uncertain parameter in chemical transport models.
Finally even though the data set presented in this study offers the first long-term overview of the global
distribution of FA, many regions of interest (in particular Africa and Asia), remain very poorly sampled.
Ongoing efforts to retrieve FA from TES, IASI (Clerbaux et al., 2009; Razavi et al., 2011) or MIPAS-
ENVISAT (Grutter et al., 2010) are thus particularly promising.
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Figure 4.1: Annual simulated distribution of FA and AA in the boundary layer. FA and AA maxima in the
tropics reflect strong biogenic sources.
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Figure 4.2: Locations of the measurement sites used in this study. Red crosses: FTS ground stations (B:
Barcroft, Br: Bremen, P: Paramaribo, R: La Réunion, T: Thule, W: Wollongong). Cyan dots: ship cruises.
Blue, magenta, yellow and green dots: aircraft mission flight tracks
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(a) Wollongong, Australia (34.5◦S, 150◦E, 20 m asl)
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(b) Thule, Greenland (76.53◦N, 68.74◦W, 220 m asl)
Figure 4.3: The observed seasonal cycle of FA total column (blue, lower panel) is well captured by the model
at the Wollongong site (red, lower panel) and is consistent with a strong biogenic influence (green, upper
panel). This is not the case in the high latitude site at Thule where the model underpredicts measured FA.
Upper panel: modeled contribution of biogenic sources (green: emission + photochemical production) and
biomass burning (black: emissions + photochemical production) to FA total column. Lower panel: modeled
(red) and measured (blue) FA total column. Measurements and model are averaged over a two day time
period.
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(a) La Réunion, France (−20.9◦N, 55.5◦E, 10 m asl). Measure-
ments are from campaigns in 2004 (Aug-Oct), 2007 (May-June ;
Aug-Oct) and 2009 (May-Dec).
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(b) Bremen, Germany (53.1◦ N, 8.9◦E, 27 m asl). Measure-
ments are from 2002 to 2010.
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(c) Barcroft, United States (37.6◦ N, −118.2◦E, 3800 m asl).
Measurements are from campaigns in 1994 (Aug), 1998 (Oct-
Dec), 1999 (Jan-Jul), 2000 (Oct-Dec), 2001 and 2002 (Jan-
Aug).
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(d) Paramaribo, Suriname (5.8◦N - 55.2◦W, 23 m asl).
Measurements are from campaigns in 2004/2006 (Oct-Nov),
2005/2007 (Feb-Mar ; Sep).
Figure 4.4: Upper panels: same as Fig. 4.3. Lower panel: comparison between modeled and measured FA
total columns. Individual total column measurements are indicated with blue dots. The 2004–2008 model
range is indicated by the red shaded area and the model mean by the white dashed line.
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Figure 4.5: Monthly FA total column measured during cruises in the Atlantic ocean in 1996, 1999, 2000,
2002, 2003 and 2005 (dots). The 2004–2008 model monthly mean range is indicated by the red shaded area.
FA maximum in the tropics reflects biomass and biogenic sources.
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Figure 4.6: Measured distribution of FA (pptv) by ACE-FTS from 2004 to 2008. Median of FA measure-
ments is calculated in 10◦ latitude 50 mbar bins. Only cells with more than ten measurements are shown.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the simulated FA with observations by ACE-FTS suggests an altitude-dependent
error. Increasing the reaction rate of OH with FA reduces the model high-bias in the upper troposphere
(C), while injection of biomass burning in the free troposphere provides little improvement in the middle
troposphere while degrading FA simulation in the upper troposphere (B). Absolute difference between the
model and the ACE-FTS measurement is shown in pptv with contours indicating the relative difference
in % ((model-measurement)/measurement). Cells with no measurements are grayed. Panel A shows the
comparison for the reference run (R1), Panel B for R2b and Panel C for R4 (see Section 4.5). The model is
sampled at the location and time of the ACE-FTS measurement.
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Figure 4.8: The correlation between CO and FA observed by ACE-FTS (blue crosses) in the free troposphere
is not well-captured by the model (green, red and blue crosses), suggesting a missing secondary source.
Lower panel: correlation plot between FA and CO (lower panel) for the measurements (blue) and the model:
R1 (red), R2b (green), R4 (black). Upper panel: distribution of measured and modeled CO. The extent of the
error bars indicate the 25 and 75 percentiles. The model is sampled at the location and time of the ACE-FTS
measurement.
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Figure 4.9: In situ measurements show strong correlation of FA and AA with the abundance of organic
aerosol over the West Coast of the United States and the eastern Pacific (INTEX-B), in urban environments
(MILAGRO) as well as in arctic regions (ARCPAC).
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between measured (blue) and modeled (red) vertical AA profiles. The box (thick
line) extent represents the 25% and 75% percentiles.
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(a) La Réunion. Color code as Fig. 4.4a.
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(b) Wollongong. Color code as Fig. 4.3a
Figure 4.11: A diffuse source of FA from aerosol aging (dominated by biomass burning (R3)) allows the
model to better reproduce the increase in FA during the biomass burning season.
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Figure 4.12: Including a representation of HCHO+HO2 chemistry increases FA in the upper troposphere
by nearly 50% (red) compared to the reference run (blue). Such a source (black dashed line) would further
amplify the high bias of the model with respect to ACE-FTS observations. Profile of FA at -14N, 60W July
2005
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Table 4.1: Biomass burning emission factors for FA and AA (in g per kg of dry matter, Yokelson (personal
communication) and Akagi et al. (2010)). Emission factors from Andreae and Merlet (2001) are indicated
in parentheses.
Savanna Tropical Boreal Biofuela
FA 0.18 (0.7) 0.42 (1.1) 0.80 (2.9±2.4) 0.22 (0.13)
AA 1.58 (1.3) 3.11 (2.1) 4.05 (3.8±1.8) 4.97 (0.4-1.4)
(a): Derived from open-cooking.
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Table 4.2: Soil emissions of formic and acetic acids at Tsoil = 30◦C in nmol/(m2 s) for different land types
Land Typea Formic Acid Acetic Acid
wet dry wet dry
Agriculture (not Rice) 1.8×10−1 - 1.1×10−1 -
Agriculture (Rice) 5.9×10−3 - 3.5×10−3 -
Conifer and other deciduous 1.47×10−2 4.9×10−3 8.8×10−3 2.9×10−3
Desert 0 0 0 0
Drought deciduous 2.9×10−2 8.9×10−3 1.8×10−2 5.4×10−3
Grassland 1.8×10−1 5.9×10−2 1.1×10−1 3.6×10−2
Tropical rain forest 1.3 1.9×10−1 7.7×10−1 1.2×10−1
Tundra 2.4×10−2 8.2×10−3 1.5×10−2 5.0×10−3
Woodland 8.3×10−2 3.2×10−2 5.0×10−2 1.9×10−2
Wetland 1.5×10−3 − 8.8×10−4 -
(a) Wang et al. (1998)
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Table 4.3: Modeled global budget of atmospheric formic and acetic acids (2004–2008 average). Previous
estimates are indicated in parentheses.
Formic acid (τ = 3.2 days) Acetic acid (τ = 2.3 days)
Total Sources (Gmol/yr) 1232 (666a, 587b) 1424 (1550a, 1217b)
Photochemical production 1055 976
(370a, 370b) (1250a, 700b, 2000c)
Biogenic 917d 955d
Anthropogenic 138 21
+ Biomass burning
Emissions 177 (296a, 217b) 448 (300a,517b)
Anthropogenic 3.5 7
Biofuel Burning 6.5 (25b) 114.5 (274b)
Biomass Burning 32.5 (174a, 183b) 187 (243a, 279b)
Cattle 39.5 39.5
(25−100 f ,g) (4.2−16.8 f )
Soil 39 57
Terrestrial vegetation 56 43
(122a, 125h, 33−166i, (56a, 25h,17−83i, 10−33 j)
20−130 j)
Total Sinks (Gmol/yr) 1233 1426
Photochemical 229.5 413
Dry deposition 536 522
Wet deposition 437.5 451.5
Dust 30 39.5
(a) von Kuhlmann et al. (2003b,a)
(b) Ito et al. (2007)
(c) Baboukas et al. (2000)
(d) Neglect biomass burning contribution to hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde
(e) Sum of biomass burning and biogenic emissions
(f) Ngwabie et al. (2008)
(g) C2H5OH+HCOOH
(h) Lathière et al. (2006)
(i) Wiedinmyer et al. (2004)
(j) Kesselmeier et al. (1998)
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Table 4.4: The increase in the median measured (m) FA and AA in polluted air observed during INTEX-
B/IMPEX reflects the importance of secondary sources in the budget of FA and AA. These sources are
missing from the model (M). α is the slope of the linear fit: AA = αFA+β following York’s method (York
et al., 2004) for the measurement (ordinary least square for the model). Characterization of the air masses
follows the approach of Dunlea et al. (2009).
FA (pptv) AA (pptv) α±1σ (R2)
m M m M m M
Free troposphere 296 26 193 25 0.37±0.16 (0.53) 0.42 (0.37)
(Asian pollution)
Free troposphere 108 26 86 26 0.62±0.23 (0.52) 0.54 (0.51)
(pristine + dilute Asian pollution)
Boundary layer 1291 81 906 62 1.59±0.16 (0.63) 0.40 (0.91)
(California Central Valley)
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Chapter 5
Impact of the isoprene photochemical
cascade on tropical ozone
5.1 Introduction
The tropics play an essential role in the physical and chemical climate of Earth (Crutzen and Lelieveld,
2001). In particular, tropical tropospheric ozone plays an important role in the oxidative capacity of the
atmosphere and on radiative forcing. Much work has been devoted to understanding the factors controlling
its budget, in particular the impact of dynamics (Bowman et al., 2009; Nassar et al., 2009; Chandra et al.,
2003; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999; Jacob et al., 1996) and of NOx emissions from lightning (Sauvage et al.,
2007b), biomass burning (Jacob et al., 1996; Chandra et al., 2002; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999; Jourdain
et al., 2007) and soil (Jaeglé et al., 2004). However, recent advances in observations of tropospheric ozone
have revealed that its tropical budget is not well captured by models (Bowman et al., 2009; Zhang et al.,
2010).
The tropics are also characterized by very large biogenic emissions, whose photooxidation is known to
modulate the ozone production efficiency, i.e., the number of molecules of ozone produced per molecule of
NOx (Liu et al., 1987). In particular the influence of the phootooxidation of isoprene, a biogenic volatile
organic compound (BVOC) that accounts for 30% to 50% of global BVOC emissions (Guenther et al.,
1995; Guenther et al., 2006), on local photochemistry (e.g., HOx = OH+HO2 (Lelieveld et al., 2008) and
ozone production (Chameides et al., 1988)) has motivated considerable laboratory (Ruppert and Becker,
2000; Dillon et al., 2006; Paulot et al., 2009b), field (Thornton et al., 2002; Ren et al., 2008; Lelieveld
et al., 2008; Sinha et al., 2008; Warneke et al., 2001) and theoretical work (Peeters et al., 2009; Dibble,
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2004a,b). Simulations including isoprene chemistry suggest that the effect of isoprene chemistry on the
Ox = O3+NO2 budget extends to much larger scale (Roelofs and Lelieveld, 2000; von Kuhlmann et al.,
2004; Pfister et al., 2008) than isoprene’s short atmosphere lifetime would suggest, though the processes
controlling this large-scale influence are ill-defined. This study aims to better characterize the mechanisms
that control the spatial extent of the isoprene photochemical cascade, the complex suite of photochemical
and physical transformations undergone by isoprene and its products, as well as its interplay with the tropical
Ox and NOx budgets.
The photooxidation of isoprene by OH produces isoprene peroxy radicals (ISOPO2), whose fate is criti-
cal to the impact of isoprene chemistry on the Ox budget:
ISOP+OH
O2−→ISOPO2 [R 5.1]
When ISOPO2 react with NO, isoprene photooxidation promotes Ox formation ([R 5.2] and [R 5.4]):
ISOPO2+NO−→ ISOPO+NO2 [R 5.2]
ISOPO−→ OVOC+HO2 [R 5.3]
HO2+NO−→ OH+NO2 [R 5.4]
NO2
J−→
O3
NO+O3 [R 5.5]
O3
J−−→
H2O
2OH [R 5.6]
Reactions [R 5.2] to [R 5.4] contribute to the formation of Ox in regions where urban centers are embedded
in forested areas (e.g., Atlanta (Chameides et al., 1988)). The auto-catalytic production of Ox and HOx is
terminated by radical losses, e.g., the formation of nitric acid (OH+NO2 −−→ HNO3) and hydrogen per-
oxide (HO2+HO2 −−→ H2O2+O2). Since the ozone production efficiency generally increases as the ratio
NOx/VOC decreases (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998), the wet tropics that feature very high isoprene emissions
and low anthropogenic emissions are extremely sensitive to increasing NO emissions (Thornton et al., 2002).
For instance, ozone production in the outflow of Manaus (Brazil) is similar to that of major North American
cities (Kuhn et al., 2010).
When ISOPO2 react with HO2, however, HOx is destroyed ([R 5.7]). This slows down the local photo-
chemistry, contributing to the very low ozone levels over remote tropical forests:
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ISOPO2+HO2 −→ ISOPOOH+O2 [R 5.7]
ISOPOOH+OH−→ IEPOX+OH [R 5.8]
Because isoprene emissions are so large, its photooxidation, i.e., the the fate of isoprene peroxy radicals,
can feedback on the local photochemical conditions. As discussed above, isoprene photooxidation can
directly modulate HOx. In particular, under very low NOx conditions with high isoprene emissions, the
removal of HOx via [R 5.7] is predicted to result in very low concentrations of HOx in the boundary layer
(Houweling et al., 1998). Under these conditions, the lifetime of ISOPO2 can become long (∼ 60 s) and it has
been proposed that unimolecular processes could become competitive with [R 5.7] and [R 5.2], attenuating
the removal of HOx by isoprene photochemistry (Peeters et al., 2009):
ISOPO2 −→ HO2+OVOC [R 5.9]
Understanding low oxidative photochemical conditions is important for determining the extent of the
isoprene photochemical cascade as these conditions promote the transport of isoprene and its photochemical
products. In particular, the transport of biogenics to the upper troposphere through convection has been
suggested as influencing the budget of ozone on the global scale as ozone and NO are much longer lived in
this region of the atmosphere than at the surface (Doherty et al., 2005; Collins et al., 1999; Moxim and Levy,
2000).
The modulation of NOx through isoprene nitrates (ISOPONO2), minor products of the reactions of iso-
prene peroxy radicals (ISOPO2) with nitrogen oxide NO, is another mechanism that allows the impact of
isoprene photochemistry to propagate to larger scales (e.g., Wu et al., 2007; Stevenson et al., 2006; Ito et al.,
2007; Horowitz et al., 1998, 2007; Fiore et al., 2005)
ISOPO2+NO−→ ISOPONO2 [R 5.10]
The formation of ISOPONO2 ([R 5.10]) modulates Ox by diminishing its local formation through NOx
sequestration. Furthermore, under high isoprene to NOx condition, the fraction of NOx segregated in
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ISOPONO2 may become important such that their formation contributes to the loss of HOx. Unlike ni-
tric acid however, organic nitrates may not be a terminal sink of NOx but rather a reservoir (like peroxy-
acetylnitrate (PAN)). Depending on their lifetime and fate, they may thus contribute to the export of NOx.
This depends in particular on the fraction of NOx that is returned to the atmosphere (by ISOPONO2 and its
nitrate-containing oxidation products R?ONO2).
ISOPONO2
OH, O3, hν−−−−−−→ NO2 [R 5.11]
OH, O3, hν−−−−−−→ R?ONO2 [R 5.12]
wet/dry−−−−−→
deposition
[R 5.13]
The representation of NOx recycling ([R 5.11]), segregation ([R 5.12]) and depositional loss ([R 5.13])
vary considerably across models. This is thought to contribute to differences in simulated ozone (Stevenson
et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007; Jacob and Winner, 2009; Fiore et al., 2005). For instance, in GEOS-Chem,
isoprene nitrates are assumed to deposit readily, such that they behave like a terminal sink for NOx much like
boundary layer nitric acid (Chen et al., 1998; Bey et al., 2001; Fiore et al., 2005). In MOZART (Horowitz
et al., 2007), isoprene nitrates are short-lived and a large fraction is oxidized by ozone and OH to yield
second-generation organic nitrates that are solely deposited.
In this study, we first use forward simulations to assess how the representation of isoprene nitrate pho-
tochemistry affects simulated tropical ozone. We then use adjoint simulations to examine the multiscale
impact of the isoprene photochemical cascade on the tropical Ox budget. Comparisons with the effect of
biomass burning and lightning NOx emissions are also presented.
5.2 Model description
We use the GEOS-Chem global 3-D chemical transport model (Bey et al., 2001) (v8.3.2), driven by the
GEOS-5 assimilated meteorology from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System. In our simulations,
the horizontal resolution is degraded to 4◦×5◦ and the vertical resolution to 47 vertical layers. The results
reported here correspond to the period spanning June 2006 to May 2007 after a one and a half year spin-up.
Isoprene emissions are calculated using MEGANv2.1 (Guenther et al., 2006) as described by Millet
et al. (2010). In the adjoint simulations, the emissions of isoprene are calculated with MEGANv2.0 (Millet
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et al., 2008). Anthropogenic emissions of NOx are calculated using the GEIA inventory scaled to the model
run year according to fossil fuel usage (Bey et al., 2001; Benkovitz et al., 1996). NOx is also emitted
from biomass burning (from GFED2 inventory Randerson et al., 2006), soil (Yienger and Levy, 1995) and
lightning (Price et al., 1997; Sauvage et al., 2007a). Dry deposition is calculated using a resistance-in-series
model (Wesely, 1989; Wang et al., 1998). Wet deposition is calculated following the approach presented by
Mari et al. (2000) and Jacob et al. (2000).
5.2.1 Representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry
There has been considerable laboratory research to determine the yield of isoprene nitrates (∼ 8±4% (Chen
et al., 1998; Sprengnether et al., 2002; Paulot et al., 2009a; Lockwood et al., 2010)). Laboratory (Paulot
et al., 2009a; Lockwood et al., 2010) and field observations (Grossenbacher et al., 2001, 2004; Giacopelli
et al., 2005; Perring et al., 2009) suggest isoprene nitrates have a very short atmospheric lifetime. However,
there is much uncertainty regarding the relative importance of deposition and photochemical sinks (by OH
and ozone). Ito et al. (2007) and Perring et al. (2009) estimated that the fate of isoprene nitrates is dominated
by photochemical losses while Horowitz et al. (2007) and Giacopelli et al. (2005) concluded that deposition
was their primary sink.
If the isoprene nitrates are primarily lost through photooxidation, assessing the impact of their photoox-
idation on the budget of reactive nitrogen and ozone must include proper representation of their photochem-
ical products (Grossenbacher et al., 2001), about which very little is known. Paulot et al. (2009a) reported
the formation of propanone nitrate and ethanal nitrate from ISOPNO2 oxidation by OH and inferred that the
ratio of [R 5.11] to [R 5.12] is ∼ 1. Similarly, Giacopelli et al. (2005) proposed a suite of possible ozonoly-
sis products. The formation of long-lived organic nitrates (e.g., propanone nitrate (Zhu et al., 1991; Paulot
et al., 2009a; Sander, 1999)) is significant as they may contribute to the long-range transport of NOx and the
unexplained burden of organic nitrates in the free troposphere (Perring et al., 2009; Horowitz et al., 2007).
There are also large uncertainties on the yield and fate of organic nitrates formed at night from isoprene +
NO3 chemistry (Horowitz et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2009).
To evaluate the importance of these uncertainties on the Ox, isoprene nitrate photochemistry is rep-
resented here using three surrogates: ING0, ING1 and ING2 (Table 5.1, Fig. D.1). ING0 represents
first-generation nitrates formed from isoprene photooxidation during day and nighttime. ING0 retains its
double bond, such that it is rapidly oxidized by OH (k(298 K) = 4.6× 10−11cm3 molec−1 s−1) and ozone
(k(298 K) = 9.5× 10−17cm3 molec−1 s−1), consistent with laboratory observations (Paulot et al., 2009a;
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Lockwood et al., 2010). For simplicity, the oxidation of ING0 by OH and ozone is assumed to yield the
same products. ING1 and ING2 are both second-generation organic nitrates. ING1 represents nitrates from
methacrolein (MACR), methylvinylketone (MVK) and other hydroxycarbonyls formed from isoprene pho-
tooxidation (e.g., HC5 (Paulot et al., 2009a) and ING0 (Paulot et al., 2009a)). ING1 is assumed to react
rapidly with OH (kOH(298 K) = 8× 10−12cm3 molec−1 s−1), since it represents compounds that generally
feature an aldehyde group. Lacking a double bond, ING1 does not react with ozone. ING0 photooxida-
tion also yields ING2. This species represents the formation of long-lived nitrates and its oxidation by OH
(kOH = 4.0×10−13cm3 molec−1 s−1 (Zhu et al., 1991)) and photolysis (Jenkin et al., 1997; Roberts and Fa-
jer, 1989) are derived from propanone nitrate. Wet and dry deposition of ING0, ING1 and ING2 are treated
as terminal losses of NOx. In the following, we will use the notation ING to denote ING0+ ING1+ ING2.
5.2.2 Simulations
Most isoprene emissions are thought to be located in the tropics (Guenther et al., 2006) though these esti-
mates have large uncertainties as (a) bottom-up estimates are derived from ground studies that are too sparse
to capture the diversity of plants in the rain forest, and (b) top-down estimates using satellite measurements of
formaldehyde (Palmer et al., 2003; Barkley et al., 2008) rely on chemical mechanisms that poorly represent
the photochemistry under low NOx conditions (chemical mechanisms cannot reproduce HOx observations
in tropical atmosphere (e.g., Lelieveld et al., 2008)). In particular, the yield of formaldehyde from isoprene
oxidation under low NOx is ill-defined.
Here we focus on the regions located between 15◦S and 7◦N (Fig. D.2) where ∼ 50% of the global
terrestrial isoprene emissions are located (Fig. 5.1). The ratio between emitted isoprene (on a C basis) and
NOx exhibits a strong seasonality that, in contrast to the mid latitudes, is not driven by isoprene, but rather,
by NOx emissions from biomass burning (Fig. 5.1). This ratio spans a very wide range from less than 10
in the peak biomass burning season in Africa and Southeast to more than 100 outside the biomass burning
season in South America. In the following, we take advantage of the diversity of chemical regimes resulting
from the very broad range of NOx-to-isoprene ratios to examine how the impact of isoprene photooxidation
on Ox is affected by local photochemical conditions.
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5.2.2.1 Forward simulations
27 simulations were carried out to assess the effect of different representations of isoprene nitrates photo-
chemistry by adjusting the yield of isoprene nitrates (Y= 0.05, 0.10, 0.15), the recycling of NOx from ING0
reaction with ozone and OH (α = 0, 0.5, 1), and the wet and dry deposition of ING0, ING1 and ING2. The
deposition of INGs is modified by adjusting their associated Henry’s constants. In the base case, Henry’s
constants are taken from Ito et al. (2007) for ING0 and ING1 (H = 1.7×104 M/atm) and from Sander (1999)
for ING2 (H = 10
3 M/atm). In the slow deposition case, INGs (ING0, ING1 and ING2) are deposited like
PAN (H = 3.6 M/atm, no wet deposition) while in the fast deposition case, they are assumed to behave like
nitric acid (H = 1×1014 M/atm).
5.2.2.2 Adjoint simulations
ING photochemistry can affect ozone production in two different ways: (a) their formation depletes NOx,
diminishing local ozone production and the concentration of OH, and (b) their photooxidation releases NOx,
which, conversely, promotes local photochemistry and ozone formation. If ING lifetime is short, (a) and (b)
largely compensate each other and the regional effect of ING is reduced, whereas if ING lifetime is long,
their formation and transport will modulate the photochemistry of ozone precursors in both local and remote
regions, though potentially in different ways. Because of the long lifetime of ozone, it is difficult to ascribe
changes in ozone to (a), (b) or the transport of ozone using forward simulations.
Adjoint modeling allows the efficient calculation of the sensitivity of a cost function J to many pa-
rameters (Giering and Kaminski, 1998). This approach is thus especially useful to evaluate the relative
importance of mechanisms (a) and (b). Adjoint capabilities were added to the GEOS-Chem model by Henze
et al. (2007). The adjoint of the chemistry is generated by the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP, Damian et al.
(2002); Sandu and Sander (2006)). To date, the adjoint of GEOS-Chem has been primarily used in inversion
problems to improve emissions inventories (Henze et al., 2009; Kopacz et al., 2010). Here we also use it
to constrain the sensitivity of ozone and NOx to various photochemical processes controlling the isoprene
photochemical cascade. This capability was incorporated into KPP by (Henze et al. (2007) and Appendix
D.1). The cost function J is defined as the mean tropospheric ozone or NOx mixing ratio (in ppbv). We
consider three time periods: June 2006 to October 2006 (high biomass burning in all tropical continental re-
gions, Fig. 5.1); November 2006 to February 2007 (high biomass burning in Northern Africa, low biomass
burning over South America and Southeast Asia); March 2007 to May 2007 (low biomass burning for all
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tropical regions); and six geographical regions (Fig. D.2) that are isolated from pollution from Northern
midlatitudes. In the following, we use the notation R1R2S
A
B to denote the normalized sensitivity of A over
region R1 to B over region R2, i.e.,
B|R2
J
∂J
∂B|R2
where J = A|R1 and (.) designates the tropospheric mean.
The acronyms used for R1 and R2 are listed in Table D.1. For instance, aAS
O3
OH+ING0
refers to the normalized
sensitivity of Atlantic ozone to the rate of oxidation of ING0 by OH over Africa. We will sometimes omit
R2 (
R1S AB ) to refer to the spatial changes in the sensitivity of A over R1 to B over the region of interest.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Isoprene photochemical cascade
5.3.1.1 Reference simulation
The oxidation of isoprene in the reference simulation (Y = 10%, α = 50%, HING0 = HING1 = 1.7× 104
M/atm, HING2 = 1.0× 103 M/atm) is dominated by OH in every region (∼ 85% globally, Fig. 5.2). The
lifetime of isoprene can exceed six hours over South America, because of very low OH. This long lifetime
results in the efficient transport of isoprene to the free troposphere through convection, such that it accounts
for a significant fraction of the OH reactivity (Figs. D.4 and D.5). In the tropics, isoprene peroxy radicals
react primarily with HO2 (∼ 50%) . Reaction with NO and isomerization (Peeters et al., 2009, Crounse et
al. (in preparation)) accounts for 35% and 10% of isoprene peroxy radical fate, respectively.
The uncertainty regarding the fate of isoprene peroxy radicals is large and has profound implications for
simulations of tropospheric chemistry. In particular their fate depends critically on:
1. The rate of RO2+HO2. GEOS-Chem and MOZART assume that the rate of RO2+HO2 is inde-
pendent of R (for n(C) > 2) (Horowitz et al., 1998, 2007) with kIHO2 = 7.4× 10
−13 exp(700/T).
Here we use the expression of Saunders et al. (2003) derived from multiple kinetic studies kIIHO2 =
2.91× 10−13 exp(1300/T)(1− exp(−0.245n)), in good agreement with the rate measured by Boyd
et al. (2003) for isoprene. For isoprene at 298 K, kIIHO2/k
I
HO2
∼ 2.
2. The isoprene emission inventory. Compared with MEGAN, the GEIA emissions inventory (Guenther
et al., 1995) is characterized by higher isoprene emissions in the northern mid-latitudes, which favor
the reaction of isoprene peroxy radicals with NO. Using the GEIA inventory and kIHO2 , Paulot et al.
(2009b) found the fate of isoprene peroxy radicals to be dominated by their reaction with NO.
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3. The isomerization rate of isoprene peroxy radicals. Here we use the experimental rate from Crounse
et al. (2011, in preparation) kIisom = 1.99× 108 exp(−7510/T ) that is significantly slower than the
theoretical rate derived by Peeters et al. (2009). The global importance of the isomerization is thus
much lower than previous estimates (e.g., Peeters and Muller (2010)).
The fate of isoprene peroxy radicals has important consequences regarding the yield of its second- and third-
generation products. In the reference simulation, we find that IEPOX, the epoxide formed from the oxi-
dation of isoprene hydroxyhydroperoxide (ISOPOOH) has a yield of ∼ 33%, significantly larger than that
simulated by Paulot et al. (2009b) using kIHO2 , the GEIA emission inventory and neglecting isomerization.
The chemical representation of the isoprene photochemical cascade also affects the use of the formaldehyde
total column to estimate isoprene emissions in tropical regions as the yield of formaldehyde from the pho-
tooxidation of HPALD and ISOPOOH, which together account for∼ 65%–70% of isoprene photooxidation,
is not known (Palmer et al., 2003; Barkley et al., 2008).
In the reference simulation, ING0 sources are dominated by OH/NO chemistry. As noted by Horowitz
et al. (2007) and Brown et al. (2009), however, nocturnal formation of organic nitrates (from NO3 chem-
istry) can be a significant source of reactive organic nitrates. ING0 fate is dominated by photooxidation,
consistent with the conclusion from Ito et al. (2007). The mean photochemical lifetime of ING0 is shorter
than isoprene primarily because the formation of ING0 is favored by higher concentrations of NO, which
promote higher OH and ozone. Photochemical sinks of ING0 are dominated by ozone. This reflects both
the short atmospheric lifetime of ING0 with respect to ozone (Lockwood et al., 2010) and the importance of
nocturnal sources of ING0 when OH oxidation is negligible. Because of its short atmospheric lifetime, the
impact of ING0 on the transport of reactive nitrogen to the upper troposphere and to oceanic basins is very
limited, suggesting the fraction of NOx recycled from ING0 photooxidation, as well as the fate of ING1 and
ING2, are essential for assessing the regional effect of ING photochemistry (Fig. D.3).
5.3.1.2 Sensitivity to the treatment of isoprene nitrates
Modifying the treatment of isoprene nitrate chemistry has little impact on the relative importance of the
the oxidation channels of isoprene, because variation in ozone and OH mixing ratios are well correlated.
However the lifetime of isoprene is strongly impacted by the representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry
with variations exceeding ∼ ±20% across the different simulations. The largest changes are found over
South America, where NO is very low.
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The branching between night and day formation of ING0 is strongly impacted by the assumed yield of
isoprene nitrates. For an organic nitrate yield of 5% from OH/NO chemistry, NO3 chemistry becomes the
primary source of ING0 consistent with the conclusions from Horowitz et al. (2007). Even when ING0 is
assumed to deposit as fast as nitric acid, its fate remains dominated by photooxidation reflecting its short
photochemical lifetime. Because of their slower photooxidative sinks, ING1 and ING2 are much more
sensitive to deposition. Better constraints on the relative importance of photochemical and depositional sinks
are especially critical for ING2 since it is the primary NOx carrier to oceanic basins. From this analysis, it
is clear that the treatment of ING0 as a terminal sink of NOx (e.g., the assumption that they readily deposit)
in the GEOS-Chem standard simulations cannot be reconciled with laboratory data presented by Lockwood
et al. (2010) and Paulot et al. (2009a).
5.3.2 Impact of the NOx and Ox budget
The net removal of NOx by isoprene nitrate chemistry can be expressed as
DING =PING0 +P
?
ING1
−L ING1 −LING2 −α×LING0 (5.1)
where PING0 and P
?
ING1
are the photochemical sources of ING0 and ING1 (excluding the source from
ING0); LING0 , LING1 and LING2 are the photochemical losses of ING0, ING1 and ING2. Fig. 5.3 shows
that over regions with high isoprene and low NOx emissions, DING can account for up to 75% of NOx loss
(LNOx ). On a regional scale, however, a large fraction of the NOx segregated in isoprene nitrates is cycled
back to the atmosphere over continental regions (66% for Africa, 52% for South America). The transport of
ING (in particular ING2) allows isoprene nitrate photochemistry to contribute up to 30% of NOx production
downstream from continents.
K-means clustering analysis (MacQueen, 1967) on the components of DING (Fig. D.3) reveals that the
impact of isoprene chemistry on the local NOy budget is driven by the lifetime of the different isoprene
nitrates more than by their production rates. Indeed if a large fraction of isoprene peroxy radicals reacts with
NO, the large production of ING0 will be associated with efficient production of Ox and HOx. Under these
photochemical conditions, ING are oxidized rapidly, reducing their impact on the NOx budget. Conversely
because low NOx/high VOC conditions are associated with low HOx and ozone, the removal of NOx by ING
chemistry is very efficient under these conditions. This mechanism is consistent with the variation in DING
across continents and seasons, illustrated by the contrast in DING/LNOx between the densely populated
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island of Java and the relatively pristine island of New Guinea (Fig. 5.3). It follows that if HOx is under-
estimated in our simulations, as suggested by many recent studies (e.g., Lelieveld et al. (2008); Ren et al.
(2008)), the importance of ING chemistry at the regional scale will be diminished. This will be discussed in
Section 5.4.4.
The representation of ING chemistry has important consequences on the modeled tropical ozone over
continental regions (Fig. 5.4). Ozone is most sensitive to the representation of ING over regions whereDING
is large (generally regions with high isoprene and low NOx emissions). For instance, over South America,
where the isoprene-to-NOx ratio is especially high, POx can vary by as much as ±20% from the reference
simulation as a result of changes in the representation of ING photochemistry (Fig. 5.5). Changes in ING
chemistry are not limited to continental regions with high isoprene emissions. Downwind of Africa and
South America, for instance, the Atlantic and Pacific basins exhibit a sensitivity to ING chemistry similar to
continental regions.
5.4 Discussion
In this section, we first show that the regional effect of isoprene nitrate chemistry on ozone can be well
understood through its modulation of the NOx budget. We then hypothesize that the resulting modulation of
HOx contributes to the large-scale isoprene effect through convection. Finally, we focus on the influence of
isoprene photooxidation on South Atlantic ozone, which combines, in a complex way, NOx segregation and
transport as well as the transport of ozone.
5.4.1 NOx removal efficiency controls the impact of isoprene nitrates over tropical
continental regions
The sensitivity of ozone to ING photochemistry is well correlated with its effect on the net loss of NOx
(Fig. 5.5). It follows from this correlation that very different representations of the ING chemistry can have
comparable effects onPOx at the continental scale. This is illustrated by the similarPOx simulated for {Y
= 15%, α = 100%, fast deposition}, {Y = 10%, α = 50%, fast deposition}, {Y = 15%, α = 50%, default
deposition}. However, as the NOx loss mechanisms (export to oceanic basins and deposition) are different
in each of these representations, they result in different predictions regarding nitrogen deposition and ozone
formation downwind from continents, such that the need to accurately constrain ING photochemistry is not
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relaxed.
The relationship betweenPOx and DING changes regionally and seasonally (Fig. D.6). This sensitivity
can be well captured by the fraction of NOx lost through the isoprene nitrate chemistry (i.e., DING/LNOx )
as shown in Fig. 5.6.
Ozone is most sensitive to isoprene nitrate chemistry outside the biomass burning seasons when isoprene
impact on LNOx is largest (Figs. 5.6 and D.6). Conversely, the representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry
has little impact on ozone during the biomass burning period regardless of isoprene emissions. This differ-
ence can be understood through the seasonal variation of DING/LNOx . During the biomass burning season,
large emissions of NOx, while increasing the production of INGs, favor higher OH and ozone such that
the lifetime of INGs is reduced and their effect on the ozone budget is diminished. Consistent with this
mechanism, the modeled sensitivity of ozone to ING photochemical sinks (calculated using the adjoint) is
positive over continental regions (Fig. 5.7, left column). wS
O3
OH+ING0
is negative, which can be attributed to
the different NOx recycling efficiency between OH+ ING0 and O3+ ING0: in the model, reaction of ING0
with ozone results in α NOx returned to the atmosphere, whereas reaction of ING0 with OH only results in
γNO×α recycling (where γNO is the fraction of ING0O2 reacting with NO, Fig. D.1), because we assume
that ING0O2+HO2 does not readily release NOx. Hence, NOx is not efficiently recycled from the oxidation
of ING0 by OH under low NOx conditions, i.e., where ozone is most sensitive to ING chemistry. This esti-
mate depends critically on the ozonolysis mechanism of ING0 as well as the reaction of ING0O2 with HO2,
about which very little is known (Giacopelli et al., 2005; Lockwood et al., 2010).
Overall, ozone sensitivity to the ING representation is greater over South America than Africa (Fig.
5.7), consistent with the finding that the sensitivity of continental ozone to ING photochemistry is tied
to DING/LNOx (Fig. 5.3). The relative importance of wS
O3
O3+ING0
and wS
O3
O3+ING1
also exhibits seasonal
variations. The sensitivity to the fate of ING0 generally peaks outside the biomass burning seasons, reflecting
the importance of ING0 as an important local sink of NOx under low HOx conditions.
A similar approach is used to analyze how ING0 yield (Y) and recycling (α) affect mean tropical tro-
pospheric ozone (Fig. 5.8). tS
O3
Y is always negative, which suggests the decrease ofPO3 over continental
regions (∂DING/∂Y < 0) is not compensated by an increase in PO3 downwind of isoprene source regions
(due to the release of NOx by the oxidation of ING0, ING1 or ING2). Seasonal and regional variations in
tS
O3
Y reflect those ofDING/LNOx . This contrast is especially apparent in Africa where
t
AS
O3
Y is∼ 5 greater
from March to May than from November to February (Fig. 5.8). Ozone is significantly less sensitive to
uncertainties in the recycling (though the uncertainty in the recycling is much larger than the uncertainty
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in the yield of isoprene nitrate). Interestingly, tS
O3
α , though generally positive, as would be expected from
its overall impact on continental DING (Fig. 5.3), becomes negative when isoprene emissions and biomass
burning are collocated (Africa, panel B). This unexpected behaviour will be discussed in section 5.4.3.
The sensitivity of tropical ozone to Y and α can be compared to its sensitivity to methane oxidation.
tS
O3
OH+CH4
is always positive and its zonal variations largely reflect the fate of the methylperoxy radicals, i.e.
NOx concentrations (Jaeglé et al., 2001; Wennberg et al., 1998).
tS
O3
OH+CH4
is generally larger over conti-
nents where the largest sources of NOx are located (biomass burning for Africa, anthropogenic emissions for
western Southeast Asia). tS
O3
OH+CH4
is, however, minimum over South America, reflecting the low model
HOx resulting from high biogenic and low NOx emissions.
Ozone is very sensitive to the formation rate of nitric acid (tS
O3
OH+NO2
), the primary sink of NOx over
much of the atmosphere, emphasizing the need for very accurate kinetic rate on the reaction of OH with
NO2 (Mollner et al., 2010). Both ING0 and nitric acid production result in the loss of NOx and
tS
O3
OH+NO2
and tS
O3
Y are negative throughout the tropics. Nitric acid formation is most efficient when OH and NO2 are
large, i.e., over large NOx emissions (biomass burning in Africa or anthropogenic and biomass burning in
Java, Fig. 5.8). Unlike nitric acid, the photochemical lifetime of ING0 is very short under these conditions
and it is not an efficient sink of NOx. However, under low NOx conditions and high isoprene emissions, ING0
photooxidation is limited and it behaves, at least locally, as an important sink of NOx (Fig. 5.3). It follows
that tS
O3
OH+NO2
and tS
O3
Y have opposite dependence on photochemical conditions (i.e., primarily on NOx
surface emissions). This is illustrated by their seasonal variations over South America where tSS
O3
OH+NO2
is
greater than tSS
O3
Y during the biomass burning season (DING/LNOx1), but significantly lower outside the
biomass burning seasons (Fig. 5.8). Seasonal variations are even greater in Africa where tAS
O3
Y is almost
negligible from November to February (Fig. 5.8, panel B) when isoprene and biomass burning emissions
are collocated (Fig. 5.1), but comparable to tAS
O3
OH+NO2
from March to May. A similar mechanism may
also explain the large contrast between Java, where tsS
O3
Y tsS
O3
OH+NO2
as a result of large anthropogenic
activities, and the more pristine New Guinea where tsS
O3
Y ∼tsS
O3
OH+NO2
.
5.4.2 NOx removal efficiency in the continental boundary layer influences the im-
pact of isoprene over remote regions through deep convection
A similar analysis of the sensitivity of ozone to tropical emissions of isoprene (Fig. 5.9) shows that tS
O3
E(ISOP)
is comparable to its sensitivity to NOx emissions from biomass burning (
tS
O3
Ebb(NOx)
) but lower than ozone
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sensitivity to lightning NOx (
tS
O3
Eli(NOx)
) . Unlike tS
O3
E(NOx)
that is always positive (regardless of the source
of NOx),
tS
O3
E(ISOP) can switch sign seasonally and regionally. For instance,
t
SS
O3
E(ISOP) is positive during the
biomass burning season (Fig. 5.9, panel A) and becomes negative as biomass burning emissions decrease
(Fig. 5.9, panels B and C). Similarly, tsS
O3
E(ISOP) switches sign between western Southeast Asia and eastern
Southeast Asia. As we will show in this section, tS
O3
E(ISOP) seasonal and regional variations reflect the
competition between different interactions of the isoprene photochemical cascade with Ox at the local and
global scales.
The competition between the remote and local impacts of isoprene photooxidation on Ox is directly
illustrated by the large regional variability of SS
O3
E(ISOP) (Fig. 5.10).
S
SS
O3
E(ISOP) is negative and its regional and
seasonal variation can be largely explained by SSS
NOx
E(ISOP), supporting the modulation of NOx as the primary
mechanism controlling the regional influence of isoprene photooxidation on ozone. This is also consistent
with the seasonal variation of SSS
O3
E(ISOP) that is greatest from March to May, when DING contributes most
toLNOx . Unlike
S
SS
O3
E(ISOP), the long-range impact of isoprene emissions (dominated by Africa (Fig. 5.10))
is generally positive and not associated with a local production of ozone, since SAS
O3
E(ISOP) is not correlated
with SAS
NOx
E(ISOP) (Fig. 5.10) and small on average (Fig. 5.11).
Large-scale ozone enhancement fueled by isoprene photochemistry may impact the transport of ozone
formed over continental regions, through the well-known “Atlanta” mechanism (Chameides et al., 1988), i.e.,
by the boundary layer oxidation of isoprene under high-NOx conditions (e.g., from November to February
in Africa). The spatial impact of this mechanism is usually limited in the midlatitudes because Ox lifetime
is relatively short in the boundary layer. In the tropics, however, convection may allow Ox to be rapidly
transported to the free troposphere, where it can be advected over much larger spatial scales thanks to a
significantly longer lifetime (Jacob et al., 1996).
The “Atlanta” mechanism does not, however, explain why SAS
O3
E(ISOP) peaks outside the biomass burning
seasons (Fig. 5.11). We propose that this reflects ozone production in the free troposphere driven by the
transport of boundary layer isoprene and its photochemical products by convection. Observations of high
concentrations of isoprene (up to ∼ 1 ppbv) and its photochemical products in the upper troposphere have
been reported over Europe (Colomb et al., 2006; Stickler et al., 2006), Africa (Bechara et al., 2010; Murphy
et al., 2010), and South America. The model exhibits a very characteristic “C”-profile for isoprene in the
tropics and a significant fraction of isoprene oxidation can take place at P < 800 hPa (Figs. D.4 and D.5). In
these conditions, the production of ozone is extremely efficient as (a) isoprene peroxy radicals react almost
entirely with NO, and (b) DING ∼ 0 as ING fate is almost entirely driven by NOx-neutral photochemical
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reactions. The injections of reactive isoprene can have a very large impact on ozone production in particular
if it is accompanied by production of NOx (e.g., from lightning) (Collins et al., 1999; Poisson et al., 2000;
Bechara et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 1996; Prather and Jacob, 1997). The formation of NOx reservoirs in the
upper troposphere (e.g., PAN) may further amplify the impact of isoprene photochemistry on Ox through
the transport of NOx to remote regions (Poisson et al., 2000). This mechanism would be consistent with
the study of Aghedo et al. (2007), which reported that most of the production of ozone fueled by African
emissions does not take place over the African continent.
Since ozone production in the free troposphere increases as the supply of isoprene and its photochem-
ical products from the boundary layer increases, i.e., under low boundary layer oxidative conditions, the
production of ozone in the upper troposphere is favored, somewhat paradoxically, by its destruction in the
boundary layer. Since ozone is also transported to the upper troposphere, the net effect of the transport of
isoprene to the upper troposphere depends on the relative strength of these processes: ozone production in
the free troposphere and transport of low boundary layer ozone. Unlike Africa, where NOx is generally high
enough such that isoprene photochemistry does not significantly depress POx in the boundary layer (Fig.
5.14), the segregation of NOx by isoprene nitrates and the destruction of HOx in South America by [R 5.7]
results in very low boundary layer HOx and Ox (Fig. 5.11). It follows that the net effect of this mechanism
should be greater for isoprene emitted over Africa than over South America, even though less isoprene is
oxidized outside of the boundary layer (Fig. D.5). This is supported by pS
O3
E(ISOP), which is greater out-
side the biomass burning seasons over Africa than over South America (Fig. 5.12). Similarly, SSS
O3
E(ISOP)
is generally negative, reflecting its impact on the removal of NOx by ING, while
p
SS
O3
E(ISOP) can be positive
during the biomass burning season, when boundary layer ozone over South America is not as impacted by
isoprene photochemistry. The importance of the VOC transport thus depends on the boundary layer budget
of ozone, which is largely controlled by DING. It follows that ING photochemistry may indirectly modulate
the large-scale effect of isoprene photooxidation on the Ox budget.
The large-scale influence of isoprene can be contrasted to that of lightning and biomass burning NOx.
p/S
A S
O3
E(ISOP) is very similar to
p/S
A S
O3
Eli(NOx)
, though lightning appears to favor ozone formation far from its
source region (unlike isoprene). The intercontinental effect of biomass burning is more limited. Similar to
isoprene, it does not appear to be driven by the large-scale transport of NOx, suggesting the lifetime of NOx
reservoirs is not sufficiently long to impact these regions.
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5.4.3 Isoprene nitrates as NOx reservoirs and spatial scales coupling
In Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, we have presented evidence that isoprene photochemistry impacts the tropical
Ox budget (through the modulation of NOx sinks at the regional scale and the production of Ox in the upper
troposphere on the global scale). In this section, we focus on regions where ING photooxidation contributes
significantly to the NOx source (downwind of continents (Fig. 5.3)). The impact of this export on the Ox
budget reflects the competition between lower production of ozone over continental regions (greater conti-
nental DING) and greater ozone production downwind. Despite the loss of NOx during its export (through
deposition), this competition can result in an increase in Ox downwind of continents, since the ozone pro-
duction efficiency is generally greater far from NOx sources.
This competition is illustrated by regional variations of SS
O3
OH+ING2
. ING2 is sufficiently long-lived to
contribute to the export of NOx to oceanic basins (Fig. D.3), such that
SS
O3
OH+ING2
is negative over oceanic
basins, while it is positive over Africa and Southeast Asia (Fig. 5.7). SS
O3
OH+ING2
is negative outside the
biomass burning season over South America. This is unique and probably reflects the very low oxidative
conditions over this region from March to May (high DING) that limit the continental oxidation of ING2.
Unlike SS
O3
OH+ING2
, SS
O3
OH+ING0
and SS
O3
OH+ING1
are positive, even over oceanic basins. This suggests ING0
and ING1 are too short-lived to contribute to the export of NOx from continental regions: their impact on
ozone over oceanic basins is thus limited to their modulation of ozone transport from continental regions.
We now focus on the sensitivity of South Atlantic ozone to photochemical conditions over Africa. South
Atlantic ozone exhibits a well-defined zonal “wave-one” pattern (Thompson et al. (2000), Bowman et al.
(2009, and references therein)). Numerous studies have been devoted to the study of the different factors
controlling this pattern ranging from emissions (Sauvage et al., 2007b; Edwards et al., 2006; Jacob et al.,
1996) to dynamics (Wang et al., 2006). However, to our knowledge, the influence of uncertainties in chemi-
cal mechanisms on the simulation of Atlantic ozone has not been explored.
The seasonal and geographical variations of aS
O3
α illustrate how the relative impact of continental pro-
duction of ozone and NOx export on Atlantic ozone vary in response to changing photochemical conditions
over Africa. When biomass burning and isoprene emissions are collocated (Fig. 5.13 B), a large fraction of
isoprene peroxy radicals reacts with NO, such that DING is low and ING chemistry has a minor effect on
the local PO3 (Fig. 5.4). Thus, an increase in α results in a small fractional increase in PO3 and its effect
on Atlantic ozone is dominated by the decrease in the transport of NOx reservoirs (i.e., in the production of
ozone closer to the receptor region). From tAS
O3
α < 0 and AAS
O3
α > 0 (consistent with ∂DING/∂α<0) from
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November to February, it follows that the decrease ofPO3 downwind of Africa as a result of increased NOx
recycling (i.e. lower transport of NOx reservoirs) outweighs the increase of ozone over Africa during the
biomass burning season and its transport to the South Atlantic. Conversely, from March to May (Fig. 5.13
C), aAS
O3
α is positive where isoprene peroxy radicals react primarily with HO2. The export of ozone from
this region, where DING is large such thatPO3 is very sensitive to α , dominates over the export of NOx.
Comparisons between aAS
O3
E(ISOP) and
A
AS
O3
E(ISOP) confirm that the large-scale influence of isoprene pho-
tooxidation can be anti-correlated to its regional effect (see Section 5.4.2). We also find that aAS
O3
Ebb(NOx)
and aAS
O3
E(ISOP) are of similar magnitudes (Figs. 5.14 and 5.15). This is at odds with the conclusions of
Sauvage et al. (2007b) who found that the dependence of Atlantic ozone on isoprene emissions was neg-
ligible. This may be associated with the treatment of isoprene nitrates as a terminal sink of NOx in the
standard GEOS-Chem mechanism, since under these conditions changes in DING as a result of different
isoprene emissions are diminished. Interestingly, even though ozone is most sensitive to biomass burning
on the continental scale (AAS
O3
Ebb(NOx)
>AAS
O3
Eli(NOx)
), this effect does not propagate efficiently to larger spa-
tial scales (aAS
O3
Eli(NOx)
>AAS
O3
Ebb(NOx)
), which is consistent with the conclusions of Sauvage et al. (2007b).
Comparisons between A/aA S
NOx
Eli(NOx)
and A/aA S
NOx
Ebb(NOx)
suggest this may stem from the different lifetimes
of biomass-burning NOx (short-lived because solely injected into the boundary layer) and lightning NOx.
Since a significant fraction of biomass-burning NOx may be injected outside of the boundary layer (Val Mar-
tin et al., 2010), the contrast between the large-scale and regional effects of biomass-burning and lightning
NOx is likely to be overestimated in the model.
5.4.4 Can we separate the effect of chemistry, emissions and dynamics on the trop-
ical Ox budget using experimental observationsh?
In the previous sections, we have shown that the oxidation of biogenics plays a large role in the modulation
of the Ox budget and that this modulation can vary dramatically in space and time. Thus, different rep-
resentations of this coupling across models are likely to contribute to some of inconsistencies between Ox
simulations in the tropics (Stevenson et al., 2006).
Most studies focusing on tropical ozone have been devoted to improving NOx emissions from lightning,
biomass burning and soil to achieve better agreement with ozone measurements (Sauvage et al., 2007b;
Jaeglé et al., 2004; Ziemke et al., 2009). It follows from this study, however, that the impact of changes
in NOx emissions on the Ox budget cannot be readily separated from their modulation by different repre-
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sentations of the photooxidation of biogenics and transport processes (in particular deep convection (Nassar
et al., 2009)). Thus, the uncertainty of NOx emissions derived from ozone or NO2 measurements will be
commensurate with errors in the representation of these processes.
Our analysis reveals, however, that the different factors investigated here exhibit different seasonal and
geographical patterns that may be used to unravel their coupling. These factors would be best differentiated
by using long time series (Martin et al., 2000) and measurements from multiple compounds that are impacted
differently by each process (e.g., CO, NO2, ozone, formaldehyde Bowman et al., 2009). Of particular
importance are:
• the ozone contrast between land and ocean, which is amplified by biomass burning but reduced by
lightning and the transport of NOx reservoirs.
• the fraction of isoprene (or its photochemical products) oxidized in the upper troposphere (i.e., vertical
profile of isoprene) that is essential to the large-scale impact of isoprene on the Ox budget. Similar
information may be obtained from the vertical profile of formaldehyde. Such vertical profiles may
also provide essential constraints on the photooxidative conditions in the boundary layer, which have
been suggested to be dramatically underestimated by models close to large BVOC sources. Such
a multi-compound approach may also be very useful to constrain isoprene emissions from satellite
observations of formaldehyde total column (Palmer et al., 2003). Under low-NOx conditions, i.e.,
where the fate of ISOPO2 is dominated by reactions with HO2 and isomerization, it is unlikely that
isoprene emissions can be directly related to formaldehyde total columns (Barkley et al., 2008). In-
stead, a formal inversion approach taking into account the vertical profile of formaldehyde is probably
required.
5.5 Conclusion
The rapid economic development of the tropical regions calls for a better assessment of how anthropogenic
emissions impact tropical ozone. In particular, it is essential to evaluate how anthropogenic perturbations
may influence the concentration of ozone and assess the consequences of this change on food security
(Van Dingenen et al., 2009; Hewitt et al., 2009), human health (World Health Organization, 2005) and
radiative forcing (directly or indirectly e.g., Sitch et al., 2007).
In this work, we have shown that accurate simulation of tropical ozone must take into account the mod-
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ulation of the Ox budget by the photooxidation of biogenics. In particular, the regional simulation of ozone
is shown to be very sensitive to the removal and export of NOx by isoprene nitrates. In South America and
New Guinea, the high ratio of isoprene-to- NOx emissions makes isoprene nitrates chemistry the primary
sink of NOx.
We have also shown that the impact of isoprene photooxidation on tropical ozone is not limited to the
regional scale. We hypothesize that this long-range effect is the result of dynamic and photochemical pro-
cesses: efficient vertical mixing (through deep convection) and low boundary layer HOx (as a result of high
biogenics and low NOx emissions). These conditions allow a significant fraction of isoprene to be oxidized
in the free troposphere, where its contribution to ozone production is amplified.
From this work, it is clear that the effect of photochemistry cannot be simply separated from emissions,
even on the global scale. In particular, a better understanding of the coupling of isoprene with NOx emissions
requires a much improved representation of the isoprene photochemical cascade as a whole, since many of
the large scale effects presented here result from the photochemistry of second–, third–, etc.– generation
photochemical products. More work should thus be devoted to determining their nature and fate over the
broad range of peroxy radical lifetimes found in the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.1: The three continental regions considered in this study (Fig. D.2) account together for ∼ 50%
of isoprene global emissions (geographical breakdown is indicated in the panels’ title). Very different
NOx/isoprene regimes (black line for NOx/isoprene and dashed black line for NO
surface
x /isoprene) and NOx
sources (colored regions) are experienced through the year with South America C(isoprene)/N emissions
exceeding 50 for most of the year. The seasonality of the ratio of isoprene emissions to NOx emissions
is primarily controlled by biomass burning, as seasonal variations of isoprene emissions (dashed blue line,
in mole of C/ha/month ×1/25, left axis) are small. The ratio of NOx emissions to isoprene emissions is
weighted by isoprene emissions to represent the average NOx encountered by isoprene.
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the isoprene photochemical cascade (thick color bars) for the reference simulation.
Branching ratios for the reference run (in percent) are indicated by bars for isoprene oxidation (A, left axis),
isoprene peroxy radical fate (B, left axis), isoprene nitrate sources (C, left axis), ING0 fate (D, right axis),
ING1 fate (E, right axis), ING2 fate (F, right axis). Black open circles indicate the lifetime (in hours) of
isoprene (A, right axis), ING0 (D, left axis), ING1 (E, left axis) and ING2 (F, left axis), and the fractional
loss of NOx caused by isoprene nitrate chemistry, LING0 (NOx)/LT(NOx) (C, right axis in %). The extent of
the error bars represents the minimum and maximum values calculated using the different representations
of isoprene nitrate chemistry (see Section 5.2). J designates the isomerization of isoprene peroxy radical (B,
Peeters et al., 2009) and the photolysis of ING2 (F).
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Figure 5.3: Isoprene nitrate chemistry significantly affects the budget of NOx in the tropics. Positive numbers
represent the fraction of the net chemical loss of NOx (LNOx ) accounted for by DING (DING > 0), negative
numbers denote the fraction of the net chemical source of NOx accounted for by DING (DING < 0).
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Figure 5.4: The representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry directly impacts simulated tropical ozone, as il-
lustrated by the normalized standard deviation in simulated total column ozone for different choices of nitrate
yield (Y), NOx recycling (α) and ING deposition (see Section 5.2.2.1). The choice of the represensation of
isoprene nitrate chemistry is most important outside of the biomass burning seasons (largeDING/LNOx ) and
affects large regions of the tropics. Conversely, changes in the representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry
causes little change in regions affected by biomass burning.
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Figure 5.5: The correlation between DING and POx on the regional scale (South America) across a large
range of representations of ING chemistry suggests that the influence of ING chemistry onPOx is primarily
controlled by its net impact on NOx. Upward-pointing triangles/Circles/downward-pointing triangles refer to
Y = 5%/10%/15%; red/black/blue colors refer to fast/medium/slow ING deposition; empty/half filled/filled
refer to α = 0/50/100%. The reference simulation is indicated by a vertical cross.
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Figure 5.6: The sensitivity ofPOx to the representation of isoprene nitrate chemistry, inferred from the slope
of ∆POx/∆DING in Fig. D.6, is well explained by the fraction of NOx removed through ING chemistry
(DING/LNOx ). Red: Africa, blue: South America, green: South East Asia
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Figure 5.7: The sensitivity of tropospheric ozone to changes in key reactions controlling the fate of ING0,
ING1 and ING2 exhibits strong seasonal and regional differences. Faster oxidation of ING0 and ING1 are
associated with higher ozone in particular over continental regions where NOx is limited (e.g., South Amer-
ica from March to June). A faster oxidation of ING2 has an opposite effect over continents (S
O3
OH+ING2
> 0)
and over oceanic basins (S
O3
OH+ING2
< 0).
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Figure 5.8: Adjoint sensitivity of tropical ozone (solid lines) and NOx (dashed lines) to changes in the
isoprene nitrate yield (red), the isoprene nitrate recycling (blue, ×5 ), the loss rate of methane (green,
CH4+OH), the rate of OH+NO2 (cyan, ×0.5) and the decomposition of PAN (black, ×2). Adjoint sensi-
tivities are summed over the entire troposphere from -15◦N to 7◦N.
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Figure 5.9: Adjoint sensitivity of tropical ozone (solid lines) and NOx (dash lines) to changes in the emis-
sions of isoprene (green), lightning NOx (red, ×0.5), biomass burning NOx (blue), soil NOx (orange) and
anthropogenic NOx (violet). Adjoint sensitivities are summed over the entire troposphere from -15
◦N to
7◦N.
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Figure 5.10: Adjoint sensitivity of mean tropospheric ozone over South America to isoprene emissions.
Symbols denote the isoprene emission region (circle: South America, diamond: Africa, square: Southeast
Asia). The symbols are color coded by the sensitivity of NOx over South America to isoprene emissions
(SS NOxE(ISOP)) in the March–May period (low biomass burning). Open (filled) symbols denote an absolute
increase (decrease) in SS NOxE(ISOP). Black circled symbols denote locations where
SS
NOx
E(ISOP) changed signs
between two time periods.
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Figure 5.11: Adjoint sensitivity of tropospheric ozone (solid lines) and NOx (dashed lines) over South
America (shaded region) to changes in the emissions of isoprene (green), lightning NOx (red,×0.5), biomass
burning NOx (blue), soil NOx (orange) and anthropogenic NOx (violet). Adjoint sensitivities are summed
over the entire troposphere from -15◦N to 7◦N.
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Figure 5.12: Adjoint sensitivity of tropospheric ozone (solid line) and NOx (dashed line) over the Pacific
(shaded region) to changes in the emissions of isoprene (green), lightning NOx (red,×0.5), biomass burning
NOx (blue), soil NOx (orange) and anthropogenic NOx (violet). Adjoint sensitivities are summed over the
entire troposphere from -15◦N to 7◦N.
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Figure 5.13: Seasonal variations in the adjoint sensitivity of Atlantic (top row) and African (bottom row)
ozone to ING0 NOx recycling (α) summed from the surface to 500 mbar. Contours indicate the mean ratio
between the loss of isoprene peroxy radicals through reaction with HO2 and the loss of isoprene peroxy
radicals through reaction with HO2 and NO.
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Figure 5.14: Seasonal variations in the adjoint sensitivity of Atlantic (top row) and African (bottom row)
ozone to isoprene emissions. Contours indicate the mean ratio between the loss of isoprene peroxy radicals
through reaction with HO2 and the loss of isoprene peroxy radicals through reactions with HO2 and NO.
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Figure 5.15: Seasonal variations in the adjoint sensitivity of Atlantic (top row) and African (bottom row)
ozone to biomass burning NOx emissions. Contours indicate the associated adjoint sensitivity of NOx (i.e.,
aS
NOx
Ebb(NOx)
for the top row and AS NOxEbb(NOx)
for the bottom row).
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Figure 5.16: Seasonal variations of the adjoint sensitivity of Atlantic (top row) and African (bottom row)
ozone to lightning NOx emissions. Contours indicate the associated adjoint sensitivity of NOx over the
Atlantic (A, B, C) and Africa (D, E, F) (i.e., aS NOxEli(NOx)
for the top row and AS NOxEli(NOx)
for the bottom row).
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Figure 5.17: Schematic representation of the spatial modulation of the Ox budget by the isoprene photochem-
ical cascade. The impact of isoprene photooxidation on ozone depends on its impact on NOx near isoprene
emissions (DING/LNOx , continent). In particular, DING/LNOx influences the amount of BVOCs injected
in the free troposphere and therefore the large-scale impact of the isoprene photochemical cascade. Under
high NOx, an increase in the continental DING/LNOx (green filled arrow) results in an increase of ozone
downwind of continents (∆O3 > 0) because of increased transport of nitrogen reservoirs. Conversely, under
low NOx, a similar increase results in a decrease of ozone downwind of continents because of diminished
export from the continents.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
It is somewhat disconcerting that the photochemistry of a molecule as simple as isoprene remains so un-
certain, despite the many laboratory, field and theoretical studies aimed at unraveling its fate. This thesis
demonstrates that CIMS, thanks to its sensitivity to many functional groups (e.g., epoxides, hydroxyhy-
droperoxides, hydroxyketone and aldehyde, organic and inorganic acids), can provide new insights into the
isoprene photochemical cascade.
It is essential that the mechanisms derived from these chamber studies are validated against environ-
mental data, as it remains very challenging to reproduce atmospheric conditions in the laboratory. This
requires translating the observations collected in the laboratory into mechanisms that are simple enough to
be included in chemical transport models. This often requires the simplification of complex photochemical
steps and hypothesis regarding the nature and fate of many later-generation products. Propanone nitrate and
isoprene epoxides, two products of isoprene photooxidation identified in Chapters 2 and 3, were measured
during the BEARPEX campaign, which supports the relevance of some of the findings presented here to
the atmosphere. I have also shown in Chapter 5 that the changes induced by different representations of the
isoprene photochemical cascade can propagate to much larger scales through coupling between atmospheric
chemistry and dynamics.
Because of its large emissions, isoprene is generally the only terpinoid whose photochemistry is repre-
sented in some detail in the chemical mechanisms included in global models. In the future, the isoprene
photochemical cascade may be used to probe biosphere-atmosphere interactions mediated by the oxidation
of biogenics and to assess how these interactions may be perturbed by human activities (Andreae, 2001).
Assessing the importance of these interactions is especially important in biogenics-rich tropical regions that
are currently experiencing very rapid economic development. Research may focus on:
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ozone: At the local scale, ozone is an important pollutant and phytotoxin. Chemical transport models need
to be coupled with ecosystem models to predict the consequences of human activities on ecosystem
health and food security. The direct and indirect (methane oxidation, CO2 uptake) effects of an in-
crease in tropical ozone on Earth’s radiative balance also need to be assessed.
nitrogen: A significant fraction of tropical NOx emissions interacts with isoprene photochemical products.
In particular, the formation of organic nitrates and peroxyacetylnitrate modulates the transport of ni-
trogen, an essential nutrient, within and across biomes. It is important to constrain the spatial patterns
of nitrogen depositions in the tropics as its increase may disturb fragile ecosystems and increase emis-
sions of N2O, a potent greenhouse gas.
aerosol: The mechanisms underlying the formation of SOA under conditions representative of the tropical
atmosphere remain elusive. The role of isoprene-derived epoxides (IEPOX) as precursors of secondary
organic aerosol precursor is an important step to better understand the formation of aerosol under
pristine condition and its sensitivity to anthropogenic emissions (in particular SO2 emissions(Froyd
et al., 2010; Surratt et al., 2010). Much remains to be done to understand the role of SOA, in particular
with respect to cloud formations that are essential for the maintenance of tropical ecosystems.
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Appendix A
Isoprene photooxidation: new insights
into the production of acids and organic
nitrates
A.1 Photooxidation mechanism
A.1.1 VOC chemistry
Except as noted below, we use the known rate coefficients of bimolecular and termolecular reactions as
tabulated in IUPAC (Atkinson et al., 2006) and JPL (Sander, 2006) reports.
A.1.1.1 OH
Reactions of OH with VOC are limited to its addition on a double bond and the abstraction of the aldehydic
hydrogen and the hydrogen in α to an alcohol, i.e., the abstraction of hydrogens from alcohols is neglected.
For the addition of OH onto double bonds, in the absence of data or previous information enabling differenti-
ation between the two carbons, we assume that the reaction occurs only on the most favorable location based
on steric considerations. A structure-activity relationship (SAR) method is used to determine unknown
reaction rate coefficients (Kwok and Atkinson, 1995).
Following the studies of Orlando and Tyndall (2001) and Méreau et al. (2001), acylradicals are assumed
to decompose promptly when the alkyl group features a carbonyl or an alcohol (with R secondary or tertiary)
in β to the carbonyl:
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R1R2R3CCHO → R1R2R3CCO+CO
R1R2R3CCO → R1R2R3C+CO
We also assume that acylradicals featuring a nitrooxy group in β to the carbonyl undergo unimolecular
decomposition. In all other cases, the acyl radical is assumed to add O2 to yield the associated peroxy
radical.
In case of resonance, the branching between the addition of O2 on the carbon in α of alcohol (denoted
a© in Fig. 2.1) or in γ ( b©) is unknown. Addition on a© features a more stable double bond as well as a
kinetically favored radical. In the mechanism, we set the branching a©: b© to 65%:35%. Furthermore we note
that HOPL does not exhibit any early source, suggesting that the yield of HMPL is negligible. Indeed, its
formation appears unfavorable on both a thermodynamic (the double bond is less substituted) and a kinetic
(formation of a secondary radical) basis. Thus, the branching ratio is set to Y
E(1,4)
a = 95% and Y
E(1,4)
b = 5%.
A.1.1.2 Ozone
Ozone reacts with alkenes via the formation of a molozonide, quickly followed by its decomposition into
a carbonyl and a Criegee intermediate. Assuming a generic rate constant for the reaction of alkenes with
ozone, 10−17 cm3 molec−1 s−1, the reaction of an alkene with ozone is included if τOH >
τO3
10 , where τOH
and τO3 are the lifetimes of the alkenes with respect to OH and ozone, respectively.
Ozone reactions are included for isoprene, MACR and MVK, following IUPAC recommendations.
A.1.1.3 NO3
Reactions of NO3 with alkenes and aldehydes have been neglected, since
k
NO3
{alkenes/aldehydes}[NO3]
kHO{alkenes/aldehydes}[HO]
 1 throughout
the experiment.
A.1.2 Peroxyradical chemistry
A.1.2.1 NO
NO reacts with peroxy radicals with a rate coefficient of 2.43×10−12 exp(360/T ) cm3 molec−1 s−1(Atkinson
et al., 2006) through
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RO2+NO−−→ (1−α)(RO+NO2)+αRONO2 [R A.1]
The reaction rate coefficient of acyl peroxy radical with NO is set to 6.7×10−12exp(340/T ) cm3 molec−1 s−1based
on CH3CH2C(O)OO.
Carter’s parameterization is used to compute the alkyl nitrate yield (Carter and Atkinson, 1989; Arey
et al., 2001):
α
1−α =
Y 2980 [M](T/298)
−m0
1+Θ
FZ×m (A.1)
with z = (1+ [log( Y
298
o [M](T/298)
−m0
Y 298∞ [M](T/298)−m∞
)]2)−1, F = 0.41, m0 = 0, m∞ = 8.0, β = 1, Θ =
Y 2980 [M](T/298)
−m0
Y 298∞ (T/298)−m∞
,
γ = 2×10−22 cm3 molecule−1, Y 298∞ = 0.43, Y 2980 = γeβn, where n is the number of carbons in the molecule.
The parameter m is set to 0.4, 1.0 and 0.3 for primary, secondary and tertiary nitrates, respectively (Arey
et al., 2001).
For β -hydroxy peroxy radicals, α is divided by two to account for the effect of the hydroxy group as
highlighted by O’Brien et al. (1998).
For acylnitrates, the yield is set to the alkyl tertiary nitrate yield, providing it does not exceed 4%.
A.1.2.2 NO2
NO2 reacts with peroxy acyl radicals to yield peroxyacylnitrate-like compounds, which decompose ther-
mally or photolytically:
RC(O)O2+NO2↔ RC(O)O2+NO2
The rates of formation and decomposition of methyl peroxyacylnitrates (MPAN) are used for all PAN-
like compounds except PAN itself. Most PAN-like compounds except PAN itself have other reactive groups
(aldehyde, primary or a secondary alcohol, double bond) causing their major sink to be reaction with OH.
A.1.2.3 NO3
NO3 reacts with peroxy radicals through
NO3+RO2 −−→ NO2+RO+O2
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The rate coefficient is set to 2.3× 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1independent of both the temperature and the
peroxyradical.
A.1.2.4 HO2 and peroxy radicals
HO2 reacts with peroxy radicals through four different channels:
HO2+RO2→ ROOH+O2 [R A.2]
→ ROH+O3 [R A.3]
→ RO+OH+O2 [R A.4]
→ R−HO+H2O+O2 [R A.5]
Reaction [R A.5] has only been observed for compounds such as RCH2OCH2OO and is not considered
in this study. Acyl peroxides are assumed to react through Reactions [R A.2], [R A.3] and [R A.4] with a
branching ratio 0.4:0.2:0.4 (Hasson et al., 2004; Jenkin et al., 2007). Acetonylperoxy radicals have also been
shown to react through channels [R A.2] and [R A.4] with a branching ratio 1:2 (Hasson et al., 2004). The
other alkylperoxy are assumed to react through Reaction [R A.2] only.
The reaction rate coefficient for the reaction of alkylperoxy with HO2 is set to 2.91×10−13 exp(1300/T )×
(1−exp(−0.245nc)) cm3 molec−1 s−1, where nc is the number of carbon atoms (Saunders et al., 2003). For
the acyl peroxy radicals, the reaction rate coefficient is set to 5.2×10−13 exp(983/T )cm3 molec−1 s−1, based
on the reaction of the methylacylperoxy radical.
RO2+RO2 reactions are neglected in this study. In the early stages of isoprene photooxidation the
chemistry of peroxyradicals is entirely dominated by NO. At the end of the experiment, peroxy radical
chemistry is dominated by HO2, which concentration is high enough so that RO2+RO2 reactions can be
safely neglected.
A.1.3 Photolysis
The photolysis rate of a compound i is computed via:
Ji =
∫ λ2
λ1
I e(λ )σi (λ )φi (λ )dλ (A.2)
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The effective light fluxI e is computed using an experimental determination of JHONO and a spectrum of the
lamp output made every nanometer (LI-COR LI1800 λ1 = 300 nm, λ2 = 600 nm). σHONO is scaled using
the oscillator strength recently reported by Wall et al. (2006). This gives JHOOH = 3.1×10−6 s−1.
The photolysis of compounds with unknown absorption cross sections is estimated from the known
photolysis rate constants of similar compounds. The photolysis of organic nitrates is assumed to yield only
RO+NO2. For primary organic nitrate, the photolysis rate is taken from 1−C4H9ONO2, for secondary
organic nitrates from 2−C4H9ONO2 and for tertiary nitrates from tertbutylnitrate (Roberts et al., 1997;
Atkinson et al., 2006).
A.1.4 Fate of the alkoxy radicals
R1R2R3CO
• −−→ R1R2CO+R •3 [R A.6]
+O2 −−→ R1R2CO+HO2 if R3=H [R A.7]
−−→ R1R2COHCCCC •R?3 with R3 = CCCCR?3 [R A.8]
Since the isomerization reaction [R A.8] requires at least four carbons (Atkinson, 1997a), it occurs only in
the first stages of isoprene photooxidation, when major products retain five carbons. In the case of isoprene,
isomerization [R A.8] is faster than decomposition [R A.6] and reaction with O2 [R A.7]. Alkoxy radicals
that cannot undergo [R A.8] are assumed to decompose through [R A.6], i.e., [R A.7] is generally neglected
except for a few cases detailed in the discussion section.
Generally the decomposition of an alkoxy radical can occur through different channels, whose branching
ratios (Yi) are estimated using their respective activation energies, Ebi.
R1R2R3CO
•→ R2R3CO+R •1 Y1
R1R2R3CO
•→ R2R3CO+R •2 Y2
R1R2R3CO
•→ R2R3CO+R •3 Y3
with
∀i ∈ (1,2,3) Yi = exp
(
Eb1+Eb2+Eb3−Ebi
RT
)
(A.3)
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Eb is calculated using the generalized structure-activity relationship developed by Peeters et al. (2004).
A.1.5 Skill of the model
The evolution of the modelled chemical system can be examined through its instantaneous speciation (Fig.
A.1). Furthermore, given that the oxidation of CO by OH is negligible in the time scale of experiment, we
define the chemical speed of the system, V , as d[CO+CO2]dt (Fig. A.2). Both proxies indicate that the system
undergoes three different regimes:
1. 0 < t < 150 min
This regime is characterized by a large supply of NO, as well as very reactive compounds featuring
a double bond. V reaches a maximum after a few minutes at 0.7 ppv(C)/min. Ozone and PNA are
very low in this regime, underlying a chemistry dominated by NO. The organic nitrate concentration
reaches its maximum at the end of this regime. The reduction in OH corresponds to an increase of
NO2 leading to the formation of nitric acid.
2. 150< t < 550 min
This regime is characterized by a very stable V (0.5 ppbv(C)/min) with a chemistry dominated by
aldehydes. OH recycling though HO2+NO is less efficient than in the first regime due to the abun-
dance of ozone which favors the formation of PAN. Nevertheless, the reduction in the chemical speed
due to the transition from "double bond dominated" to "aldehyde dominated" reduces OH sinks which
ultimately leads to a slow increase in OH, leveling off when PNA peaks, i.e., when the NOx is titrated.
3. 550 < t < 1000 min
After the PNA peak, the chemistry is dominated by HO2, as evidenced by the formation of peracetic
acid (PAA cluster at m/z = 161) and methylhydroperoxide (MHP cluster m/z = 133). Low-reactivity
compounds such as ketones or long-lived nitrates dominate the chamber composition. Despite the
almost constant OH, the chemical speed drops significantly to 0.1ppbv(C)/min.
These three distinct chemical regimes are consistent with the ones derived using the experimental profiles
of HONO and PNA, i.e., the mechanism accurately represents the average evolution of the chemical system
(Figs. A.1 and A.2).
The skill of the mechanism can be evaluated in greater detail by comparing the times when various
species peak, as well as their maxima between mechanism and experiment (Table A.1). The mechanism
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Table A.1: Skill of the model. ∆t=tmodelmax /tdatamax−1 and ∆c=cmodelmax /cdatamax−1.
HACET GLYC ISOPN MVKN HC5
+ MACRN
∆t(%) 4.8 -1.4 < 1 < 1 < 1
∆cmax (%) 3.6 -4.4 2.4 -3.1 38
ETHN DHB DHPN HONO PNA
∆t(%) < 1 < 1 2.1 16 -11
∆cmax (%) -11 3.5 22 2.2 -37
generally captures correctly the peak times indicating that the chemical speed is properly modeled in the
first and second regime. The error regarding the maximum intensity falls within the uncertainty of this study
(±20–30%). The sensitivity of the CIMS to PNA is probably overevaluated due to ligand exchange with
H2O2. Satisfactory representation for the background chemistry species is also reached (Figs. A.3 and A.4).
In particular, PNA, a very sensitive marker for the ratio of NOx and HOx, is well captured during the first
and second regimes.
A.2 Calibration
A.2.1 Definitions
We define the normalized signal, ̂Signal(m/z) as the absolute number of counts recorded at m/z divided by
the number of counts associated with the reagent anion, CF3O
−:
̂Signal(m/z) =
Signal(m/z)
Signal(CF3O−)
(A.4)
For the chamber experimental conditions, the reagent ion was found in several forms: CF3O
−, CF3O
−•H2O
and CF3O
−•H2O2. Due to the high count rates for the primary isotopes of the reagent ions (sum∼ 14 MHz),
the 13C isotopes were monitored instead:
Signal(CF3O
−) = ∑
m/z=86,104,120
Signal(m/z) (A.5)
As stated in Section 2.3.3, in order to get the concentration for an analyte, X, detected as a product ion
with m/z=p, we divide the normalized signal for m/z by the sensitivity (cX ) for that analyte under chamber
conditions (2.1).
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The above method fails when mass analog ions, i.e., different ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio,
exist at the m/z of interest. The mass analog ions correspond to different analytes in the chamber, which
have different reaction rate coefficients with the reagent ion. While the CIMS instrument can not separate
mass analogs, the explicit model can. To compare the model results with a measured signal composed of
mass analogs, we use the following:
[
Xmeasured m/z=a
]
ppbv
=
̂Signal(m/z)
cre f
(A.6)[
Xmodel m/z=a
]
ppbv
= ∑
i∈A
[Xi]
cXi
cre f
(A.7)
where a is a m/z featuring mass analog ions, A the subset of compounds yielding product ions with m/z=a
and cre f = 3.85×10−4 pptv−1 is taken as an approximate general calibration. Nominally, Signal(CF3O – ) =
120 kcounts/s, this gives cre f = 46 countss−1 pptv−1, in the CIMS flow tube. Including the dilution factor
(13.2), the sensitivity is 3.5 countss−1 pptv−1 in the chamber air.
A.2.2 Dipoles and polarizabilities computed by quantum mechanics
The dipole moment and polarizability of a molecule depend on its charge distribution. Thus, different con-
formers of a molecule can have very different dipole moments. The polarizability is essentially determined
by the number of electrons and so is not significantly altered by conformers.
We have calculated the dipole moment and polarizability using density functional theory. Many of the
molecules of interest have a large number of structural conformers and we have calculated a conformer
distribution for all molecules. To generate the initial set of conformers, we have allowed 3-fold rotation
about all CC, CO, CN single bonds. This leads to, for example, 34 guess structures in the case of ISOPN
Z(1,4). For each guess conformer, geometry optimization is conducted at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. The
optimized conformers are ranked by energy, and relative population for a temperature of 298 K is determined.
We have only calculated the polarizability of the lowest energy structure for each of the molecules as we
found this to be relatively insensitive to structure. All calculations were performed with Spartan’06, with
the default convergence criteria (Wavefunction Inc., 2006). Test calculations on a few small molecules for
which the dipole moment has been measured show that the B3LYP/6-31G(d)-calculated dipole moments are
in good agreement with experiment (Table A.2).
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A.3 Uncertainty
A.3.1 Initial branching ratio uncertainty
The addition of OH onto isoprene yields eight different peroxyradicals (Fig. 2.1). The reported branching
ratios vary significantly (Lei et al., 2001).
MACR and MVK are only produced through the reaction of the β -hydroxy alkoxy radicals with NO
and by ozonolysis of isoprene (Fig. 2.1). Since the latter accounts for less than 0.5% of the total isoprene
consumption in the chamber, we can use the direct determination of the yield of these products (Sprengnether
et al., 2002) as a constraint.
(1−αβ )(Y1,2+Y2,1) = 0.44±0.06 (A.8)
(1−αβ )(Y4,3+Y3,4) = 0.28±0.04 (A.9)
We consider that all β -hydroxy peroxy radicals have the same nitrate branching ratio, αβ , as suggested by
Giacopelli et al. (2005). In this study, we assume that channels (2,1) and (3,4) yield MVK and MACR,
respectively. Park et al. (2003) proposed that the radicals formed in these channels undergo a cyclization,
thus reducing the yield of MVK and MACR. The yield of the nitrates which should originate from the
hydrocarbons proposed by Park et al. (2003) is too small to provide conclusive experimental evidence in
favor or against this mechanism. Given the small combined yield of these channels, this uncertainty remains
small compared to the ones affecting the major channels.
Theoretical determinations of the branching ratio have also been made (Lee et al., 2000; Greenwald
et al., 2007):
Y1,2+Y1,4 = 0.56;0.67 (A.10)
Y4,3+Y4,1 = 0.29;0.37 (A.11)
Y2,1 = 0.02 (A.12)
Y3,4 = 0.02;0.05 (A.13)
The product of the decomposition of the isoprene nitrates formed in the (4,1) branch, dihydroxybutanone
(DHB) and propanone nitrate (PROPNN), provide an additional constraint (Fig. 2.8):
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0.01 < (1−αdn2,1)γαβY2,1+(1−αdn4,1)αδY4,1 < 0.034 (A.14)
±0.002 ±0.007
where αδ is the nitrate yield from the δ -hydroxy peroxy radicals, γ is the branching ratio of the pathway
yielding propanone nitrate from ISOPN(2,1), computed using (A.3), αdn2,1 and α
dn
4,1, the respective organic
dinitrate branching ratios from ISOPN(2,1) and ISOPN(4,1).
The upper and lower bounds reflect the uncertainty on the identification of the m/z = 189 signal. The
upper bound is derived assuming all m/z= 189 signal originates from the DHB yielded by ISOPN(4,1). The
lower limit assumes that no DHB is formed from ISOPN but rather that the signal measured at m/z= 189 re-
sults from the photooxidation of HC5 Z(1,4) (negligible based on Peeters’ SAR) and ISOPN (1,4) (formation
of dihydroxymethylpropanal (DHMPL) from addition of OH on the less-sterically favored carbon).
In the mechanism, we use the constraints implied by the study of Lei et al. (2000), YMACR = 0.26 and
YMVK = 0.40, and the upper bound of A.14. Since the use of the non-linear system formed by Eqs. (A.8)
to (A.14) in order to solve for αβ , αδ and Yi, j does not yield a single solution, we use the branching ratios
derived by Lei et al. (2001) to initialize the numerical solution of this non-linear system and obtain: Y1,2 '
41%, Y1,4 ' 15%, Y2,1 ' 2%, Y4,3 ' 23%, Y4,1 ' 14%, Y3,4 ' 5%, αδ ' 24%, αβ ' 6.7%. This set of
parameters yields a self-consistent mechanism which captures correctly most of our observations.
The constraints implied by the theoretical study of Greenwald et al. (2007) and the experimental work of
Sprengnether et al. (2002) can not be reconciled with our observations in a consistent fashion. Consider the
extreme case where YMACR = 24%, Y4,3+Y4,1 = 29% and Y2,1 = 2% and assume a nitrate yield of 10% for the
β -hydroxy channels gives Y4,1 ' 4.7%. A direct consequence of the small branching ratio for (4,1) branch
is to preclude DHBN from being an important product of ISOPN(4,1). The signal measured at m/z=189
would therefore mostly correspond to DHMPL formed from the photooxidation of ISOPN(1,4). There are
two major inconsistencies with this hypothesis. First, due to the small carbon flux through the (4,1) branch,
we are not able to capture the prompt source of hydroxyacetone attributed to Dibble mechanism. Second,
DHMPL features an aldehydic group so that its lifetime with respect of OH is expected to be much shorter
than DHB inconsistent with the signal recorded at m/z = 189 (Fig. 2.12).
While the derivation of the specific branching ratio is affected by this major uncertainty, the determi-
nation of the overall yield of the different products identified is, on the other hand, strongly constrained by
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observations and thus relatively insensitive to our choice. The asymmetry of the nitrate yields between the
β and δ -hydroxy channels is therefore a reliable feature. Indeed this conclusion bears a striking similar-
ity with the estimate derived by Giacopelli et al. (2005) using a corrected Carter’s parameterization. It is
also consistent with the suggestion of O’Brien et al. (1998) that hydrogen bonding in β -hydroxy-substituted
ROONO intermediate weakens the RO−ONO bond, enhancing RO+NO2 production.
A.3.2 Quantum mechanics
In this study, we have assumed that ligand exchange has a negligible impact on CIMS sensitivity. Therefore
to assess the accuracy of our calibration, we compare the calculated collision rate with the fastest experi-
mental collision rate:
krX =
ceX
cHNO3
krHNO3 (A.15)
where krHNO3 = 2.2×10−9 cm3 molec−1 s−1(Huey et al., 1996; Amelynck et al., 2000) and ceX is the maxi-
mum sensitivity of this technique determined experimentally by changing the water vapor mixing ratio (often
found at zero water vapor mixing ratio).
The sensitivity of the CIMS to strong acids (nitric acid (r =
kX .krHNO3
kHNO3 k
r
X
= 0.9) or representative VOC
(glycolaldehyde, r = 0.85) appears to be correctly captured using the thermal collision rate. Furthermore in
a recent study, Ng et al. (2008) monitored the oxidation of isoprene by NO3 using CIMS. Using the dipoles
and the polarizabilities of MNBOL (1,4)/(4,1) ((2Z)-2/3-methyl-4-(nitrooxy)but-2-ene-1-peroxol), MNBL
(1,4)/(4,1) ((2Z)-3/2-methyl-4-(nitrooxy)but-2-enal) and ISOPN (4,1) (Table A.2), we infer that they account
for 100% of the carbon flux, consistent with previous determination.
Conversely, the sensitivity to smaller molecules such as formic (r = 1.5) or acetic acid (r = 2) is largely
overpredicted. If the experimental rates of Amelynck et al. (2000) are used, the agreement is much better
with r = 1.0 for formic acid and r = 1.1 for acetic acid. The discrepancy may be explained by the smaller
collisional energy used in the experiment Amelynck et al. (2000), which would result in fewer A−•HF
complexes being broken.
A.3.3 Inorganic chemistry uncertainties
In addition to uncertainties associated with the VOC chemistry, proper modeling of the background chem-
istry must be achieved to derive conclusions regarding the VOC chemistry. The model is especially sensitive
to the following parameters:
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Nitric Acid: The rate of HO+NO2 −−→ HNO3 is an important uncertainty regarding the background chem-
istry. We use the recently reported rate coefficient of 9.16× 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1(Okumura and
Sander, 2005) which tends to reduce the rate of formation of nitric acid and conversely increases the
formation rate of ozone in comparison with the previous estimates (Atkinson et al., 2006).
N2O5: N2O5 is known to react with water on surfaces (aerosol, walls) to yield nitric acid:
N2O5+H2O
S−→ 2HNO3 [R A.9]
The DMA measurements can be used to obtain the aerosol surface area S and the collision rate,
kcoll = 14
√
8RT
piM S = 2×10−3 cm3 molec−1 s−1. The accommodation coefficient is set to 0.05.
Initial concentration of hydrogen peroxide: Due to the technique used in this experiment to introduce
H2O2 into the chamber, its concentration is not known accurately. No calibration is available at such a
high hydrogen peroxide level, so that its estimate based on CIMS measurement is uncertain: 1.9–2.3
ppm. A new injection method has been developed and should allow to reduce this uncertainty in future
studies.
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Figure A.1: Evolution of the speciation during isoprene photooxidation. The abundance of a functional
group Π is defined as the sum of the carbons bearing Π normalized by the total amount of carbon in the
chamber, i.e., five times the initial amount of isoprene.
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Figure A.3: Isoprene profile monitored by GC FID compared to modeled isoprene
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Figure A.4: Isoprene profile monitored by GC FID compared to modeled isoprene
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Table A.2: Weighted average dipoles (µ) and polarizabilities (α). Experimental determinations are indicated
in parenthesis when available. kX , is the weighted average of the collision rates calculated for conformers
with an abundance greater than 5%. kHNO3 = 1.92×10−9 cm3 molec−1 s−1. σ is the weighted standard de-
viation of the distribution of thermal collision rate constants, i.e., it indicates the sensitivity of the calibration
to the calculated distribution of conformers.
Molecule (X) µ(D) α (
◦
A
3
) kX/kHNO3 σ
Acetic Acid 1.6 (1.7) 3.9 (5.1~) 0.80 (0.84) ∅
DHB 2.3 7.5 1.0 0.027
DHMOB14 1.5 9.3 0.79 0.26
DHMOB41 1.1 9.1 0.66 0.12
DHPN 1.5 6.0 0.74 ∅
ETHLN 2.7 6.2 1.1 0.4
Formic Acid 1.4 (1.4) 2.4 (3.3) 0.76 (0.78) ∅
GLYC 2.3 (2.34§) 4.5 1.1 (1.1) ∅
HACET 3.1 (3.1†) 5.5 1.4 (1.4) 0.72×10−3
HC5 E(4,1) 2.8 8.9 1.2 0.22
HC5 Z(1,4) 3.5 8.7 1.5 0.14
HC5 Z(4,1) 3.7 8.9 1.5 ∅
HOPL 1.2 5.7 0.65 1.6×10−3
ISOPN (1,2) 2.5 11 1.0 0.032
ISOPN (2,1) 2.5 11 1.0 0.17
ISOPN (3,4) 2.4 11 1.0 0.11
ISOPN (4,3) 2.5 11 1.0 0.068
ISOPN (1,4)E 3.2 11 1.3 0.17
ISOPN (4,1)E 2.9 12 1.2 0.085
ISOPN (1,4)Z 3.2 11 1.3 0.028
ISOPN (4,1)Z 3.0 11 1.2 0.041
MACRN(m) 2.4 9.9 1.0 0.38
MACRN 2.0 9.8 0.87 0.045
MNBL Z(1,4) 3.6 11 1.4 0.089
MNBL Z(4,1) 3.9 12 1.5 0.12
MNBOL Z(1,4) 4.3 12 1.6 0.073
MNBOL Z(4,1) 4.2 12 1.6 0.083
MOBA Z(1,4) 4.6 9.1 1.8 0.22
MOBA Z(4,1) 3.2 9.2 1.3 ∅
MVKN(m) 2.2 9.7 0.95 0.39
MVKN 2.3 9.9 0.95 0.078
PROPNN 3.0 7.7 1.3 0.46
Propanoic Acid 1.5 5.4 0.76 0.034
Pyruvic Acid 2.4 5.5 1.0 ∅
: Johnson III (2006), †: Apponi et al. (2006), ?: Cox et al. (1971)
~: Maryott and Buckley (1953), §: Marstokk and Mollendal (1973)
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Appendix B
Unexpected epoxide formation in the
gas-phase photooxidation of isoprene
B.1 Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry
B.1.1 Overview
The Caltech Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) was originally designed for aircraft missions
as a robust and lightweight instrument capable of detecting trace amounts of atmospherically-relevant sub-
stances with high selectivity and sensitivity. The reagent ion used in negative ion mode, CF3O
−, reacts with
a suite of peroxides and various other compounds, e.g., SO2, HNO3 and organic acids (Huey et al., 1996;
Amelynck et al., 2000; Crounse et al., 2006).
There exist two versions of the flight instrument: 1) The original version that utilizes a single quadrupole
mass filter as a mass spectrometer (Crounse et al., 2006) and 2) a more recently developed instrument
with the same ionization scheme but utilizing a commercial triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, thereby
allowing for the differentiation of certain mass analogues using tandem MSMS. This latter instrument has
been largely replicated for laboratory experiments at the Caltech environmental chamber. Additionally, this
new instrument can be operated in positive ion mode similar to a classical proton transfer mass spectrometry
(PTR-MS) instrument (Hansel et al., 1995). The instrument configuration allows for rapid switching between
negative and positive ion chemistry. A brief general description of the CIMS follows here with a focus on the
MSMS and PTR-MS capabilities, which are key features for the identification of IEPOX formation during
isoprene photooxidation, and which have not been described in detail before.
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The Caltech CIMS consists of a commercial triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Varian 300-MS GC/MS,
Varian, Inc.) and a custom ion source with a specially designed sample gas inlet system (Fig. B.2). During
an experiment the sample air is pulled (1 slm) from the chamber through a Teflon line to the instrument. 20%
of this sample flow is transferred to the CIMS instrument. The flow rate is controlled by a critical orifice
made of glass which connects the sampling line with a 2.54 cm outer diameter glass flow tube coated with
a thin layer of Teflon (Fluoropel 801A, Cytonix Corp.). The flow tube is operated at a constant pressure of
35 hPa. The sample flow entering the flow tube is diluted with nitrogen (ultra-high purity, 99.999 %) at a
mixing ratio of 1:8.2. The exact value of the dilution flow is adjusted such that the pressure inside the flow
tube is held constant at 35 hPa. With the exception of the sample flow, all gas flows are controlled by metal
sealed mass flow controllers (SEC-4400, Horiba Stec) to minimize contamination.
The main modification to the Varian triple quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of the removal of the
originally installed electron impact ionization source, thereby making room for a conically-shaped hexapole
ion guide that efficiently transfers ions from the flow tube to the first quadrupole (Q1). The section where
the hexapole is mounted is differentially pumped and only connected to the flow tube and the high-vacuum
chamber by small openings.
The three linear quadrupole mass filters (Q1, Q2, and Q3) can be used in different configurations, al-
lowing either the acquisition of single mass spectra (MS) or tandem mass spectra (MSMS). In the MSMS
mode, a buffer gas, nitrogen, is added to the second quadrupole (Q2), which is partially enclosed. In Q2, the
presence of several Pa of N2 results in collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the ions selected in Q1. The
fragments (or daughter ions) produced in Q2 are filtered by m/z in Q3 before being detected with an electron
multiplier operated simultaneously in both analog and ion-counting mode. For the experiments shown here,
the following modes were used: (a) Single MS (SMS)—Operating Q1 as a mass filter to select a single m/z
value at a time while operating Q2 (evacuated) and Q3 in RF-only mode such that virtually all ions selected
by Q1 reach the detector. In this manner, a mass spectrum can be obtained if all m/z values of interest are
scanned; (b) MSMS—Operate Q1 as a mass filter to select a single m/z value for the parent ion. The pressure
in the region of Q2 is increased to several Pa inducing the fragmentation of the selected ion. Fragment ions
are then selected by Q3 and reach the detector. Mode (a) was conducted for both anions and cations, while
mode (b) was conducted for anions only. For the experiments reported in this study, the following sequence
was repeated throughout the experiments 1) negative ion SMS, 2) positive ion SMS, and 3) negative ion
MSMS, with the total cycle duration being approximately 10 minutes.
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B.1.2 Negative ion mode
In negative ion mode, 400 sccm of 10 ppmv CF3OOCF3 in N2 passes through the ion source which contains a
radioactive material (210Po foil, NRD, Inc.). The foil containing the 210Po is housed in a stainless steel holder
and emits particles which by ionizing nitrogen molecules lead to the release of electrons. The electrons are
captured by CF3OOCF3, generating the reagent anion, CF3O
−. Potentials of –240 V and -220V (relative
to the pinhole and the instrument housing which are held at ground potential) are applied to the stainless
steel 210Po holder and –220V to the lens, respectively, such that only negative ions are transmitted across
the flow tube in a transverse direction to the diluted sample flow. Product ions are formed through reactions
of neutral analyte molecules with reagent ions as they move across the flow tube. The anions (reagent and
product ions) are then pushed towards the pinhole and enter the chamber containing the conical hexapole.
The ion-molecule reactions (with a trace compound R) which can occur are: proton transfer ([R B.1]),
fluoride transfer ([R B.2]) or clustering with a CF3O
− ion ([R B.3]) (Crounse et al., 2006; Paulot et al.,
2009a)
R+CF3O
− −−→ R−+CF3OH [R B.1]
R+CF3O
− −−→ R−•HF+CF2O [R B.2]
R+CF3O
− −−→ R−•CF3O− [R B.3]
When operating the instrument in negative SMS mode, anions were scanned sequentially for 0.5 seconds
from m/z=50 to m/z=275. The acquisition of a full mass spectrum thus requires ~ 2 min. The m/z of
the reagent anion and its major clusters with water and hydrogen peroxide (m/z=85 (CF3O−), m/z=103
(CF3O−•H2O) and m/z=119 (CF3•H2O2)) are omitted from the scans due to their high intensities; these
anions are quantified at m/z +1—mostly from the 13C isotopologues.
B.1.3 Positive ion mode
In positive ion mode, 400 sccm of N2 (without CF3OOCF3) is passed through the ion source. Residual H2O
in the gas stream reacts with N+2 ions (generated from the collisions of the α particles with the bath gas) to
form H+•(H2O)n reagent ions in the ion source. The positively charged ions are directed out of the source
and across the flow tube by inverting the polarity of the potentials on the ion source and the lens from those
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used in negative ion mode. The most abundant positive ions detected by the spectrometer correspond to n
= 3, 4. The pressure (∼ 3×10−3 hPa) inside the conical hexapole limits the transmission of ions with m/z
< 50, so that the n = 1 and 2 water clusters cannot be detected. The ion-molecule reactions which occur in
positive ion mode are:
R+H+(H2O)n −−→ R•H+(H2O)x+H2O(n−x)
where, x≤ n, and generally equals 0, 1 or 2.
When operating the instrument in positive SMS mode, ions are scanned sequentially for 0.5 seconds
from m/z=30 to m/z=235. The full mass spectrum requires approximately 1 min and 40s. Ions with m/z=55
(H+•(H2O)3), m/z=73 (H+•(H2O)4) are omitted due to their high intensities.
B.1.4 Negative ion MSMS mode
The ion generation for the negative ion MSMS mode is identical to the negative ion SMS mode. The main
difference of MSMS mode as compared to the SMS mode is the addition of a small flow of N2 into the Q2
quadrupole such that the pressure inside Q2 reaches approximately 2.5×10−3 hPa. To increase the signal-
to-noise ratio in MSMS mode, the resolution of Q3 is set to a full-width half-maximum of approximately
1.5 amu. While this does give fairly broad peaks, the chance of distinct fragment ions (excluding isotopic
pairs, e.g., 12C and 13C) occurring at adjacent masses (and thus being indistinguishable at this resolution) is
small.
In many cases, the formation of the daughter ions induced by collisions of the parent ion (e.g., R•CF3O
−)
with the bath gas (M) can be explained through the following CID channels:
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R•CF3O
−+M−−→ CF3O−+R+M [R B.4]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ HF•R−+CF2O+M [R B.5]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ R−−H+CF2O+HF+M [R B.6]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ [CF2O•R]−1+HF+M [R B.7]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ HF•F−1+HF+CO+R−2H+M [R B.8]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ (HF)2•F−1+CO+R−2H+M [R B.9]
R•CF3O
−+M−−→ FCO−2 +HF+HF+R−2H−O+M [R B.10]
The distribution across the possible CID channels ([R B.4]–[R B.10]) for a given parent ion, R•CF3O
−,
varys greatly depending upon the nature of R (acidity, fluoride affinity, dipole moment, etc.). This distribu-
tion can also be modified by changing the average collision energy in Q2, i.e., changing the kinetic energy
(velocity) of the ion upon entering Q2. In this work, the ion energies (velocities) are tuned to be quite low
(slow) to prevent CID from occurring in the conical hexapole. As a result, it is not possible to alter the
collision energies in Q2 significantly without scattering most of the ions onto undetectable trajectories. For
a given parent ion m/z, the collisional energy in Q2 was the same across all experiments, and was adjusted as
a function of the parent ion mass in order to place the parent ion (and latter the fragment ions) on detectable
trajectories, namely those moving through Q2.
B.2 Theoretical method: formation of β and δ -IEPOX
All stationary points in reactions R2a and R2b and the analogue β1-ISOPOOH reaction have been optimized
with the B3LYP/6-31G(d) method. The transition state (TS) between the alkyl radical and the epoxide has
a single imaginary frequency at 729 cm−1, 689 cm−1 and 676 cm−1 for the β1-TS, β4-TS, and δ4-TS,
respectively (Wavefunction Inc., 2008). As expected, the imaginary mode is a vibration along the OO bond.
Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) calculations were done in both the forward and backward direction
(Frisch, 2004). We let the IRC calculation run 20 steps (each 0.01 a.u. along the reaction path) in each
direction, which was sufficient to connect the TS to the optimized structures. For example, for the β1-
channel, the 20 steps in backward reaction led to a structure very close to the optimized alkyl radical. The
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OO distance in the final IRC step is only 0.02 Å longer than the OO distance in the optimized structure. The
final structure in the forward direction has the HO group loosely attached and the oxirane is not completely
formed. The COC angle is 58° in the last step and is 62° in the optimized β -IEPOX. The CO distance is
1.62 Å whereas it is 1.44 Å in β -IEPOX. We also located a product complex with the HO radical hydrogen
bound to the expoxide oxygen atom. With the amount of excess energy available this complex is unlikely to
form and is of little importance for the reaction. Similar results are obtained for the β4- and δ4-channel.
We have calculated B3LYP single-point energies with the correlation consistent polarized triple zeta
(cc-pVTZ) basis set on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized structures and have also optimized each structure
with the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method. The B3LYP/cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/6-31G(d) structures are similar. The
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries of the TS have a single imaginary frequency at a slightly lower
frequency of 704 cm−1, 658 cm−1 and 651 cm−1 for the β1-TS, β4-TS, and β4-TS, respectively, in good
agreement with the B3LYP/6-31G(d) results. The B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries are shown in
Figs. 3.5, B.3 and B.4, and the B3LYP relative energies are given in Tables B.4, B.6 and B.7. For all three
reactions, the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized relative energies are very close to the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ single
point relative energies on the 6-31G(d) structure, and within 2 kcal/mol of the B3LYP/6-31G(d) energies.
To corroborate the B3LYP results we have calculated, for the four B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized station-
ary points on the β4-ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX reaction, single point energies with second-order perturbation
Møller-Plesset (MP2) and the recently developed explicitly correlated coupled cluster (CCSD(T)-F12) meth-
ods, as implemented in MOLPRO 2008.1 (Tew et al., 2007; Werner et al., 2008). We have used the VDZ-F12
orbital basis sets of Peterson et al. that have been specifically optimized for use with explicitly correlated F12
methods (Petersen et al., 2008). The VDZ-F12 basis sets are of similar size to the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
Density fitting approximations (Martin et al., 2006; Werner et al., 2007) were used in all explicitly correlated
calculations using the VDZ/JKFIT and the AVDZ/MP2FIT auxiliary basis sets of Weigend et al. (Weigend
et al., 2002; Weigend, 2002). We have used the resolution of the identity (RI) auxiliary basis sets of Yousaf
et al. for all RI approximations (Yousaf and Peterson, 2008). In the MP2 calculations we have used used the
cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. We found that the unrestricted MP2 (UMP2) calculation on β4-TS,
led to a large spin contamination (S2 = 1.27 with UMP2/aug-cc-pVTZ) which is unreasonable, and hence
the UMP2 results are not included. Instead we have used the restricted open (ROMP2) for the two radicals
and RMP2 for the β4-ISOPOOH to β - IEPOX structures.
The calculated relative MP2 and CCSD(T) energies are given in Table B.5. These higher-level correlated
results for the β4-ISOPOOH reaction corroborate the B3LYP results. The noticeable difference between the
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B3LYP and correlated results is in the barrier between the alkyl radical and the TS, which is about 10
kcal/mol with B3LYP and CCSD(T)-F12 and about 3–5 kcal/mol with the RMP2 method. The explicitly
correlated F12 method with the VDZ-F12 basis set is known to give near basis set limit CCSD(T) results
(Tew et al., 2007), and is as such considered to approach chemical accuracy (Lane and Kjaergaard, 2007;
Vöhringer-Martinez et al., 2007). These higher-level calculations corroborate the B3LYP result, that the
reaction to form the epoxide is energetically favorable and proceeds through a small barrier.
B.3 Possible interferences from isomers of IEPOX
We have shown in the previous section that the identification of ISOPOOH and IEPOX was supported by
CIMS-CID, via their unique fragmentation pattern. Other observations confirm our attribution.
From the ratio of m/z=204 to m/z=203 (largely a measure of the 13C content of the ion), we find that both
the first- and second-generation MW118 compounds have five carbons, consistent with IEPOX formation.
Because of the high yield, the candidate isomers need to be formed from ISOPOOH via a mechanism
which incorporates one 18OH while releasing one 16OH. The reaction of OH with ISOPOOH will proceed
almost exclusively by addition of OH to the remaining double bond. The measured lifetime of ISOPOOH
is completely consistent with this understanding. In a previous section, we showed using quantum mechan-
ical calculations that, following the addition of the OH, the energetic barrier to formation of IEPOX lies
significantly below the OH+ISOPOOH entrance channel energy. This implies that the lifetime of the highly
excited alkylradical HO•ISOPOOH will be very short before fragmentation to the epoxide and OH. To form
a peroxy radical (RO2), many nanoseconds will be required, as only 1 in 5 collisions will be with O2 and
few of these will be reactive. Consistent with the lack of formation of the RO2 following the OH addition
to ISOPOOH, we do not observe any dihydroxydihydroperoxide. The 18OH experiments further confirm
that the second-generation product results from the addition of a second OH radical and, by mass balance,
loss of OH. This can be seen in Fig. 3.4 where the 205 signal (one 18O) is converted mostly to a second-
generation product with two 18OH (m/z=207). Again, these observations are consistent with the formation
of IEPOX. The isomers of IEPOX, which have been previously proposed based on iSOA speciation (Sur-
ratt et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005), cannot explain our observations (Table B.8). However, they may have
resulted from IEPOX heterogeneous chemistry (Wang et al., 2005).
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B.4 Additional mechanisms
B.4.1 Addition of OH on isoprene second double bond
In the main body of the manuscript, we have described the addition of OH onto the double bond which
does not carry the methyl group. Addition also occurs on the other double bond and yields β1− ISOPOOH
([R B.11]), δ1− ISOPOOH ([R B.12]) and MVK ([R B.13]).
OH−−−−−→
O2
HO
OO
HO2−−−−−−→ HO
OOH
[R B.11]
OH−−−−−→
O2
HO OO
HO2−−−−−−→ HO OOH
[R B.12]
OH−−−−−→
O2
HO
OO
HO2−−−−−−→
−OH
HO
O
−−−−−−−→
−HO2
O + O C
H
H
[R B.13]
Given the yield of IEPOX, δ1-ISOPOOH produced by ([R B.12]) is likely to lead, at least partly, to δ1-
IEPOX. This would suggest that OH can add substantially on the side of the double bond bearing the methyl
group (~ 50%). Addition of OH on carbons 2 and 3 of isoprene is less than 10% and was not considered in
this study (Fan and Zhang, 2004).
B.4.2 Fate of IEPOX
We investigated this reaction using synthesized BEPOX reacting with labeled 18OH. It appears that the
reaction of IEPOX with OH occurs mostly by abstraction of the H α to the alcohol followed by the opening
of the oxirane C-O bond.
Five different channels were considered:
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• abstraction of the epoxidic H
HO
O
OH
OH−−−−−→ HO
O
C
OH
O2−−−−−→ HO
OO O
OH
HO2−−−−−−→
−OH
O OH + O
C
O
[R B.14]
• abstraction of the H α of the alcohol followed by reaction with O2
HO
O
OH
OH−−−−−→ HO
O
CH OH
O2−−−−−−−→
−HO2
HO
O
O
[R B.15]
• Abstraction of the H α of the alcohol followed by opening of C-O bond of the oxirane
HO
O
OH
OH−−−−−→ HO
O
CH OH −−−→ HO
O
OH
isomerization−−−−−−−→
HO
HO OO
O
HO2?−−−→ HO
HO O
O
O2−−−−−−−→
−HO2
O OH + O O
[R B.16]
• Abstraction of the H α of the alcohol followed by opening of C-C bond of the oxirane. The isomer-
ization follows the mechanism proposed by Dibble (2004a,b).
HO
O
OH
OH−−−−−→ HO
O
CH OH −−−→ HO
CH
O
OH
O2−−−→
HO
OO O
OH
HO2?−−−−−−→ HO
O O
OH −−−−−−−→
−HO2
O OH + O O
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[R B.17]
• Addition of OH to the oxirane
HO
O
OH
OH−−−−−→ HO
O OH
OH −−−−−−−→
−HO2
2 O OH
[R B.18]
The only mechanism yielding singly labeled glycolaldehyde is [R B.18]. Very little signal is recorded at
this mass suggesting that OH is not incorporated into the oxirane. This is also consistent with the absence
of dilabeled hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde in the isoprene +18OH experiments.
The signal recorded at m/z=187 corresponding to the product of [R B.15] also represents a minor con-
tribution to the total signal. This is consistent with the unlabeled isoprene experiment where little signal is
recorded at m/z=201, the analog of m/z=187 in the isoprene system.
[R B.14] (Meleshevich, 1970), [R B.16] and [R B.17] all yield non-labeled glycolaldehyde and are diffi-
cult to distinguish directly because of the BEPOX symmetry. However, data from isoprene +18OH exper-
iment suggest high yields of both singly-labeled hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde from IEPOX photox-
idation. This suggests that the analogue of [R B.14] for isoprene is not the main oxidation channel, as no
glycolaldehyde can result from this channel. Furthermore if [R B.14] is an important decomposition path-
way, dilabeled glycolaldehyde from δ4-IEPOX would be formed. However, dilabeled glycolaldehyde is not
observed. [R B.16] and [R B.17] are mostly indistinguishable and further studies are required to investigate
these mechanisms in more detail. It is suggested here that the reaction of IEPOX with OH occurs mostly
by abstraction of the H α to the alcohol followed by the opening of the oxirane C-O bond ([R B.17]). The
signal recorded at m/z=91 in PTR-MS mode may be associated with the formation of the enol, 3 hydroxy-
2-propenal.
Furthermore the analogue of [R B.16] applied to the IEPOX seems thermodynamically unfavorable as
it requires a rearrangement, which involves the formation of a primary radical from a secondary radical.
δ1-IEPOX cannot undergo [R B.17] and its fate remains uncertain. For simplicity we have assumed in our
kinetic model and in the proposed GEOS-CHEM mechanism that δ1 - IEPOX shares the fate of δ4 - IEPOX,
yielding hydroxyacetone.
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B.5 Kinetic mechanism
In our simulations of the laboratory experiments, we used a simplified chemical scheme focusing on the first
few hours. The different isotopes for each species are explicitly treated but we neglect any kinetic isotope
effect on the reaction rate constants or the yields of the reactions.
Cross reactions of peroxy radicals are treated using a class approach (Madronich and Calvert, 1990;
Jenkin et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003). This approach was modified to account for the possibility of
homomolecular biradical cross-reactions. The reaction of a peroxy radical (RO2) with a class of peroxy
radical CLO2 is defined as:
d[RO2]
dt
=−kRO2CO2 [RO2][CLO2]
(
1+
[RO2]
[CLO2]
δ (RO2,CLO2)
)
where δ (x,y) is the Dirac function. A simplified scheme is used to treat the products of the RO2+RO2
channel. This approximation is justified as the experiment was designed to limit the role of these reactions.
Peroxy radicals formed by the reaction of OH with isoprene were divided into two classes: β (70%) and
δ peroxy radicals (30%). Addition of OH on the internal carbons are neglected as they account for less than
10% of the carbon (Crutzen et al., 2000).
The expected product of the alkoxy channel for the δ channels (isomer of 1-hydroxy-4-oxo-2- methylbut-
2-ene, similar to the mechanism depicted in Fig. 3.1c) is not observed in large yields. Therefore we assume
that the alkoxy channel is only occurring for the β peroxy radicals, consistent with the formation of MVK
and MACR. The fraction of β peroxy radicals that yield OH while reacting with HO2 (Fig. 3.1c) is ∼12%.
The ratio between the yields of MVK and MACR is assumed to be equal to the one derived under high NOx
conditions.
In addition to the 16OH regenerated from the VOC photooxidation, an additional conversion of 18OH
to 16OH of ~ 7s−1 takes place in our experiments. A minor fraction of this conversion can be attributed
to the reaction of OH with water (13%) (Dubey et al., 1997). Experiments at reduced oxygen concen-
tration suggest that the reaction of OH with O2 could account for the bulk of this conversion (k ∼ 1.3×
10−18 cm3 molec−1 s−1) (Greenblatt and Howard, 1989). For the conditions of this experiment, the pro-
duction of 18OH from hydrogen peroxide photolysis, ∼ 2.2×108 s−1([H2O2]−2 ppmv) largely exceeds the
conversion of 18OH to 16OH.
Uncertainties regarding the fate of IEPOX as described in the previous section have little effect on our
conclusions since channels [R B.16] and [R B.17] share the same products.
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Comparison between modeled and measured ISOPOOH and IEPOX are shown in Figs. B.5 (Experiment
1, see Table B.1) and B.6 (Experiment 3). For Experiment 2, modeled 16OH is about 4.5×105 molec cm−3,
18OH 1.8×106 molec cm−3, H16O16O 2×109 molec cm−3, H16O18O 1.1×108 molec cm−3 and H18O18O
2.8×109 molec cm−3.
B.6 GEOS-Chem
GEOS-CHEM v8.01.04 (http://www-as.harvard.edu/chemistry/trop/geos/) driven by assimilated meteoro-
logical observations from the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-4) of the NASA Global Modeling
and Assimilation Office (GMAO) (Bey et al., 2001) is used to assess the global impact of the isoprene chem-
istry described herein. The model is run with a spatial resolution of 4◦ latitude and 5◦ longitude and 30
vertical levels (22 in the troposphere).
Isoprene emissions are taken from the Global Emission Inventory Activity (GEIA) inventory (Guenther
et al., 1995). The default chemical mechanism is updated to incorporate recently proposed modification to
the high NOx chemistry (Paulot et al., 2009a) as well as the low-NOx regime derived in this study (Table
B.9). Dry deposition for IEPOX and ISOPOOH is modeled using H2O2, while hydroxymethylhydroperoxide
(HMHP) parameters are used to model their wet deposition.
A model spin-up of 15 months is done before the results are retained. The results presented in this study
are for northern hemisphere summer 2002 and northern hemisphere winter 2001. Isoprene emissions from
GEIA are scaled in GEOS-CHEM so that the flux of isoprene to the atmosphere is∼ 342 TgC/yr. This yields
a yearly IEPOX formation of ∼ 65 TgC/yr. Estimates of isoprene emissions range from 250–750 TgC/yr.
Assuming that IEPOX formation scales with isoprene emissions, this leads to our global estimate of yearly
production of IEPOX: 95±45 TgC/yr (167 Tg/yr).
The formation of IEPOX from isoprene is predicted to be asymmetric with a larger yield in the southern
hemisphere (Fig. B.7). More than 60% of IEPOX is formed in the tropics (−15◦–+15◦) reflecting the
influence of anthropogenic activities on the chemistry of isoprene.
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B.7 Field measurements
B.7.1 TC4
The NASA Tropical Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling (TC4) mission was designed to investigate
the atmospheric structure, properties, and processes in the tropical troposphere. This mission, based out
of San Jose, Costa Rica, was conducted during July and August 2007 and consisted of coordinated flights
between several NASA aircraft including the DC-8, ER-2, and WB-57. Two Caltech CIMS instruments
(single quadrupole instrument and the Varian tandem-MS instrument) were deployed on the DC8.
Low-level legs were flown over the Columbian jungle during several flights. During these legs large
signals at m/z=203 were observed with the single quadrupole instrument. Quantification of ISOPOOH and
IEPOX is not possible due to uncertainties regarding the ion transmission efficiency for the quadrupole at
these high masses as well as the inability of the single quadrupole to separate these mass analogues. The
tandem-MS did not monitor m/z=203 during this experiment.
B.7.2 ARCTAS
The primary scientific focus of the 2008 summer NASA Arctic Research of the Composition of the Tropo-
sphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) mission was to study boreal forest fire emissions. ARCTAS
was a NASA contribution within the greater Third International Polar Year effort (POLARCAT). The NASA
DC-8 aircraft was based in Cold Lake, Alberta during the summer phase of ARCTAS, with nine total flights:
two transit flights between Cold Lake and Southern California, four local flights from Cold Lake, two flights
between Cold Lake and Thule, Greenland, and one local flight from Thule. More information about the
ARCTAS mission, including details of the DC-8 instrument payload and an overview of the mission scien-
tific objectives, is available at http://www.espo.nasa.gov/arctas/.
Two Caltech-CIMS instruments were flown aboard the DC-8 during ARCTAS: the single quadrupole
(Crounse et al., 2006) and the triple quadrupole (identical to the instrument in the chamber). The triple
quadrupole was operated exclusively in CID-MSMS mode while in flight. Both flight instruments monitored
m/z=203, though the tandem MS did so for only five of the nine flights.
A subset of the m/z=203 daughters (m/z=63, m/z=85, m/z=137, m/z=203) were measured by the tandem
MS for the last five flights of summer ARCTAS. By assuming that the only source of m/z=203 is ISOPOOH
and IEPOX, we can infer ISOPOOH and IEPOX respective signals from the flight data. As discussed
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in the text, ISOPOOH•CF3O− was determined to be the source of m/z=63 daughter ion in the chamber
experiments. The m/z=183 daughter ion, used in the chamber study as the fingerprint for IEPOX, was
not measured during flight. Signal potentially attributable to IEPOX was determined for the flight data by
removing the ISOPOOH contribution to the m/z=137 daughter ion signal, using the relationship between
the m203 daughters derived from an OH + isoprene chamber experiment where the aircraft tandem MS
instrument monitored all relevant m203 daughter masses:
(m/z = 203→ 137) = (1.49±0.03)× (m/z = 203→63)+(1.43±0.03)× (m/z = 203→ 183)
where the coefficients and 2σ uncertainties (of the fit) are obtained from a multivariate linear regression.
Both tandem MS instruments sampled from the same chamber during this calibration experiment. By
determining the IEPOX contribution to the m/z = 203→ 137 ion signal in terms of the m/z = 203→ 183
ion signal and also determining the scaling factor between the m/z = 203→ 183 ion signals of the two
instruments, the IEPOX sensitivity used for the chamber experiments can be applied to the ARCTAS data
to obtain in situ IEPOX mixing ratios. Determination of in situ ISOPOOH mixing ratios required only
obtaining the scaling factor between the m/z = 203→ 63 ion signals of the two instruments before applying
the ISOPOOH sensitivity used for the chamber experiments.
The possibility of mass interferences at m/z=203 in situ precludes the definitive attribution of the m/z=203
signal, in its entirety, to ISOPOOH and IEPOX. One known interferent at m/z=203 was identified from
data not yet published from a chamber study of the OH oxidation of 2-Methyl-3-Buten-2-ol (MBO). The
MBO oxidation product at m/z=203 yields no daughter ion at m/z=63 but does yield a daughter ion mass at
m/z=137. Consequently, the presence of MBO oxidation products may influence the calculated ARCTAS
IEPOX mixing ratios, but not the ARCTAS ISOPOOH mixing ratios. We currently know of no mass inter-
ferences for the m/z=63 daughter ion of m/z=203. In recognition of the potential for interferences, however,
the ARCTAS data for ISOPOOH and IEPOX will be hereafter referred to as ISOPOOH_flt and IEPOX_flt,
respectively, to distinguish the in situ data from the chamber data.
Both ISOPOOH_flt and IEPOX_flt were observed during four of the last five ARCTAS flights, as shown
in Fig. B.8. All of the ISOPOOH_flt and most of the IEPOX_flt were detected below 1.5 km above ground
level (Fig. B.9). The highest mixing ratios of both ISOPOOH_flt and IEPOX_flt during the mission, 1.2
ppbv and 3.4 ppbv, respectively, were encountered while flying 0.7 km above ground level at 40.7319°
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N, 122.0492° W. Signal for ISOPOOH_flt was always accompanied by IEPOX_flt signal, but IEPOX_flt
was observed without concurrent ISOPOOH_flt signal, consistent with IEPOX having a significantly longer
lifetime than ISOPOOH.
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Figure B.1: Schematic diagram of the Caltech Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS)
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Figure B.2: Following the time when the photolysis of H2O2 (initially 1 ppmv) begins (t = 0), we observe the
formation of BUTOOH and then BEPOX together detected at m/z=189 (black). Tandem mass spectroscopy
provides for separation of the m/z=189 signal: BUTOOH (green) is observed as the m/z=63 daughter while
BEPOX (blue) is observed as the m/z=169 daughter. The sum of the measurable daughters of m/z=189 (red)
correctly captures the profile of the parent signal.
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Figure B.3: Relative energies of the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries for the formation of δ4-IEPOX
from δ4-ISOPOOH
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Figure B.4: Relative energies of the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries for the formation of β -IEPOX
from β1-ISOPOOH
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Figure B.5: Same as Fig. 3.4 for Experiment 1
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Figure B.6: Same as Fig. 3.4 for Experiment 3
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Figure B.7: Modeled yield of IEPOX from the reaction of isoprene + OH in the planetary boundary layer.
Grid cells where isoprene mixing ratio is lower than 50 pptv are not shown.
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(a) ISOPOOH_flt
(b) IEPOX_flt
Figure B.8: Flight tracks for 2008 summer ARCTAS flights on July 5th, 8th, 10th, and 12th indicating the
location of data and the mixing ratio for ISOPOOH_flt and IEPOX_flt
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Figure B.9: Flight tracks for 2008 summer ARCTAS flights on July 5th, 8th, 10th, and 12th with color
indicating the altitude of the DC-8 aircraft
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Table B.1: Initial conditions (in ppbv)
Experiment Isoprene H18O18OH H18O16OH H16O16OH NOx
Exp 1 70 1700 57.2 3.5 1.3
Exp 2 23.5 1750 58 3.76 0.77
Exp 3 20.9 2860 94 5.9 0.1
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Table B.2: Theoretical weighted average dipole moments (µ) and polarizabilites (α) for conformers with
abundance greater than 1%. Cis and trans refer to the position of the CH2OH group with respect to the plane
of the oxirane.
Compound µ (D) α(
◦
A
3
)
β -IEPOX (cis) 2.47 8.98
β -IEPOX (trans) 1.00 9.01
δ1-IEPOX 2.39 9.98
δ4-IEPOX 2.30 8.93
β1-ISOPOOH 2.19 9.44
β4-ISOPOOH 2.20 9.44
δ1-ISOPOOH 2.85 9.63
δ4-ISOPOOH 3.34 9.66
BEPOX (cis) 2.71 7.52
BEPOX (trans) 0.55 7.47
(2Z) - but-2-ene-1,4-diol 2.93 7.28
but-3-ene-1,2-diol 2.29 7.21
2-methylbut-3-ene-1,2-diol 2.01 8.79
3-methylbut-3-ene-1,2-diol 2.30 8.76
(2Z)-2-methylbut-2-ene-1,4-diol 2.98 8.98
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Table B.3: Comparison of the experimental and theoretical calibration for three representative compounds
Theoretical calibration Experimental calibration
(normalized counts/pptv) (normalized counts/pptv)
BEPOX (cis) 2.0×10−4 2.0×10−4
Hydroxyacetone 2.7×10−4 2.6×10−4
Glycolaldehyde 2.2×10−4 2.3×10−4
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Table B.4: Calculated relative energies (kcal/mol) of the stationary points in the β4- ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX
(reaction (3.2a) and Fig. 3.5)
B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ// B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
B3L YP/6-31G(d)
β4-ISOPOOH 0 0 0
Alkyl radical -32.9 -30.4 -30.6
β4-TS -21.1 -19.7 -20.0
β4-IEPOX -47.8 -47.4 -47.4
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Table B.5: Calculated relative energies (kcal/mol) of the stationary points in the β4- ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX
(reaction (3.2a) and Fig. 3.5). All single point energies on the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries
RMP2/ RMP2/ MP2-F12b/ CCSD(T)-F12b/
cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ VDZ-F12 VDZ-F12
β4-ISOPOOH 0 0 0 o
Alkyl radical -33.6 -34.1 -34.8 -30.9
β4-TS -28.7 -31.3 -31.8 -18.2
β4-IEPOX -54.1 -54.6 -55.5 -50.9
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Table B.6: Calculated relative energies (kcal/mol) of the stationary points in the δ4- ISOPOOH to δ -IEPOX
(reaction (3.2b) and Fig. B.3)
B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ// B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
B3L YP/6-31G(d)
δ4-ISOPOOH 0 0 0
Alkyl radical -37.4 -33.9 -33.8
δ4-TS -25.9 -23.7 -23.7
δ4-IEPOX -48.1 -46.5 -46.4
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Table B.7: Calculated relative energies (kcal/mol) of the stationary points in the β1- ISOPOOH to β -IEPOX
(reaction (3.2a) analog and Fig. B.4)
B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/cc-pVTZ// B3LYP/cc-pVTZ
B3L YP/6-31G(d)
β1-ISOPOOH 0 0 0
Alkyl radical -31.8 -29.1 -29.1
β1-TS -20.6 -19.0 -19.1
β -IEPOX -48.8 -48.2 -48.1
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Table B.8: Isomers of IEPOX previously observed in the aerosol phase
Possible isomer Example Incompatibility with the measurements
Alkene triol HO
OH
OH Alkene triol formation has been reported in the aerosol phase . Proposed
formation schemes involve enol/ketone equilibrium with
dihydroxycarbonyl (Surratt et al., 2006) or acid catalyzed rearrangement
of dihydroxyepoxide (Wang et al., 2005). In both mechanisms,
formation of alkene triols requires a solvent. The proposed mechanisms
cannot take place in the gas-phase. Furthermore, such a compound
features a double bond and thus is not consistent with the observed
lifetime of the second generation product.
Dihydroxycarbonyl O
OH
OH Formation of isobaric dihydroxycarbonyl has previously been proposed
through a keto/enol mechanism with the previous isomer (Surratt et al.,
2006). CIMS has been shown to be sensitive to this class of compounds
(Paulot et al., 2009a). CID of hydroxyacetone and glycolaldehyde
standards show a loss of CF3O
− (m/z=85) exclusively with no
measurable loss of HF (20 a.m.u.) or FCO−2 (fragment at m/z=63).
Therefore they cannot account for the formation of daughter m/z=183
which is specific to IEPOX.
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Table B.9: Low NOx mechanism for the photooxidation of isoprene
A (×1011) −Ea/R
cm3 molec−1 s−1 K
ISOP + OH −−→ ISOPOO 2.7 390
ISOPOO + HO2 −−→ 0.880 ISOPOOH + 0.120 OH + 0.047 MACR 0.074 700
0.073 MVK + 0.120 HO2 + 0.120 CH2O
ISOPOOH + OH −−→ IEPOX + OH 1.9 390
IEPOX + OH −−→ 0.700 ISOPOO + 0.300 HC5 + 0.300 OH 1.9 390
IEPOX + OH −−→ IEPOXOO 5.78 -400
IEPOXOO + HO2 −−→ 0.725 HAC + 0.275 GLYC + 0.275 GLYX 0.074 700
0.275 MGLY + 1.125 OH + 0.825 HO2 0.074 700
0.200 CO2 + 0.375 CH2O + 0.074 HCOOH
+ 0.251 CO
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Appendix C
Importance of secondary sources in the
atmospheric budgets of formic and
acetic acids
C.1 Yield of formic and acetic acids from the oxidation of glycolalde-
hyde and hydroxyacetone by OH
The photooxidation of glycolaldehyde yields FA (Butkovskaya et al., 2006a). The yield of FA decreases
while the yield of CH2O increases as temperature increases. This is likely related to the channel CO +
HCOOH + OH ([R C.1]) since the increased production of FA is accompanied by an increased production
of OH. To simplify the representation of this reaction, we divide the oxidation of glycolaldehyde by OH into
two different pathways
GLYC+OH−−→ 0.732 CH2O+0.505 CO+0.1340 HCOOH [R C.1]
0.134 C2H2O2+0.361 CO2+0.773 HO2
0.223 OH
−−→ HCOOH+OH+CO [R C.2]
The branching ratio between the pathways ([R C.1]) and ([R C.2]) is calculated using the measured yield
of CH2O and HCOOH at different temperatures: Y1 = 1−5.01×10−6× exp( 2612T ).
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FA and AA are also formed in the photooxidation of hydroxyacetone (Butkovskaya et al., 2006b). The
yields of FA and AA are obtained by assuming YFA = YAA and YFA+YAA+YC3H4O2 = 1 which yields
β (T ) = YFA+YAA = 2.63×10−3× exp(1206/T ) (C.1)
C.2 Retrieval of FA by ground FTS
C.2.1 Method
For all stations but Thule and La Réunion, FA is retrieved from spectra using GFIT (Wunch et al., 2010). For
Thule (Hannigan et al., 2009) and La Réunion (Senten et al., 2008), FA is retrieved using SFIT2 (Rinsland
et al., 1998). Both retrieval methods consist of a “forward model”, which computes an atmospheric transmit-
tance spectrum for a prescribed set of conditions, and an “inverse method” which compares each measured
spectrum with the calculation, and decides how best to modify the a priori profile to achieve a better match.
GFIT scales the a priori profile via a non-linear least-squares spectral fitting algorithm. SFIT2 enables the
retrieval of a vertical profile by the use of the optimal estimation method (Rodgers, 2000). However, in the
case of FA, the degrees of freedom of the signal are close to one, such that the essential result is the total
column, as for GFIT.
The a priori altitude, pressure, temperature and specific humidity profiles used in GFIT and SFIT2 are
from NCEP/NCAR analysis product (Kalnay et al., 1996) with the exception of the cruises in the Atlantic
Ocean. The window used to retrieve FA is centered at 1106.32 cm−1 with a width of 6.75 cm−1. For La
Réunion, a smaller window (1102.75 - 1106.4 cm−1) is used to avoid the strong water band at 1106.7 cm−1.
Interfering gases are H2O, O3, HDO, CH4, NH3, CCl2F2 and CHClF2 (+ H182 O, H
17
2 O,
16O16O18O for
La Réunion). For La Réunion, the profile of H2O, O3, HDO, CCl2F2 and CHClF2 is first retrieved using
dedicated windows for each target molecule. Their profiles are then used to retrieve FA.
The FA retrieval is especially sensitive to the H2O and O3 profiles. We find that small modifications of
the water spectroscopy in the FA window reduces the residuals. These modifications are:
• increase in the pressure shift from -0.0175 to -0.0210 cm−1/atm
• increase in the width from 0.061 to 0.062 cm−1/atm
• increase in the temperature dependence of the width from 0.29 to 0.45.
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These modifications were applied in the retrieval at Barcroft, Bremen, Paramaribo and Wollongong as well
as for the cruises.
For the cruises, we use measured H2O and O3 vertical profiles over the ship by balloon-borne radio and
ozone sonde.
For Paramaribo, the O3 profile is inferred from Shadoz measurements at the Paramaribo station (Thomp-
son et al., 2003) combined with an ACE-FTS climatology.
For Thule, H2O is retrieved by scaling H2O a priori profile. O3 and HCOOH are retrieved simultaneously.
For Wollongong, O3 profiles are derived from monthly mean HALOE data (Russell et al., 1993).
C.2.2 Error analysis
C.2.2.1 Error in the spectroscopy
The FA Q branch line intensity has an uncertainty of ∼ 7% (Vander Auwera et al., 2007) which translates
into a ∼ 7% error in the retrieved FA total column. Fig. C.1 illustrates the dependence of the retrieved FA at
Paramaribo on the window used to retrieve FA (Table C.1). The choice of the spectral microwindow used to
retrieve FA could result in a systematic bias in the FA total column as large as ∼±2.7×1015 molec/cm2.
C.2.2.2 Error in FA profile
Fig. C.2 illustrates the effect of the a priori FA vertical profile (Fig. C.3) on the retrieved FA total column
at Paramaribo. FA retrieval at Barcroft, Bremen, Paramaribo, Thule and Wollongong as well as the Atlantic
cruises use the FA vertical profile from the ATMOS mission as a priori. This profile assumes most FA is
located in the boundary layer, i.e., that FA total column is driven by local sources. In contrast, the FA a priori
vertical profile used in La Réunion (from PEM-tropics A (Hoell et al., 1999) and ACE-FTS (Gonzàlez Abad
et al., 2009)) assumes that most FA peaks in the free troposphere, i.e., that FA total column is driven by
transport. At Paramaribo, the modeled FA vertical profile shows evidence of both transport and local sources.
The choice of a priori profile results in an uncertainty of ∼ 17% in the retrieved FA profile.
The overall uncertainty is thus ∼ 19% with a systematic bias up to ±2.7×1015 molec/cm2.
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Figure C.1: Influence of the window on the retrieved FA total column at Paramaribo
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Figure C.2: Influence of FA a priori vertical profile on the retrieved FA total column at Paramaribo
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Figure C.3: A priori vertical profiles of FA used to retrieve FA total column
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Figure C.4: An example of FA retrieval at Paramaribo using GFIT using the Q window. Top panel represents
the fit residuals (computed–measured spectrum). Bottom panel represents the computed spectrum (black
line), measured spectrum (black crosses), as well as the contribution of the different gases in the window
used to retrieve FA. The weakness of FA absorption and the strong interference of H2O in the region make
the retrieval of FA challenging. For this spectrum, the retrieved FA total column is 1.02×1016 molec/cm2
(±19% ±2.7×1015 molec/cm2).
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Figure C.5: Same as Fig. 3a for CO (Wollongong). Note the anomalously high CO at the end of 2007,
reflecting intense biomass burning in the region.
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Figure C.6: Same as Fig. 4.4c for CO at Bremen
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Figure C.7: Relationship between FA and CH2O at Barcroft (FA' 2.3×CH2O, R2 = 0.77)
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Figure C.8: Same as Fig. 4.4c for CH2O at Barcroft
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Figure C.9: Same as Fig. 4.4c for CO at Barcroft
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Figure C.10: Relationship between CO and FA total columns (molec/cm2) measured during cruises in the
Atlantic Ocean
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Figure C.11: Effect of a diffuse source of FA associated with aerosol aging on FA total column over the
Atlantic (scenario R3). Color code same as Fig. 4.5
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Figure C.12: Effect of a diffuse source of FA associated with aerosol aging on FA total column over Bremen.
Color code same as Fig. 4.4b
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Appendix D
Impact of the isoprene photochemical
cascade on tropical ozone
D.1 Rate constant adjoint
The adjoint of the chemistry has been implemented in GEOS-Chem by Henze et al. (2007). Minor modifi-
cations are required to obtain the needed adjoint sensitivities for isoprene chemistry.
• Rate constant adjoint
Rate = Rate×SF forward
˜SF = ˜SF +Rate× ˜Rate adjoint
• Isoprene nitrate (Recycling) adjoint
Rate1 = Rate×Y ×SF forward
Rate2 = Rate× (1−Y )×SF forward
˜SF = ˜SF +Y ×Rate× ( ˜Rate1− ˜Rate2) adjoint
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Figure D.1: Schematic representation of the isoprene nitrate photochemical cascade. Red arrows designate
reaction with OH/NO, green arrows designate reaction with ozone and blue arrows represent NO3 chemistry.
Dashed arrows represent Ox release. Y is the isoprene nitrate yield (ING0) and α the fraction of NOx released
in ING0 oxidation by OH and ozone. MVK, MACR and IALD designate major second-generation products
of isoprene oxidations under high NOx conditions.
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Figure D.2: OMI/MLS tropospheric total column ozone (Ziemke et al., 2006) in Dobson units. The different
geographical regions used in the adjoint simulations are denoted by white contours. The tropical region
extends from 15◦S to 7◦N. Top panel: June 2006–October 2006, middle panel: November 2006–February
2007, bottom panel: March 2007–May 2007
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Figure D.3: K-means clustering analysis of the factors controlling DING reveals important regional and
seasonal differences. During periods of large biomass burning, the influence of the recycling /production
and losses of secondary nitrate ING1 and ING2 is reinforced relative to the isoprene nitrate yield (blue
cluster), as the formation of ING0 has a small effect on the budget of NOx. Conversely in regions where
the ratio of isoprene to NOx is high (South America (B, C) and eastern South East Asia), a large fraction
of NOx is segregated in ING0. This depresses OH and ozone formation, diminishing the fraction of ING0
oxidized locally. In these regions, the impact of isoprene nitrate chemistry on the local NOx budget is
primarily controlled by the yield of ING0. The long range effect of isoprene nitrate chemistry on NOy is
solely controlled by ING2 (orange). The analysis was restricted to regions where DING accounts for more
than 5% of the total production/loss of NOx.
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Figure D.4: Isoprene contributes significantly to the loss of OH even at high altitude. The color code
indicates the ratio between the loss of OH through isoprene + OH and the loss of OH by isoprene and CO.
A: June 2006–October 2006, B: November 2006–February 2007, C: March 2007–May 2007
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Figure D.5: Fraction of isoprene oxidized below 800 mbar
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Figure D.6: Seasonal variations of the relationship between DING and POx over South America (A), Africa
(B) and South East Asia (C) resulting from different representation of ING chemistry. Variations in DING
and POx are normalized to the reference simulation (Y = 10%, α = 50% and default deposition). The linear
fit for each month is indicated by a dashed line. The color code indicates the ratio between DING andLNOx
in the reference run for each month.
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Figure D.7: Seasonal emissions of isoprene (green), lightning NOx (red), biomass burning NOx (blue,×0.5),
anthropogenic NOx (violet), soil NOx (orange).
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Table D.1: Notations
Ry
RxS
Y
X normalized sensitivity of mean tropospheric Y over the region Ry to changes in X
over the region Rx. For photochemical processes, unless otherwise noted,
Ry extends from the surface to the free troposphere.
Ry
RxS
Y
X is expressed in %.
a Atlantic (Rx, Ry)
A Africa (Rx, Ry)
i Indian (Rx, Ry)
p Pacific (Rx, Ry)
s South America (Rx, Ry)
S Southeast Asia (Rx, Ry)
t Tropics (Rx, Ry)
w World (Rx, Ry)
DING net effect of ING chemistry on the NOx budget
LNOx Loss of NOx (account for the role of PAN and ING as NOx reservoirs)
PX Photochemical production of X
Ebb(NOx) NOx emissions from biomass burning
Eli(NOx) NOx emissions from lightning
E(ISOP) Isoprene emissions
Y Isoprene nitrate yield
α NOx recycling from ING0 photooxidation
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